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He scores!
Composer John Etnier spent the last
decade supporting others' visions.
Now the studio whiz returns to his own.
Seepage 23.
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USM pulls

condom ads
Portland condom shop
owner Elinda Bones was
stunned to learn that
University of Southern
Maine had pulled her fullpage ad from its orientation
folder for new students.
"I am shocked because
they approached me,"
Bones said. "It's ironic.
They do so much to
promote awareness of safe
USM president Richard
Pattenaude denied he was
censoring Bones' store,
Condom Sense. Instead,
Pattenaude said he feared
the size of the ad might
send the wrong message to
parents of new students.
The flap arose because
students had little luck
selling ads for the back
page of the folder. "We
ex ctc-d a mix of ads back
there and we got one ad
that made it look like one
shop was sponsoring
student orientation,"
Pattenaude said.
Fearful of tarnishing its
image, USM reprin ted 2,000
of the folders in order to
drop the ad. The folders,
which cost $750 to print,
contain information about
condoms and safe sex. They
were stored for later use in
campus health-service
programs.
More newsbriefs, page 2
~ ALSO

Ind fig t
for
tt r vlsl
Visually impaired people have
the legal right to live and work
wherever they want to. But few
renters or employers know it.
As a result, many blind people
continue to live and work
with other blind people
in special factories.
.t

See page 8
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Pook odyssey

page 35 Raymond Dupuis uses his white cane to feel his way through the Maine Center for the Blind.
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Alden Ocean Shells

regular to $86
• Water proof nylon
• 100% guaranteed
to keep yOu
warm and dry
• "Grow Cuffs"They grow with you
• Toddler to
Big Kids 18120

• Sales • Rentals
• Instruction • Membership
• Learn to Row Package
Hargy Heap, Director

CASCO BAY
ROWING CENTER
At Yankee Marina
Yarmouth
Ca11846-5139
or 846-3277

A.H. BENOIT & CO.
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City finds bread
to butter ball

EARLY KIDS
SPECIAL

ROW

·273 Congress St., Ponland 772-5357 •
()pen Moo-Sal 8 amoS pm,
Thurs. 'Iii 8 Sun 8-5

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: August 12 through 18, 1992.

Criminals are beating the rap in Cumberland
County because police officers are failing to notify witnesses of
trial dates, according to District Attorney Stephanie Anderson.
Her blast stems from a South Portland welfare fraud case in
which the state's key witness never received a subpoena.
Anderson noted that "Portland is the worst" department when
it comes to serving subpoenas. Portland has two officers
working full time delivering subpoenas, but can't keep up with
the flow of paperwork, Police Chief Mike Chitwood said.

Peaks Islanders want to vote on seceding from
Portland, according to a recent telephone survey. Secession
advocate Judy Piawlock said 93 percent of the islanders polled
wanted to have a referendum on secession in November 1993.
But islanders remain split on the question of secession,
Piawlock added. The survey showed that one-third want to
secede, one-third are opposed to secession and one-third had no
opinion and wanted more information.

Two men will be replanting dune grass and
paying $250 fines after pleading guilty to tearing up the grass at
a Biddeford beach to make way for a volleyball court. The two
vacationing Massachusetts men said they were unaware that
state environmental law prohibited the removal of grass or sand
from dunes without a permit.

OF

factor~ outfet
Now located at the Lafayette Center, Downtown Kennebunk

A $300 fee for civil Jury trials was upheld by

Open Monday - Saturday 9:30 - 5:00, Sunday 12:00 - 4:00 'Til Labor Day

Maine's highest court on Aug. 12. In a 6-0 ruling, the court
concluded that the fee was legal and needed to maintain a civil
trial system in the face of budget cuts. Plaintiffs had argued that
the $300 fee, imposed in February 1991, was an illegal tax that
posed a hardship for some litigants.

- - - - - - - - - 985-3874 - - - - - - - - 106 LAFAYETTE CENTER. KENNEBUNK. MAINE 04043
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Political asylum was denied to two Ukranian sailors
who jumped ship on July 17 as their fish-processing ship was
leaving Portland Harbor. The sailors attempted to show they
were persecuted by Russian sailors aboard the vessel, but U.s.
immigration officials said the men failed to prove their case.
The sailors plan to appeal the decision.
More funny money turned up in Greater Portland.
Windham Police Chief Rick Lewsen said his officers gave the
Secret Service two $20 bills and a $50 bill that appeared to be
counterfeit. The bills were found at a supermarket, a convenience store and a bank. In an unrelated case, a federal grand
jury indicted two Canadian college students who were arrested
in late July for passing bogus $20 bills in Old Orchard Beach.
Westbrook College got $1 million for a Winslow
Homer painting it sold at New York auction. Homer painted
'The Backrush" in Maine in 1890. The money will go to an
endowment fund used for scholarships and school improvements.

Perennials
August 15 -September 6

O'DONAL'S

Saco Defense cut 22 Jobs or 5 percent of its work
force, even though the company recently won an $11 million
Army contract to make grenade-launching machine guns. A
union spokesman said the layoffs were caused by scarce
demand for the company's other machine gun products. The
plant's work force has been cut in half, from roughly 900 to 450
employees, since December 1989.

GTE aims to sell its plant in Standish by the end of
the year. But a company spokesman refused to discuss the
future of the plant's 450 employees. GTE is negotiating with
several potential buyers for the plant, according to spokesman
David Tedone.

A rape victim has stopped talking with Portland

NURSERIES

Open Mon through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9-5, Thurs. till 8
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham
just five minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone: 207-839-4262

•aJJ usual guarantees are lXIIid
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police, stifling their investigation of the alleged July 7 rape at
the Rainbow Mall parking lot. "She claimed that she wants to
drop the charges," said Lt. Richard Rizzo. "If a victim fails to
cooperate we cannot pursue the case." Rizzo added that police
are continuing their investigation of an alleged July 4 rape, even
though the victim has recanted her story that she was raped in
an Old Port parking garage. The woman still maintains she was
raped but at a different location .•

Bringing minor league
baseball to Portland won't
cause a tax hike for city
property owners, according
to City Manager Bob
Ganley's plan.
Ganley's pitch might give
baseball the political boost it
needs. But it means sacrificing other city projects in
order to pay for stadium
renovations without raising
taxes.
Ganley's plan calls for
financing $1.5 million in
renovations to Hadlock Field
through $200,000 in private
donations, $500,000 in
surplus funds from the city's
capital improvements budget
for 1990-1992, and up to
$800,000 from the capital
improvements budget for
1993. The latter figure might
drop to $600,000 if the city
opts to have prospective team
owner Dan Burke prepay
$200,000 on a proposed 10year lease.
The city has budgeted $9.5
million for capital improvements in 1993. Drawing on
those funds amounts to a
shift in priorities, Ganley
said. It means spending
money on baseball instead of
other projects like paving
roads, he explained.
Ganley unveiled his plan
on Aug. 14. Three days
earlier City Councilors
Cheryl Leeman and Dick
Paulson told Ganley they
opposed funding the renovations through a tax hike.
Ganley had first proposed
paying for renovations
through a bond that would
raise tax rates $5 per $100,000
of property valuation.
Neither Leeman or Paulson
initially objected to the plan
(CBW8 .6.92). But once they
did, they joined Councilor
Ted Rand in opposing a tax
increase for baseball. The trio
could have thwarted the
funding plan because a bond
issue reqUires approval from
seven of nine councilors.
Leeman admitted that the
city is "kind of robbing Peter
to pay Paul" with Ganley's
plan. She also conceded that
the plan is more politically
palatable_ But she's ready to
throw her support to baseball
after hearing more details
from Burke and Ganley at a
City Council workshop on
Aug. 17.
'The big issues are the tax
rate, parking and not displacing high school teams at
Hadlock," she said. "As long
as we can address all three,
everything seems fine."
The City Council is slated
to hold a public hearing and
vote the baseball plan on
Aug. 24. Cities bidding for
one of two new minor league
franchises must submit their
plans by Sept. 1.

City seeking
Lincoln Sq. site
In addi tion to baseball,
Portland is also getting
ambitious about buying

Continued on page 4

SIk. 12452. retail $18.678. 5 spd .•
L+ package, AIC, PIW, cassette,
loaded,AMlFM slereo.

Retail $30.498. SIk. '2576. 4 ~I drive.
auto. spoiler. CD player. loaded.

$1 784*

$25,260*

TOP OF THE LINE

NEW 1992 SUBARU LEGACY
SUBARU LEGACY 4x4

Retail $14.365. SIk. '2501. air. PIW.
door locks. rear delrosl,
tilt wheel. cassene.

Retail $17,170. SIk.12619. 4 dr. tilt.
floor mats, AIC. PIS AWFM slereo.

$13 17*
SEE US FIRST OR SEE US LAST. BUT SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY A NEW SUBARUI
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLDl
'PRlCES INCLUDE AI..L APPUCASl..E INCENTIVES. PRICES EXCLUDE TtnE.TAX. LICENSE. AND DOCUMENTATION. OPTIONAL.. NON-STANDARD EQUIPMENT IS AN ADDmONAL CHARGE.
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Boston Globe .

The Recipes . •. • or Build Your Own
New York
Style
ReJ'
1 •

l.ar~e
1 •

Serves Serves
1-2

3-4

Sour

c

Dough.

A
L

Rye.
Whole

Z
0
N
E

ChIcago 6 Grain

Deep
DIsh

13'

Serves
3-4

Wheat

Serves 2 1-2

8.25 13.45 '4.45 9.25 6.95

MIDI1IJtRANEAN DELIGKf "

1.95 13.25 '4.25 9.25 6.95

• •

• •

• •

• •

7.95 12.95 13.95 8.95 6A5

7.95 13.25 '4.25 9.25 6.95
7.95 12.95 13.95 8.95 6.15

9.95

'0.95 6.95 4.95

Sauce or Pesto, Fresh
Tomatoes, Broccoli, Garlic.
Sesame Seeds. Feta Chese.
Cheese Blend
HAWADAN DWQIT Sauce,
6.95 • '.25 12.25 8.25 5.85
Cheese. Canadian Ham. Sliced
Almonds. Pineapple. Cheese
POUSH Sauce, Cheese,
5.95 9.95 9.95 6.95 4.95
Sauerkraut, Polish Kielbasa,
Cheese

Reg.

l.ar~e

1-2

3-4

1 •
10'
Serves Serves

12' jserves

1HE WORKS Sauce, Cheese,
Pepperoni. Onions. Green
Peppers, Mushrooms, Cheese,
Hamburger
VIGETAllIAN " Sauce,
Cheese, Onion, Green
Peppers. Mushrooms, Black
Olives
BAR·B-Q. " Bar-B-Q Sauce.
FaJita. Chicken. Cheese Blend,
Onions, Green Peppers
RENCH n GJlECO Sweet
Onions, Olive Oil. Touch of
Garlic, SlIIced Tomatoes, Feta
Cheese. Cheese Blend, No
Tomato Sauce
1HE SIZZU.R Sauce. Cheese,
Jalapeno Peppers. Cheese,
Hot Sausage (Spicy Hot)

5.95

New York
Style

RINCH ONION"

Pure Extra Virgin Olive Oil.
Touch of Garlic.. Sweet Onions,
Cheese, No Sauce
PESTO " Home Made Pesto
(Basil. Garlic. Pine Nuts, Olive
Oil), Cheese, No Sauce
fAJITA" Pure Extra Virgin Olive
011. Onions. Green Peppers,
Fajita Chicken, Cheese, No Sauce
PESTO fAJITA A Very Special
Pizza. Pesto. Onions. Green
Peppers, Fajita Chicken. Cheese,
No Sauce
TACO Sauce. Cheese, Taco Beef,
Topped with Fresh Onions,
Tomatoes. Lettuce, Nacho Chips,
Taco Sauce
MEXICAN RefrIed Beans. Nacho
Cheese. Cheese. Taco Flavored
Ground Beef. Monterey Jack
Cheese, Blended Cheese.
Dressed with Chopped Onions
REUBEN Russian Dressing with
Gre:;; Poupon Mustard, Corned
Beef. Sauerkraut. Swiss Cheese.
Blended Cheese. Dressed with
Sliced Kosher Dill Pickles
SEAfOOD Shrimp. Roasted Red
Peppers, White Crab. Crushed
Tomatoes, Seasonings, Blended
Cheese

• •
• •
• •

Sour

Dough.
Chicago 6 Grain
Deep
Rye.
DIsh
Whole
13' Wheat

Serves
3-4

C
A

L
Z

0
N
E

12' ~rves
Serves 2 1-2

• •
• •
• •

5.95 9.95 '0.95 6.95 4.95

5.95 9.95 '0.95 6.95 4.95
8.25 13.45 '4.45 9A5 6.95

8.15 13.75 '4.15 9.95 6.95
8.25 13.45 14.45 9A5 6.95

8.25 13A5 '4.45 9A5 6.95

8.15 13.95 '4.95 9.95 6.95

•

,

I
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I
I
I

8.15 13.95 '4.95 9.95 6.95

$2 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA WITH THIS AD. EXP. 9/15/92
Eat In / Take out

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. llAM - 9PM I Fri.-Sat. llAM - lOPM I Sunday l2PM - 8PM
At Woodford's Comer/688 Forest Ave. Portland, ME/207-774-4tOO/fAX 207-874-4922
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(207) 883-41 73

NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

HMA
PASTA
PASTAS &
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SPIRIT SHEllS
PAINTINas
PRINTS
POTTERY
QUILTS
HAND PAINTED TEES
PHOTOCIlRAPHY
BOOKS&CARDS
WEAVING
WREATHS
The Creators Guild is a consflnment gallery.
NEEDLEWORK
Participation is open to all individuals who have
GIFTS
suffered from mental or emotional illness. We
KNITTINQ
provide members a means of displayi~ and
marketing items they have created.
• JEWB.RY

WHOLESALE AND

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery
81 Ocean Street. So. Portland. 207 799-8575. call for Gallery hours.
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BEADING
CLASSES
Free parking at both localions.AII
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downtown property.
City Manager Bob Ganley
has already proposed that the
city buy the vacant Maine
National Bank building
across the street from City
Hall. Now Ganley is negotiating to purchase the nearby
Lincoln Square parking lot,
which was supposed to be
the site of a 275-foot-high
office tower before the
development boom went
bust.
Ganley said he needs the
site for parking for 300 city
employees he wants to move
to the Maine National Bank
Building. Parking is also
needed for other potential
tenants of the bank building,
he added. One tenant in
particular would require
more parking, he explained.
"We're not buying it to sell
later, but to (use) for parking
if in fact one of these scenarios follows," he said.
Ganley declined to say
more about whom the
potential tenants might be.
He lamented that news of
the deal was leaked to the
Portland Press Herald. "It's too
bad it's out there. Without all
the pieces it looks halfcocked. But I can't reveal
anymore without jeopardizing (negotiations)," he added.
Ganley said it's fair for
citizens to question the
wisdom of taking the properties off the tax rolls. The two
are valued at nearly $11
million by the city assessor's
office. Purchase and renovation of the properties might
cost the city more than $2
million.
"People say, 'How can you
do that?' But we haven't done
anything yet. I'm just trying
to get proposals together. My
job is to present options to
make things happen, like
bringing office workers
downtown ... the decision
rests with the City Council."
The City Council is
scheduled to vote on buying
the Maine National Bank
building in September.

Retailers need
new bag
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A new study about
downtown Portland's ailing
retail market held one
surprise. It urged bosses to
give workers a one-hour
lunch break so they can do
more shopping on Congress
Street and in the Old Port.
Otherwise, the report
confirmed the obvious. The
$30,000 study by Market
Decisions of South Portland
said that downtown merchants have lost the retail
battle to malls and shopping
cenbers. More than 40 percent
of the retail space on Congress is vacant, according to
the report.
As a remedy, the study
stressed that retailers should

focus on four kinds of
customers: office workers,
peninsula residents, shoppers
looking for specialty items
such antiques and jewelry,
and tourists.
The 96-page study called
for more smaller stores, more
restaurants, fewer bars, better
public transportation and
increased emphasis on
downtown as an "arts
center."

Andrews files
health-care bill
U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews
filed a health-care reform bill
in Congress aimed at guaranteeing basic coverage for all
Americans and curbing rising
costs.
The bill Andrews intraduced in the House on Aug.
12 mirrors one offered in the
Senate by fellow Democrats
Harris Wofford of Pennsylvania and Tom Daschle of
South Dakota.
Andrews said his plan
blends the best aspects of the
private and public sectors.
Andrews' bill calls for
creating a Federal Health
Care Board. The board would
set a minimum package of
health-care benefits for all
Americans and a national
limit on spending with
budgets for each sta teo
The bill also gi ves states
the flexibility to design their
own health-care systems
based on those federal
guidelines, Andrews said. It
relies on private providers to
deliver health care to individuals, based on a sliding
fee schedule.
Although the plan's cost
has not been set, Andrews
claimed it would cut tens of
billions from the nation's
$800 billion annual healthcare bill. He said savings
would be achieved by
slashing red tape, eliminating
fraud and abuse and stressing preventive medicine.
"While it is possible for
anyone to walk into an
emergency room and get the
most expensi ve medical
treatment, thousands of
Maine people and millions of
Americans are unable to get
the most effective care annual phYSicals, primary
care and disease prevention
services - that can make a
trip to the emergency room
unnecessary," Andrews said.

AG, ex-sheriff say
Lally case botched
Former Cumberland
County Sheriff Martin Joyce
agreed that his department
botched the investigation of
the 1981 death of a 12-yearold boy who was in the care
of convicted child molester
Warren Cole.
Michaellally had been
drinking heavily before he
dashed into the path of a car
in front of Cole's restaurant
in Gray. Joyce said deputies
violated routine procedures
by not trying to find out
where the boy got the
alcohol.
Joyce, who was sheriff at
the time, said he was un-

aware of the circumstances
surrounding lally's death.
lally's death came under
renewed scrutiny after Cole,
who hosted parties for and
gave free meals to police
officers, admitted he had
molested 15 boys over two
decades. Cole is now serving
a five-year prison term.
After a six-month review
of the Cl!-se, Attorney General
Michael Carpenter concluded
that deputies did an "inadequate" job in the lally
probe. But Carpenter said he
was unable to determine why
deputies failed to question
Cole about the death or fully
investigate it. Deputies also
failed to tell Lally's parents
that their son was drunk at
the time of his death.
Tests showed that lally's
blood-alcohol level was .20,
or more than twice the legal
limit to prove intoxication.
lally's parents have filed a
lawsuit charging Cole with
molesting their son and
giving him alcohol on the day
of his death.
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Teacher charged
with assault, bias
A Cape Elizabeth middle
school teacher has been
charged with allegedly
assaulting a black, 11-yearold student. The boy's
parents claim there's more to
the incident than simple
assault.
Teacher Randall Perkins,
26, of Gorham, is accused of
tripping William Blige on the
school playground. The boy
had tripped another student
and Perkins tripped Bilge to
teach him a lesson, according
to police.
But the Bliges contend
there's been a pattern of
racial bias against their son
and have taken their complaint to the Maine Human
Rights Commission. A few
days before the tripping
incident another student had
aimed a racial slur at Blige,
who returned the insult. The
Bliges protested to the school
when both boys were sent to
detention.
Cape Elizabeth police
detective Jack Nichols said
he's not sure if Perkins'
action was spurred by racial
bias. But Nichols said he
understood how the incident
"reinforced" the Blige's belief
that their son has been a
victim of racism.
Perkins' lawyer Jerry
Conley called the case "a
misunderstanding blown into
a racial incident." Conley has
advised Perkins not to
comment.
Racial bias or not, the
town's police department and
the district attorney's office
agreed an assault occurred.
"Offensive physical contact"
can be an assault under
Maine law. Yet Maine
teachers may legally use
limited force to control
students. So teachers need to
know how to walk the line
between offensive and
allowable use of force.

Continued on przge 6
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Carries a written workmanship guarantee.
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THE $99.00
BALOUCH
Let's face it - some nights it's just too hot to
cook. If tonight's one of those nights, why not
treat yourself to some of our home cooking? We're
sweltering in our kitchen all summer so that you
won't have to. So take a break from that hot stove
and those dishpan hands and let us pamper you
with our fair prices, good cookin', and excellent
service. Keep in mind that we're air conditioned
and that there is plenty of free parking nearby.
People who like fish love our Fresh Catch Of the
Day. On a recent evening we offered Baked
Haddock with a creamy crab & almond sauce,
Bluefish with a mustard herb crust, and Yellowfin
Thna with a sesame BBQ sauce. As with all our
dinners, these were served with mashed potatoes
or rice, two vegetables, buttermilk bis~uits, a
garden salad, and Aunt Nina's delicious pickles.
At the age of eighty, Aunt Nina does more than
make pickles. She has written an interesting book
depicting the daily life of her family when she was
a girl growing up in the small northern Maine
village of Davidson. The town has faded away and
no longer exists, but if you want to read about this
slice of Maine's past, a few copies of her book are
still available. If you wish to have one, call her
sister in Gorham at 839-3037.
Ii•. _LV!

We thought we'd
never get more of these rugs.
But, from a warehouse in
Gennany more have arrived.
These are Afghan Balouch
nomadic prayer size rugs,
approximately 3x5.
They'll go quickly.
They make great gifts!

. Discover...
"The Maine Source
of Oriental Rugs"©
Bringing you Oriental Rugs
at unbeatable prices
Since \ ~ " i 11974
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774·1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON·THURS 5PM· IOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM· IIPM

Selfish? ... Yes!
Indulgent? .. Yes!
Fun? ... Yes!

ALL REQUEST WEEK
August 24 - 28, 6:00 am to 6:00 pm
Call WPKM today and request your favorite

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775·1600
In Maine: 1·800·660·RUGS
Nationwide: 1·800·346·6617
Hours: 10·5 Tues.·Sat.

classical music. Then, on Monday August 24th
at 6:00 am, WPKM will play only the music
requested by our listeners.
So compose a few ideas of your own then
call 883-9539 and tell us what inspries you.
Is it Mozart? Is it Bach? Whatever it is,
let us inspire you next week.

"I can't afford to shop at
Joseph's. "

Continued from page 5
Cape Elizabeth teachers
will receive some guidance in
the use of force when school
starts. The system's policy on
corporal punishment has
been revised to make it more
specific. School Superintendent Constance Goldman
also hopes the Teaching
Tolerance Committee she
fonned will help the school
system to accept the "diversity" of its students' backgrounds.

HIV settlement
under wraps
A nurse who was fired
after testingHIV positive has
agreed in a court settlement
not to return to the Portland
medical office that employed
him.
But most provisions of the
settlement between the York
County man, referred to only
as "John Doe" and
Orthopaedic Associates of
Portland are not being
disclosed.
The suit, which was settled
Aug. 10, was the first in
Maine involving a health care
worker fired for testing HIV
positive or having AIDS.
The suit claimed that the
nurse was fired after Orthopaedic Associates learned he
was HIV positive. The suit
contended the firing violated
federal and state laws
protecting the rights of
people with HIV.
Lawyers working on the
case limited their comments
to the contents of a press
release. The release said both
sides "confinn that many
reputable infectious disease
specialists and public health
organizations and agencies
consider the risk of HIV
transmission from heal th care
workers to patients to be
negligible to small."
The nurse's attorney, Jed
Davis of Augusta said his
client is working as an
operating room nurse at an
undisclosed location in
Maine.
"John Doe" said he tested
positive for HIV in 1989, but
did not pose a health risk
because he took special
precautions. HIV is a precursor to AIDS and is transmitted through the exchange of
bodily fluids, such as blood.

Ooops ...

Oh yes, you can!

WPKM would like to thank Hard Cider Farm
Oriental Rugs in Falmouth and Peterson & Co.
Fine Jewelers for their sponsorship of this music.
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The New Fall Season
Fine Clothing for Men & Women
Surprisingly Affordable.
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A quote attributed to State
Sen. Jerry Conley in Al
Diamon's Aug. 13 column
was misprinted. What Conley
really said was: "Although
Charlie (Pray) and I have not
agreed on a number of issues,
when I've been involved in
fights such as workers' comp
h~ always backed me up." •

410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101

P0R11""'D'S CLA~SJ('.A L RAmo

Men's Store: 773-1274

.

Women's Store: 773-4454

Reported by Clilire Holman, Bob
Young and The Associated Press
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Me and Billy the Kid
William Harrigan went to court July 17 expecting to have
"the last laugh." Instead, he got a last chance. And he took it.
Harrigan, for those of you with better things to clutter up
your long-tenn memory, is the Portland man convicted of
violating state ethics law by distributing anonymous anti-gay
fliers during the 1990 Republican state Senate primary. Because
the flyers were attempts to defeat a candidate, Harrigan was
supposed to file a campaign spending report, but never did.
In January 1991, the state ethics commissions tracked down
Harrigan and fined him and his son John $1,100 each for the
violation. The Harrigans refused to pay, promising to go to jail
instead. The ethics commission's lawyer, Assistant Attorney
General William Stokes, offered the Harrigans a deal: Pay a
token $100 apiece, and all would be forgiven. Father and son
both agreed, and each sent Stokes $10 in February 1992 as a first
installment.
The Harrigans, despite their promises, failed to make any
further payments. In June, Stokes informed them a court
hearing would be held unless they paid up, pronto. A few days
later Harrigan the elder sent ~tokes a check for $90 along with a
letter telling him to apply the money to the balance owed by
Harrigan the younger. Harrigan, pere, said he was paying
Harrigan, fils' fine because he claimed his son had nothing to do
with the flyer.
A hearing for William Harrigan was duly scheduled for July
17. In a letter infonning me of that hearing, Harrigan bragged
he would have "the last laugh." He also disclosed that he is a
"real tough bastard," and that "it's hard to keep my big mouth
shut."
I didn't attend the hearing, but according to those who did,
Harrigan blamed his failure to pay his fine on a certain Casco
Bay Weekly political columnist. According to Harrigan, this
pundit had "stirred up trouble," had ruined Harrigan's reputation and cost him his job. Otherwise, Harrigan said he's have
paid his fine.
Judge Kirk Studstrup ordered Harrigan to pay the full $1,100
fine originally assessed by the ethics commission. Failure to do
so would result in a contempt of court citation, additional fines
or jail time.
After the hearing Assistant Attorney General Stokes told
Harrigan he'd still settle the case for $100 if Harrigan agreed to
cough up the dough in a hurry. Stokes said he renewed the
. offer because this "reall y strange" case had been dragging on
for over two years, and needed to be settled.
A few days later Harrigan sent Stokes the money. In an
accompanying letter he said he plans to publish a newsletter
attacking the Democratic Party for destroying family values.
As to whether Harrigan has learned anything from all of this,
consider that both his letter to me and his statements in court
were filled with the same old homophobic comments that
characterized the 1990 flyer. The only difference is this time
. they weren't anonymous.

Werewolves of Falmouth
When Falmouth Republicans elected a new town chairman
in June, they had a choice between two unusual candidates. The
mainstream GOP faction's nominee was Bob Fisk, who owns
Tennis of Maine. Fisk said he was "involved in civil rights in the
'60s, women's rights in the '70s," and now works for animal
rights. As part of that commitment he rented space to the Maine
Animal Coalition. The conservatives put up right-wing gadfly
Mark Finks, an ally of fonner Republican County Chairman
Paul Volle. Finks charged that Fisk actually lives in a waterfront
condo in Portland. Fisk admitted he owns the condo, but
instead his legal residence is his business.
Fisk won the vote, and Finks growled, "Foreside goldcoasters usually line up with the people they either own or
control."
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The Uptown Block pcnty in Congress
Square ~ks arts cmd crofts of all
stripes
(painters,
lxx:l.yworkers,
crofters,
weavers,
astrologers,
florists, tatoo artists) to participate in
a day-long party on Saturday,
September 12. (Rain date. S\IDday,
Sept. 13)

"

If you can't help eavesdropping on your neighbors, you can, at /ellst, turn
this disgusting IIlpse in manners into some slight social advmztage by
sharing the poop with the rest of us. Contad the rest of us care of Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portlllnd, ME 04101, or ca/l775-6601.
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FALL SALE

..

20% OFF

.

Trees
Deciduous Shade & Ornamental

,

potted or balled & burlapped

Perennials also 20% off now
through September 6

August 22 -28

.
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O'DONAL'S

A little learning
Overheard (really!) in an Old Port bar:
First person: "Was your father a Re~ublican?"
Second person: ''Yeah.''
First person: "So how come you're a Democrat?"
Second person: 'Well, I graduated from high school."

.

NURSERIES

Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9·5, Thurs. tillS
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham
just five minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone:207·S39·4262

•all usual guarantees are rXIIid

\
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environment doesn't give you that freedom."
The NFB advocates that only blind people can speak for the
blind, claiming that to be one of the basic tenets of democracy.
The NFB also claims that allowing only sighted people to care
for blind people creates a custodial and paternalistic environ·
ment.
, Because of this tenet, the NFB opposes most rehabilitation
centers where many of the teachers and the majority of the
administrators are sighted - including the Park Avenue center,
which Connie,LeBlond's husband Robert described as "a
concentration camp for blind people."
Ruth Mlotek, director of rehabilitation at the MCB, is not
herself blind and takes offense at the advocacy group's insistence that sighted people cannot be teachers.
':The NFB believes that if you are sighted you can't teach
blind people," said Mlotek, "but you don't have to be dead to
teach medieval literature." .
Mlotek believes teachers have to be able to see to in order to
teach mobility skills.
Mobility skill training involves navigating blind people
through the ins and outs of crossing streets and orienting
oneself in the outside world or in one's own home, for that
matter. "It would not be safe," said Mlotek. "If you can't see the
curb, how will you, as a teacher, know if someone is about to
fall off?"
Mel Clarrage, president of the American Council of the
Blind, the oldest blind advocacy organization, supports
Mlotek's position. "There are a number of jobs that a blind
person cannot perform to an adequate ability because of their
blindness," said Clarrage.

Courtesy rules
of blindness
There's no reason to behave differently or to be III at ease
when meeting a blind person. The following guidelines are distributed by the National Federation of the Blind. They are writ·
ten by visually Impaired people.
1. I'm an ordinary person, Just blind. You don't need_to raise
your voice or address me as If. I were a child. Don't ask my spouse
(or partner) what I want - "Cream In the coffee?" - ask me.
2. If I am walking with you, don't grab my arm; let me take
yours. I'll keep a half-step behind, to anticipate curbs and steps.
3. I want to know who's In the room with me. Speak when you
enter. Introduce me to the others. Include children, and tell me If
there's a cat or a dog. Guide my hand to a chair.
4. The door to a room,
hazard to me.

Blind fight for better vision,
• Story by Mishe Pietkiewicz
• Photos lIy Robert F. Bukaty

Visually impaired
people have the
legal right to live
and work wherever
they want to.
But many
continue to live
and work
with other blind
people In special
factories.

Looking for a job is never easy. But when you're blind or
visually impaired, pounding the pavement can also put you
face-to-face with discrimination. Many potential employers see
a visually impaired person's white cane - and don't look any
further.
When Connie LeBlond walked into Sentinel Services (a
Portland-based telephone answering service company) to apply
for a job as an operator, LeBlond said the woman at the desk
took one look at her cane, and asked, "Is something wrong with
your eyes?"
"I told her 1had some residual eyesight," said LeBlond, "as
do 70 percent of (people who are) legally blind. 1 told her I had
done this job before and that I'd like to fill out an application.
"She refused to even let me fill one out," said LeBlond. "And
then this other woman who was operating the switchboard
yelled out, 'You're a blind person. Of course you couldn't do
this job:
"It was humiliating," said LeBlond. "I felt as if she had taken
my integrity away."
LeBlond fought back.
With the help of Attorney Allan Levenson, LeBlond discov·
ered that the woman who had refused to give her an applica·
tion was Sentinel Services President Theresa Milliken. LeBlond
took Milliken before the Maine Human Rights Commission
(MHRC), which found that LeBlond had been discriminated
against.
LeBlond has also filed a civil case against Sentinel in
Cumberland County Superior Court. That case is still pending.
"Four months later, lowe my attorney $6,000 and the courts
have been paid $300," said LeBlond. "And I still have nothing to
show for it."
Milliken confirmed the existence of the suit, but would not
comment.
"How much more clear can it get?" asked LeBlond. 'The
woman said she wouldn't hire me because I'm a blind person."

Blind groups don't see eye-to-eye
Connie LeBlond has a right to work where ever she wants
(see story on the Americans With Disabilities Act, page 12). And
she believes that she and other visually impaired people should
do so.

LeBlond's belief, and her position as president of the local
chapter of a radical consumer organization for blind people, put
her at odds with well established blind advocacy organizations.
The blind community itself is divided over whether blind
and visually impaired people should be employed in the
mainstream work force or whether they are better off working
with other blind people in sheltered work environments.
On one side, there are institutions such as the Maine Center
for the Blind (MCB). The center operates a "sheltered workshop" - an assembly line where blind and visually impaired
people perform simple factory work.
\..
The Portland factory is housed on two floors of a brick
building located on Park Avenue, near Deering Oaks Park.
Workers make a variety of products, many of which are
contracted by the federal government (such as army issue duffel
bags and FBI evidence bags).
MCB Executive Director Robert Krauss said the sheltered
workshop can give some people the initial work experience to
be able to enter the competitive job market.
People working at MCB's workshop earn anywhere from
sub-minimum wages to $8.50 per hour depending on their
speed, said Krauss. "We try to get the best price possible for our
products, but advocating for a subsidized price wouldn't look
right," said Krauss. "I don't know what we' d do with some of
our workers if we had to pay minimum wage across the board.
"And many of the workers don't want to make higher
wages," he added. "Social Security often acts ~s a disincentive.
If they make too high a wage, they lose their Medicaid. That
could have a lot of implications for a blind person."
Critics of the workshops argue that the shops perpetuate the
myth that blindness is something that need necessarily divide
people.
The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) is a consumer
advocacy group that speaks out against sheltered workshops,
among other things.
Operating under the belief that the problem isn't blindness
but society's view of blindness, the 20,OOO-member organization
challenges anything and anyone that interferes with the indio r
vidual rights of the blind. NFB literature claims that blindness is
a mere nuisance that can be overcome with the proper training
and opportunity.
"We're not asking for unreasonable accommodations," said
Connie LeBlond, who is president of NFB's Maine chapter.
"We just want to be part of the world. living in a sheltered
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S. At dinner I will not have trouble with ordinary table skills.

"Soclety has hidden its disabilities
away for years.
Few people see someone with a
white cane living
Independently. "
idyllic situation or "concentration camp" for blind people? At the Maine Center for the Blind, residents Raymond Dupuis (left) and
Ken Leguse chat on a bench while Assistant Workshop Manager Michael Grant leads resident Jim Conley to the dining hall.
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6. Don't avoid words like "see." I use them, too. I'm always
glad to see you.
7. I don't want pity. But don't talk about the "wonderful compensations" of blindness. My sense of smell, t,ouch or hearing did
not Improve when I became blind. I rely on them more and,
therefore, may get more Information through those senses than
you do - that's all.

Michael Jacubouls
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"The only way to have independence is to have a sighted
person supervising your travel," said Clarrage. "1 don't think it
would be safe for blind consumers to have a blind mobility
trainer."
Mlotek said the center will not hire a blind or visually
impaired mobility instructor. She said the MCB's accreditation
reqUirements would not allow it.
Nor will it be pressured by the NFB to do so. 'The way NFB
operates nationally is antagonistic," said Mlotek. "They are a
militant organization, unwilling to compromise."

In the workshop: Jobs and friends
Not everyone who comes to the center ends up in the
sheltered workshop.
,
"If you are capable of going on to get a Ph.D. in nuclear
physics, we will make that recommendation and you will not
end up in the workshop," said Mlotek. "We haven't, in fact,
referred anyone to the workshop in years."
Mlotek said that the residents who stay at and seek employment in Maine Center's sheltered workshop choose to do so.
'This way they don't have to fight their blindness and they
have a social network of friends," she said.
Corinne Bouley came to live and work at the Park Avenue
center two years ago, after the death of her stepmother, with
whom she'd lived her whole life.
Bouley is soft-spoken and in her 60s. As she talked, she never
once stopped stripping the plastic cassettes she was preparing
for recycling.
"We have fun here," said Bouley. "We go bowling,
rollerskating, skiing and camping in the summertime."
Her fingers felt their way around the cassettes, dislodging
screws into a plastic trash can.
'This is where I'll always work because fm too old to go
anywhere else," said Bouley. There was pride in her voice as
she pulled the trash can a little closer to her knees. 'They let me
work in the shop because they said 1 have the skill for it," she
said.
Everything Bouley needed was in reach of her chair. The
cassettes were lined up in a box. There was a trash can for nonrecyclable material, and another for the plastic. With a small
twist at the waist, Corinne could drop parts into either can.
Behind her, a row of chairs sat ready to be re-caned.
'This is a good place," she said. "1 get around OK. I'm
contented. I don't want to leave the center."
Bouley said she didn't particularly like doing the tapes, but

Continued on page 10

8. If I'm your house guest, show me the bathroom, closet,
dresser, window - the IIgbt switch, too. I like to know whether
the lights are on.
,

9. I'll discuss my blindness with you If you're curious, but It's
an old story to me. I have as many other Interests as you do.
10. Don't think of me as Just a blind person. I'm Just a -person
who happens to be blind.
In all 50 states, the law requires drivers to yield the right of
.way when they see my extended white cane. Only the blind may
carry white canes. You ~ more blind persons today walking
alone - ' not because there are more of us, but because we have
learned to make our own way.
For additional copies, call the NFB at 772·73()S.
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Bob Morris, who Is visually Impaired. folds Army bags assembled In the Maine
Center for the Blind's workshop.
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that i~ was required. She was excited about doing ballpoint pens
later In the afternoon. 'Tm going to be here until I die" she said
"so I have to be helpful."
"
Like Bouley, Raymond Dupres lives and works at the center.
He's been there 21 years, but said there are a lot of people who
h?ve been there longer. He said that everything is provided for
hIm here - breakfast at 7, lunch at noon and dinner at 5.
Walking through the dining hall on the way downstairs to the
recreation room, the white-bearded Dupres (pictured on front
page) passed a table where two of his fellow residents sat
together smoking and quietly talking.
They both looked up as he shuffled by. Both said "Hello"
with affection. Dupres was Originally from Old Town, where he
worked for 10 years in a granary - until it shut down.
Dupres said he's never sought employment elsewhere
because "(MCB) did not find anything else for me."
Dupres sat down in the activity room of the resident hall.
Located in ~e basement, it has a soda machine, board games
and an exerase area. Loose weights overlapped each other on
the floor and the punching bag hanging from a ceiling beam has
obviously seen plenty of use.
"I like living here," he said. "It's close to my work."

Living on their own:

Linda and Dave Milbury
"Each time I hear the word 'can't,' I
think there's got to be a way," says Dave
Mllbury, a former taxi driver who's totally
blind.
He and his wife Unda. who stili has 20
. percent vision In one eye, find ways to do
Just about everything they need to do.
"We're a team," says Unda.
Above: Unda leads her husband
through a crowd of people after riding
the METRO from their State Street apartment to the Shop 'n Save on Forest
Avenue.
At right: Unda, who has 20-percent
vision In one eye, checks the sugar content of a can of soup. Dave's blindness
like that of many blind people, was '
caused by diabetes. He stili needs to be
careful about how much sugar he eats.
Below: Dave keeps the strap of Unda's
purse wrapped around his hand while
they shop. "It's too bad," he says, " but If
I didn't do this, someone would come by
and snatch It Just like that."

On the outside: innovation and freedom
Michael Jacubouis claims there's a difference between lack of
sight and lack of vision. "Most people see," he said, quoting
Sherlock Holmes, "but they don't observe."
Like any Mainer accustomed to giving directions to a horne at
the end of a labyrinth of rural Maine roads, Jacubouis described
landmarks that would seem obscure to all but his neighbors.
"Wellxou know Fox Comer, don't you! You go over the
wood bndge and you'll see the Windy Willow Farm. Just look
for a Ford ~ickup. It's ~n the driveway," he said on the phone.
JacuboUls bought hIS North Pownal farm in 1974, three years
before he lost his vision to lebers disease. .
."The last ti~e I drove that Ford pickup was on an AppalachIan Mountam Club trip to Mount Desert," he said.
. An avid mountaineer and former Maine Guide, Jacubouis
saId thllt mountaineering taught him many of the skills he was
later to use in coping with his lack of vision.
"When you're caught in a whiteout above treeline for all
practical purposes, you might as well be blind," he ~id.
Jacubouis works as the assistant director of education at the
Maine Youth Center. He's held that position for 22 years. He
said he's had to fight to keep it, especially through economic
hard times when layoffs are happening all around him.
"My lawyer says I'm a stubborn bastard, and that's why I've
corne this far," said Jacubouis, gesturing toward his farmhouse.
Jacubouis said that keeping his independence has taken a good
measure of perseverance and a refusal to be treated like a
second-class citizen.
Jacubouis lives with his wife, Dorothy, who is also blind.
They have three dogs and four cats. The inside of their house has
been adapted to the couple's lack of sight.
For example, Jacubouis has carved notches on the knobs of
his stove and thermostats to tell at what temperatures they are
set.
Next to the d~veway, at least a cord of wood is neatly
stacked. Jacubouls demonstrated how he measures the piece
lengths by feel with a piece of plywood the size of his wood stove
door.
In the garage he has various cups in plastic bags tied around
oil and ~as conta~ners. That's how he figures out the proper
proportions to mIx them for everyone of his six lawn mowers.
And Jacubouis garden, laden with vegetables, is impressive.
Snap ~ea~ hang heavy and yellow. Green beans snap to attention
on theIr vmes. Jacubouis grows six varieties of com. He strolled
through the com running his hand along the stalks until he felt
the wide leaf of a giant sunflower. He plants them at strategiC
places to mark off the varieties of com.
So goes life in the country.
Navigating.Portland's streets isn't much different, according
to Dave and Linda Milbury. Said Linda, who has some residual
vision, '1'01 still the same person. It just takes me a while to get
from A to B now - I used to be able to get from A to Z."
When the blind couple gets lost, Dave's 12 years as a Portland
taxi driver payoff. "Linda tells me the name of a street sign and I
can usually re-orient us," he said.
Like Jacubouis, Dave's biggest regret is that "the state will
car."
never give me a driver's license again. I miss
!he ~il~ury's met and married while going through rehabilitative trammg at the Maine Center for the Blind. It was love at
first Sight, they said laughing.
Now they have their own apartment on State Street.
. Also li~e Jacubouis, the Milburys credit their independent
lifestyle WIth a lust for life and a desire for information.
Said Dave, "Information is extremely difficult to get. I wasn't
even aware of the activities that went on at the Maine Center

mr

until after I left. We can make up our own minds, but we'd like
to know what's available."
"We're a team," said Linda. "You can just sit in one place
and exist if you want to. But that's not the way ... you need to
be gung-ho to really live."
. Dave has r.ecently been employed as a front desk receptionIst for the Maine Human Services Department. He said that it
w?sn't easy finding work. "Many employers look for what a
blind person can't do in order to avoid hiring us."
The way he looks at it, though, is that "each time I hear the
word 'can't,' I think there's got to be a way."
He said he's not afraid of failing at his new job. He's got all
the adaptive eqUipment he needs.
"But if I fall on my nose," he said, '1'11 bounce."

Paternalism, agendas and inaction
"For some individuals, sheltered industries are a good way
to get th~m started towards gainful employment," said
Jacubouls, who set up sheltered workshops as part of his
?raduate work. "But too often, the workshops become an end
In themselves. And the agencies tend to be paternalistic
towards their clients."
. Many of th~ people who end up in sheltered living situa. tions are not gIven enough information, he said. They are
never made aware of all their options. "Agencies have their
own agendas," he said. "They tell you what they have to offer
and that's it."
And Jacubouis said that confidentiality clauses can make it
hard for advocacy agencies to get in touch with these people to
assess their needs.
"Society has hidden its disabilities away for years" he said.
~
,
ew people see someone with a white cane living independently. There's not that many blind people out there that the
public have to deal with."
(The~e are .more than 4,000 blind and visually impaired
people m Mame, and more than 200,000 nationwide.)
"Grace" has worked in the sheltered workshop at the Maine
Center for 19 years. She said she was afraid of using her real
name for fear of losing her job.
"We get treated like shit," she said.
.
"I'd get to where I earned a certain amount piecemeal and
then once I'd get fast enough to up my salary, they'd cut the
piece rate."
Another gripe voiced by Grace is that the staff treats
everyone like they're stupid. "You're pretty much treated like
you're retarded," she said. '1f you have something stolen, they
tell you that you never had it. They think we don't know the
difference.
"And another thing. Every time you do anything, they say,
'Oh how wonderful: It's like when a kid learns to use the toilet
and they give him a sucker."
Grace said the only reason she hasn't left is because she has
nowhere to go. "I have to work," she said.
Chris Smith is a Maine Center client who now works out of
his Congress Street apartment monitoring commercials for
radio station WMGX. He lived in the Maine Center residence
hall temporarily while he underwent adaptive skills training.
Smith said he was never given the option to participate in
the ind ustry program. But he did get a chance to get to know
the people who do.
The 23-year-old lost his vision five years ago as a result of
diabetes. "I lost the vision in my left eye first - three weeks
after graduated from high school. Four months later I was
watching TV and the other eye went," he said.
Smith said that unlike the Carol Center in Massachusetts
where he attended an aggressive 16-week rehabilitation
'
program, the Maine Center takes things at the individual's
pace. "You can stay there as long as you want to," he said.
He said that's not always a bad thing. But Smith also said he
felt sorry for many of the permanent residents at the Maine
Center.
'Their whole lives are controlled and a lot of time they're
not taken seriously," he said. "Some of them have mental
retardation and some of the center's staff act as if, 'Oh, he or
she will forget their complaint as soon as they walk out of this
office so I don't need to do anything about it.'"
Chris cited one example in which he was treated that way.
'The resident next door had a talking clock. Every night
he'd rearrange his room at midnight and unplug it. But he
didn't know how to reset it, so when he'd plug it back in, it
would go, 1t is now 12 a.m: over and over all night long. He
couldn't hear it. He's deaf.
"So I told a staff person. She did nothing. So I told a staff
person higher up. It stopped for a few days and started up
again - it was enough to drive you crazy.
"So one night I knocked on his door. I told him, 'You better
stop this or I'm going to take you and your clock and throw it
out the window:
"He never did it again," said Smith, "but I shouldn't have
had to do that."

Continued on page 12

CB W photos by Robert F. Bukaty

living on his own:

Chris Smith
Twenty-three-year-old Chris Smith lost his
vision shortly after graduating from high
school, also as a result of diabetes. He now
lives In his own Congress Street apartment,
and works monitoring commercials for radio
station WMGX.
Smith enjoys his freedom. He said he feels
sorry for many of the permanent residents
at the Maine Center for the Blind. "Their
whole lives are controlled and a lot of the
time they're not taken seriously," he said.
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Above: At his desk, Chris listens to rival
station WPOR, then types up a list of what's
being played. He learned to type when he
was In high school, before he became blind.
At left: Chris carefully makes his way
down two flights of stairs to answer the
door of his Congress Street apartment.
Chris, who Is totally blind, recently fractured
his ankle while learning to handle his new
seeing eye dog, Georgia. "She likes to go a
little faster than I'm used to going," he said.
Below: A note at the entrance to Chris'
office and apartment.
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ALINE ...

Continued from page 11

had keeping up with assignments last year, Hope said she is
convinced that in order to remain competitive she needs a year
at the Perkins School for the Blind to learn adaptive skills.
Hope went for an interview at Perkins and has been accepted
Feeling their way along
there as a student.
I
But in order for her to attend Perkins next year with the .
Currently most state agenaes serving. the bli~~ refuse brai Ie
financial aid of the Division for the Blind and Visually ImpaIred,
services to those who still have some resIdual VISIon.
.
Hope and her family have to pass an evaluation ~r the Portland
Not everyone thinks that is a good idea. Connie leBlond s,ald
School Board. And the Deering High School offiarus who
attended that meeting insisted they could provide the necessary
that braille is an important means of empowerment from whIch
rehabilitative teachers. So the board ruled in favor of the school
even people with residual vision can benefit. She said it can
.
on the condition that the
make the difference as to whether you end up in a sheltered
workshop or living indepen- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - i school hire a teacher within

PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP

Smith claimed that other complaints he made were swept
under the table.
d
"I've gone back to visit and nothing's changed," he sai .

dently.
The Americans w i h Di sa biliti es AC t 45 days.
That was mid-July. So far a
Her son Seth learned
braille from the very beginteacher has not been found,
ning. She said this has
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has been lauded
nor has the pOSition been
as civil rights legislation for people with disabilities. Vnl.ike
advertised.
enabled him to be at the top
of his class in reading and
previous non-discriminatory regulations, th~ AD.A p~~ldes for
Hope said she is not angry
writing.
more speafic accommodations for p~ple WIth ~Isablllties an~
with Deering. "I think they
"And because he's
stricter fines for businesses and agenaes that fall to comply WIth
think they can provide me
ADA standards.
.
with the help I need, but they
competed with his peers, he
However, because the international symbol for. people WIth
don't understand my eye
feels equal to them," she said.
place_
disabilities
is
a
drawing
of
a
person
in
a
wheelchaIr,
many
condition
as well as the
Seth also won third
at
the
expense
of
people
at
Perkins."
last year in a braille reading
businesses may prioritize physical accessibility
competition hosted by the
the sensory impaired.
. .
Hope has friends at
Perkins who share her
National Federation of the
"Everyone is sensitive to the fact that ~ple In wheel~h8lrs
Blind.
need ramps," said Connie LeBI~nd, preslde~t fo~ the M8Ine
disability. She said she only
Chapter of the National Federation of the Blind. 'But ramps
has one friend from Lincoln.
His sister Hope has not
don't help blind people."
.
She added ruefully, "1 guess
been as successful in her
"We're not out to get businesses," added leBlond, "we Just
one friend is better than no
struggle to compete with
sighted kids.
want to work."
friend. I didn't exactly
The ADA's requirements are staggered over the next two
become best friends with the
A typical Portland
teenager in all other ways,
years. Highlights of its mandates include:
kids who pushed me down
Hope has been legally blind
the stairs."
Public accommodations
Said her mother, "1 will not
since birth. She moved to
Portland with her family
Jan. 26, 1992: Public places such as restaurants, theaters,
allow my daughter to fall
after third grade and started
doctors' offices, supermarkets, retailers, museums, ~chools and
through the cracks. I want to
day-care centers must be fully accessible. These bUSinesses ust
give her the chance to succeed
her education in Portland's
public schools. Braille was
remove physical barriers or offer alternative methods o~ servIce,
or to fail _ everyone fails
and provide a range of communication aids for those WIth
sometimes and I don't want
not even made an option to
her until fourth grade.
hearing, vision or speech impairments.
.
her to be able to blame her
By then she had experiJan. 26, 1993: New buildings must be fully acceSSIble to all
blindness for the failure."
enced a lot of harassment
disabled.
Hope can read with
from other kids. So she
bifocals, but reading regular
State, local governments
print gives her headaches.
refused to learn anything
that would make her differJan. 26, 1992: Programs, services, acti~tie~ an~ i~bs must be
She said, "With print it takes
me longer to do one assignent. Despite her parents'
accessible on an equal basis to people WIth dlsablhties. New
advocacy work toward
buildings and areas modified during alteration must be accesment than it takes most kids
promoting cane and braille
sible.
to do all their aSSignments.
"Maybe if I used braille for
use as positive tools for the
blind, Hope said she was '
Employment
some of the things, it would
be easier for me to keep up.
committed to fitting in.
July 26,1992: Employers ~th 25 ~~ m~re .w~rkers m~y not
At the Perkins school the
She said she managed
discriminate against otherWIse quahfled indIVIduals or Job
fairly well until this last year
applicants.
.
braille is integrated into your
at lincoln Junior High
July 26,1994: The law applies to employers WIth 15 or more
regular subjects. At Deering,
School.
workers.
I'd have to take all my classes
'This last year a kid held
plus my braille. It's likely I'd
me against a radiator," said
Telecommunications
fall behind . There are only so
Hope. "1 got a wicked bad
July 26,1993: Public phone companies must offer ~pera.tors
many hours in the day," she
bum from it. A kid also put a
24 hours a day to relay calls for hearing- and speech-ImpaIred
said.
pen through my hand in
people who use special telephone eqUipment.
Hope said she will go
French class."
where she is allowed, but that
Transportation
.
without more adaptive skills,
Hope said she has also
Aug. 26, 1990: Public transit vehicles ordered after thiS date
it will be hard for her to
been pushed down the stairs
several times. "1 didn't break
must have lifts, other features.
compete with sighted stuJan. 26, 1992: Alternative service must be provided to those
dents.
any bones but I got a few
sprains. They'd push me and
who cannot use the regular transit system.
"Sometimes my blindness
then sometimes they'd stand
is frustrating," she said. ''But
For more Infonnatlon
if 1 put a lot of effort into
around and laugh."
things I can accomplish what
She said the kids also stole
The ADA Communications Accommodations Project proor broke her white cane more
vides legal and technical assistance about comm~nications
1 want."
than once.
barriers, obligations and rights under the law. It IS staffed
"It's not fun to be 15 years
"I've learned to deal with
primarily by lawyers. 202-651-5343 or 202-223-0.101 . .
old and wondering what your
fate will be," said her mother,
it a little," said Hope. ''But
New England Disability and Business Techmcal ASSIstance
Center can offer help with certain issues. 207-874-6535 or 1-800who compared Hope's fight
it's hard. I don't feel very
safe at school. I can go tell
949-4232.
to her own _ and those of all
visually impaired people.
after it happens, but there's
nothing to prevent it from
She recently bought an 1820 brass school bell. She called it
happening. And it's scary because you don't know when it's
her freedom bell.
.
.

t

india Print Bedspreads, Cotton Shirts,
Wrap SkIrts, India Print T-shirts &.. Fun Jewelry.

I

t

J-/ouse ofd~~i~1
399 Fore St., Portland, ME 774-8562

EVERYTHING FOR

BACK TO
SCHOOL
~ATeRIAL

O()JeCTS

500 Congress Street PorUand, Maine 1774-1241
Monday-Saturday 10:30-6:00pm 1 Sunday 12-5pm

n:

• MUSIC OF THINGS THA"!:.
ARE DONE
Community Development
in the West of Ireland.
(1 hr)
• HEALTH VIEWS:
Reaching Out & Bringing
In. (1 hr)
• OPEN SPACE LECTURE:
Urban Linkages ...
New Trail Networks (1 hr)
Programs premiere Frt. 7·1Opm, and are
repeated Sal- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. Sam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland, Cape Ellzabetl1, Falmoutl1, & Scarborough. Channel varies In Gorham.

With
Casco Bay Weekly,
see page 28.

coming."
Hope said that the same students who harassed her at
lincoln will be at Deering High School next year.
.
'The worst they ever got for doing any of those things w~s
detention," she said. "So as far as I can tell they got away WIth
it and it's likely they'll harass me again,"
. .
Between her experiences at Lincoln and the dIfficulty she

"When I win my case," she said, 'Tm going to be rinSIng thIS
bell- for myself and for all blind people everywhere."

Mishe Pietkiewicz is a regular contributor to Casco Bay Weekly.

ANDOVER
-colle9...-,e__

JrJ

Se tember Course Schedule
PERIOD I (8:15-9:35 A.M.)
AC 123 Federal Taxation
CS 230 COBOL I
EN 170 Basic Writing
GE 110 Business Writing
"
GM 262 Medical Comput~r Technol.
LS 257 Environmental SCIences
MS 180 Intro. to Medical Scien<?e .
PL 261 Law of Business Organization
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding
PERIOD 11 (10:15-11:35 A.M.)
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III
AC 220 Cost Accounting
CS 235 Business Systems
EN 170 Basic Writing
.
LS 195 Psych. of Personal DynamiCs
LS 258 World Regional Geography
MS 185 Medical Science III
.
PL 262 Law of Torts/Per.sonallnJury
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding
SS 168 Word Processing Theory"
PERIOD'" (11 :45 A.M.-1 :05.P.M.)
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I
AC 266 Accounting Lab"
.
BA 105 Principles of Marketing
CS 130 Computer Science Concepts
EN 270 Experiences in Literature
LS 190 Psychology
.
LS 195 Psych. of Personal DynamiCs
MS 166 Clinical Procedures IW
PL 249 Legal Office Procedures
SS 262 Document Production

901 Washi nn.. ,,, Avenue •

PERIOD I (5:30-7:55 P.M.)
AC 220 Cost Accounting I .
BA 105 Principles of Marketing
CS 231 COBOL W
EN 170 Basic Writing
LS 192 lntro. to Sociology
.
LS 195 Psych. of Personal DynamiCs
MS 187 Medical Science IV
PL 163 Real Estate Law
PL 249 Legal Office Procedures
SL 161 Document Formatting
SS 247 Office Procedures
PERIOD II (8:05-10:30 P.M. ).
AC 120 Principles of Account!ng I
AC 121 Principles of Accounting II
EN 170 Basic Writing
GE 110 Business Writing
GM 280 Medical Office Procedures I
.
LS 184 Group Leadershipl
Conference Tech .
LS 190 Psychology
.
LS 195 Psych. of Personal DynamiCs
PL 260 Civil Law & Procedure

*

Indicates a course
with a separate ($75) lab fee.

WordPerfect
for Windows
(Tues. & Thurs.)
and

lotus 1·2·3
for Windows
(Mon. & Wed.)
4-Week Course
5:30-8:00 p_m.

Admissions Office
Open Daily Until:
Monday: 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 5:00 p.m.

Call for more information at:
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110.
ME· 04103· 207-774-6126·

800-639~3110
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NEW SCHOOL YEAR,
NEW LOOK

that first

BOOKS ETC

From sophisticated to
casual. Our salon
professionals will create
the perfect halr style for
you. Want a whole new
look? A Matrix Essentials
Perm? Matrix Essentials
Hair Color? Call today for
an appointment.

15

i

Ir"
;\I.J

" ... without doubt,
today's unabridged
dictionary of
choice."
The Washington Post

..matrix'
ESSENTIALS

From Random House
Publishers
$20 .00

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5

I Supplies
Birkenst.ock«>. In the dorm. classroom
or just hanging out, it's a classic look.
No matter where you are. the Original
Contoured Footbed supporters and
cradles your feeL Birkenst.ock~.
The shape ofrnm,fnrt

•••
•••
•••
•••

Backpacks

772·8929

~~~~~

bright

T E S

~~g!r:'r!~r:'gs

OPEN HOUSE

SPOIRTS

Great Beadsl

from Isreal, on sale

579 Con ress St.

IPlAV Illr R6Rllirb

T-shirts and

Yemenite Jewelry

NcwEm:Alng

Thursday Aug. 20 • 6pm to 8pmag8S211.2-6
Saturday Aug. 22· 10am to 12pm

CHECI( us OUT FIRST
FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTS
EOUIPMENT
Used and New Everything

Wall Tapestries

the earthcrafts workshop

ART

GIfT ClRnnCATES TOOl
10 lXOIANGE ST • PORTlAND 172-4080

311 MARGINAL WAY • PORTLAND • 773-6063

Toys (f) Tales
48 Main St. , Kennebunk. ME. 985-8555
Mon - Frl 9 ,30 - 5:30
~ Sat 9:30 - 5:00, Sun: call for hours

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Bangor • Hanover • Portland

772-2833

REAL COOL SCHOOL SUPPLIES
plncl/s. P'II$. fold,rs. back packs, Bras,rs,
p,neil usu, ,'c ,et ,1:1

in

Imaginative Playthlngs
Audio &.. VIdeo

Portland

* Best In Chlldrens Literature,

* Parenting Resources

Theological Study for Laity and Clergy

FROM BABIES TO BIG KIDS
tommys COVERS THEM ALL!

l3ack'To School

Fall 1992 Credit Courses
Four-Credit Course

BIG KIDS

sizes 4-6 & 7-14
Rainwear, windbreakers. rain boots,
winterboots, PolarpluSi!liackets, 100%
cotton sweats and turtle necks, Iycra and
cotton leggings. sox, tights.
flannel dresses, winter jackets
galore, hats, gloves. mittens,
snow bibs, fun jeans and
overalls. 100% cotton
long johns, canvas
sneakers. plus more ..

INFANTS and TODDLERS

rain boots, winter boots, sox,
100% cotton sweatsuits & turtle
necks, Iycra and cotton leggings,
canvas sneakers, booties. winter
jackets galore
plus much much more ...

New Testament Interpretation: The Gospels
of God
-A. Katherine Grieb
Thursday. 6:00 -9:00 PM
(Sept 10. 17,2.:1; Oct 1.8, 15,29; Nov 5, 12, 19; Dec 3, 10)

FourIThree-Credit Course
Ctuistian Ethical Perspectives on Sexuality and the
Social Order
-MoNln M. Ellison
Wednesday. 6:00-9:00 PM
(Sept 16. 23,30: Oct 7, 14,28; Nov 4, 11. 18; Dec 2, 9 , 16)

Three-Credit Courses
Ministry With the Dying and Bereaved
Tuesday. 6:00-9:00 PM

·&isan E. DavIes

(Septl5, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13, 20, 27; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 1. 8)

Psychology and Religion
Monday. 6:00-9:00 PM
(Sept 14, 21,28; Oct 5, 19. 26: Nov 2, 9, 16,30: Dec 7, 14)

•
•
•
•

Recycled Notebook Paper and Note pads
Twig Pencils
Canvas Lunch Bags
Nylon & Nylon Insulated
Lunch Carriers
• Recycled Notebook
Binders

0:£
ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
Ecology House is commilltd 10 bl!ing Q posilive {rIc/or for i"cmlsing

BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
159 STATE STREET
PORTLAND, MAlNE 04101
For in/ormation or registration. please call 774·5212 ext J08

Dlvironmental QWQrDltSS, Qclio". and public i"ool_l.

775-4871
49 Exchange St.
Old Port

17 Spring SI • Portland

WELCOME
Child Care
Swim Programs
Adult Enrichment
Fall Classes
begin Sept.21
Call for Catalog
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Declining cities lead to declining suburbs

Beyond b 'ool11 toltVns
• By Peter Dreier

Cities like Portland or Boston can't solve the
problems of the poor or of urban decay on their
own.
Cities are trapped by boundaries they can' t
expand and are subject to a national - and increasingly, a global- economy over which they have no
control. For most of the time since World War n, and
increasingly over the past 12 years, federal policies
have exacerbated the decline of the cities. It will take
federal policies - as well as local governmental
policies - to bring America's downtowns back to
life.
The root causes of urban decline include five
major trends that have undermined the economic,
social and political health of cities - each of them
augmented by misguided federal priorities.
Suburban Exodus: For three decades after
World War II, the U.S. witnessed a dramatic population shift: the movement of Americans from cities to
suburbs. This was not, as some observers concluded,
a "natural" migration of consumers anxious to leave
troubled neighborhoods for greener pastures.
Instead, federal policies shaped - in fact, subsidized - consumer choices, pushing people out of
cities and pulling them into suburbs. These policies
included highway-building that opened the hinterlands to speculation and development; housing
policies that offered government-insured mortgages
to whites in suburbia (but not in cities), and bull,d ozer urban renewal that destroyed working-class
neighborhoods to make way for downtown business
development.
Portland is not alone in facing a shrinking tax
base. In 1960, the per capita income in cities was 105
percent of the per capita income in surrounding
suburbs. By 1980, per capita urban income had
fallen to 89 percent of the suburban level, and by
1987, to 59 percent. In Los Angeles, the per capita
income was 67 percent of LA.'s suburban income in
1987.
Corporate flight: Since the early 1970s, highwage industries have fled from U.S. cities to locations offering more "favorable" conditions -low
wages, weak or nonexistent unions and lax environmental laws. The United States promoted this flight
with tax policies that encouraged businesses to
relocate to new sites rather than modernize and
expand their plants and equipment in cities. Since
1980, the Fortune 500 industrial corporations have
dropped 3.9 million employees from their payrolls.
South-Central Los Angeles and nearby areas lost
more than 70,000 high-paying manufacturing jobs
between 1978 and 1982 alone. The only growth in
the L.A. manufacturing sector has come in textile
sweatshops.
Pentagon Drain: A new study by Employment
Research Associates for the Boston Redevelopment
Authority found that the Pentagon has sucked tax
dollars out of cities. In 1990, for example, taxpayers
in 19 of the 25 largest cities sent more money to the
military than they took in from military contracts,
salaries and facilities. In L.A., taxpayers sent $4.75
billion to the Pentagon and received only $1.47
billion back - a net loss of $3.27 billion, or $3,000
per family. That translates into almost 100,000 jobs.
Redllnlng: Both the White House and Congress
looked the other way while America's banks denied
loans to inner-city home buyers and small-business
entrepreneurs, while engaging in an orgy of speculation that resulted in the S&L crisis.
Redlining (by insurance companies as well as
banks) leads to a self-fulfilling prophecy of decline.
The riot-tom areas of L.A., home to more than

500,000 residents, have only 20 bank branches. LA.
County had 1,068 supermarkets in 1970, but only
694 in 1990; most of the boarded-up markets are in
the city's minority areas.
Federal Cutbacks: Beginning with Ronald
Reagan's elimination of revenue sharing, the Reagan
and Bush administrations have slashed aid to cities.
In 1980, federal dollars accounted for 14.3 percent of
city blidgets; today, the federal share is less than 5
percent. During the '80s, state governments filled
part of that gap, but now states are cutting local aid
to the bone.
Washington also slashed successful urban
programs. During the late '70s, for instance, the
government added more than 300,000 new subsidized housing units a year. Last year, that number
dropped below 30,000 - one reason for the dramatic rise in homelessness and the deepening
hOUSing crisis among poor and working-class
Americans.
Much of what passes for urban policy in contemporary America is really riot insurance. Even those
conservative
editorial wri ters
who find these
programs appealing
have recognized that Bush's $1 billion urban
package is a joke when measured against the
symptoms, much less the root causes, of America's
urban crises.
The Bush quick-fix for urban decay includes these
basic elements:
• Enterprise zones, which are basically bribes to
businesses to invest in neighborhoods troubled by
high rates of poverty and unemployment. But the
experience so far, as Richard Rothstein notes,
suggests that most of the jobs and businesses will be
imported from another city or nearby neighborhood
not quite so devastated - robbing St. Petersburg to
pay St. Paul, while failing to reduce the overall
unemployment rate.
• Turning public housing tenants into
homeowners. This is a program Housing Secretary
Jack Kemp adapted from Thatcher's Britain. But
unlike Thatcher's Britain, where many middle-class
families live in public housing, U.s.-style public
housing is for the very poor: In 1991, the average
tenant's annual income was only $7,000. Without
ongOing subsidies, these tenants could not afford the
monthly costs of home ownership even if the homes
are sold for $1. Utility bills and taxes alone, not to
mention repair a,nd maintenance costs, exceed their
current rents. Moreover, onl y 2 percent of the
nation's housing stock is public. The program, in
other words, is directed only at a fraction of the
slums - and is likely to result in massive foreclosures.
• An underfunded and scattershot anti-crime
program. Bush wants to "weed out" hard-core
criminals from urban neighborhoods and "seed"
them with social programs, but at a cost of only $500
million - spreading a few dollars around to a
handful of cities. He opposes the Brady bill or other
firearms restrictions.
A real plan for rebuilding the cities must begin
with a full employment program, a public worksdriven series of projects to repair streets and roads
and bridges and parks, and reduce pollution and
provide for public safety. Most economists agree
that investing in a jobs-creating program to rebuild
the crumbling infrastructure and build a first-class
mass transit system is the most efficient way to
jump-start the economy.
These are the most important first steps to

citizen

revitalize cities and put America back to work - but
they're not enough.
For a few years in the mid- and late '80s, Boston
had as close to full employment as any city has had
in the past 25 years. Developers were lining up at
the gates to build in Boston. Hospitals, universities,
medical and research complexes, high tech and the
defense industry were all booming. This was the
rising tide that economists talk about - only, it
wasn't lifting all the boats. Some people don't own
boats. Some of the boats were leaking.
Many of the new jobs were low-wage jobs in the
service sector - so even though poverty was
reduced, it was far from eliminated. Many of the
poor were working poor, in preponderantly nonunion jobs in the hospital and hotel industries, the
high-tecl) companies, the education and health
sectors. Working in a close-to-full-employment
economy at lousy wages is still far from utopia.
The development boom in particular widened the
gap between rich and poor. Most of the management and professional jobs in the new downtown
skyscrapers went to suburbanites. There was no
guarantee that graduates of Boston public schools or
residents of Boston would benefit. Indeed, because
the boom doubled housing prices over the decade,
much of the working class was priced out of the
housing market. Prices went sky-high; so did rents.
People who owned homes saw a huge increase in
their equity; people who didn't saw housing elude
their reach.
As Boston has proven, even at its most successful,
a Reaganesque boom does little or nothing to
alleviate urban poverty.
Additional public policies at all levels of government are required to address the isolation of cities
and the concentration of the poor within them. Full
employment may improve the bargaining position
of the poor, for instance, but without labor-law
reform, essentially re-Iegalizing workplace organiZing, they Will still be stuck in low-wage jobs.
We need a genuine neighborhoods policy that
encourages the construction of affordable housing
and commercial districts, which means policies that
redirect home ownership, credit and jobs and cities.
Left to its own devices, the market will empty cities
out. Anyone who can afford to leave, does; that's
pretty much what's happened in Detroit, for
example. Cities are left with the very poor and a
gentry that can afford a fortified neighborhood.
It's not a zero-sum game: Suburbs would benefit
from these policies, too. Two new studies - one by
Larry Ledebur of Wayne State University and
William Barnes of the National League of Cities, the
other by Hank Savitch of the University of Louisville
- show that declining cities lead to declining
suburbs. Many inner-ring blue-collar suburbs
(communities such as Westbrook) share the same
social, fiscal and economic troubles facing the
downtown centers. Even more affluent bedroom
suburbs (like Yarmouth and Cape Elizabeth) cannot
quarantine themselves from the economic and social
problems created by widening income disparities
and rising poverty.
.
But until this message gains political currency,
urban advocates will be fighting an uphill battle.
The irony is, in the year in which everyone views the
suburban vote as crucial, Democrats could discover
both succe; s and their own decency if they look to
the cities again . •
Peter Dreier served as housing director for the Boston
Redevelopment Authority during the administration of
Mayor Raymond Flynn.
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Matthew Davanzo excitedly waves goodbye to the "Eagle," a tall ship operated by the u.s.
Coast Guard. Davanzo had spent the afternoon of August 12 aboard the "Eagle," with his
mother Allyson (the one hanging on to him) and his father Michael, a Coast Guard Officer.

Rapists often
known by victims
The front page article on
rape in Portland ("Rapes on
the rise," 7.23.92) did not
make a strong enough
distinction between rape by a
stranger and rape by a
known person.
The rapes in Portland have
been overwhelmingly rapes
by a known assailant. These
include date, acquaintance
and family rape, Each speaks
to both personal and cultural
agedies that cannot be
prevented with whistles,
screams of fire or good
lighting.
The reported rapes by
strangers are the ones that
most women address their
fears and anxieties to. These
are the rapes that we can
reduce the chances of by
taking responsibility for our
own safety.
The streets of Portland are
reasonably safe compared
with most other cities in the
country.
,
The real and horrifying
story here is that a woman is
10 times more likely to be
raped by a friend or family

letters
C.sco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letten.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Include a
daytime phone number
and addreSf to: Letten,
C.sco Bay Weekly,
S51A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

member than she is likely to
be raped by a stranger in the
city.

Nfl. "'.c. 'I L "'wv u " c.-<::::...
Nancy Lawrence
Portland
Trapped in a
"Ricci reality"
'Fair criticism is one thing,
but when facts are distorted
and actions mischaracterized
a response is justified.
Scarborough Downs administrator Kathryn Rolston's
comments about me and the
book "Duck in a Raincoat"
were outrageous (7.2.92).
Rolston wrote that Ricci's
former business partner Dr.
Davidson "issued an affidavit
that comments attributed to
. him in the book were contrived by Ms. Curley." This
was impossible since Dr.
Davidson died five weeks
before the book was published and never read it. But
apparently Ricci believed
Davidson's statements
enough to sue his estate for
slander. All conversations
between Davidson and
Curley were tape recorded,
Rolston cites two negative
reviews but overlooks the
many positive ones. Charles
Mitchell, librarian for the
Falmouth Memorial Library
called the book "well written" and wrote that it seems
"considerably more honest"
than books by Bob
Woodward and Kitty Kelly.
"Duck in a Raincoat" is
not a "dead debacle" that
"crashed and burned." All
copies were sold out within

eight weeks of publication,
and many more have been
back ordered. Though it was
promoted only in Maine,
requests for copies have come
from 13 different states, from
agencies and families of
former Elan residents who
want to substantiate allegations of abuse at Ricci's Elan
School. Plans are in the works
for the second printing. Film
rights are being discussed.
It seems it is Ms. Rolston .
who is promoting pure
fantasy when she states that
her boss works IS-hour days
"for which he does not draw
a salary." Ricci and
Davidson's salaries and mega
corporate loans to themselves
have been well documented
in court records. She seems
trapped in a "Ricci reality"
that has nothing to do with
the facts.

00

Dan Bostdorf
Portland

New words for" An
Unfinished Song"
Margot Brown
McWi11iams' "An Unfinished
Song" review ("An Unfinished Song' is courageous
and thoughtful," 7.30.92) has
got to be the worst piece of
drivel ever written! What the
hell was she afraid of? That
some fundamentalist crazy
who would rather go to Hell
than to the theater would be
offended by the truth? That
some CBW advertisers would
panic if she used "those"
words? What kind of
chicken-shit nonsense is this

seen

when the other theatrical
offering in town is "Bent"?
For those of you who
missed it in McWilliams'·
non-review, "An Unfinished
Song" is about two fags in
love. Yes, they do it, right
there, before your very eyes!
But don't worry: God is in his
heaven - one dies and the
other is miserable. There is
also a great deal of gayhetero three-way stuff that
would make Dan Quayle barf
'cause one of the fags is a
conservative, yuppie attorney
- probably a Republican.
You might also have
missed that McWilliams saw
a breathtaking, brilliant,
soaring, original musical
comedy-drama of great
power, depth, humor and
heart. It's the kind of show
that gives despairing musical-comedy lovers who retch
at Andrew Lloyd Weber and
Jerry Herman renewed hope.
. James J. Mellon belongs on
Broadway - not in Portland
where he has to suffer fools
like McWilliams. Better she
had said flat out that she
hated fag-mUSicals than to
hide behind the scenery and
lighting.Oh yes, "Bent" is
about two fags who die in a
Nazi concentration camp.

Alexander Wallace
Portland

A closeted review
Your fabulous editorial on
equal protection for gay men
and lesbians ("Fight AIDS,
not gays," 7.30.92) stood in
stark contrast to Margot

• By Tonee Harbert

Brown McWilliams' closeted
review of Mad Horse
Theatre's "An Unfinished
Song" in that same edition.
Ms. McWilliams describes
James J. Mellon'S playas
"thematically ... highly
contemporary and daring"
and mentions a "theme"
being played out by male
characters Michael and
Worth. We also find out that
Michael also lays a "challenge
of authenticity" at Worth's
feet. Other than these dues,
there is nothing to set the
record straight, so to speak,
that Michael and Worth are
gay men and that the play
focuses entirely on their
relationship.
Ms. McWilliams has
proclaimed the daring
contemporary authenticity of
the play and then forced it
into the shame of the closet.
She lays out every straight
relationship in the play in
clear terms while Michael
and Worth are reduced to
thematic allusions.
Mad Horse appears to be
marketing "An Unfinished
Song" as a play that just
happens to have gay characters, rather than as a gay
play. CBW has bought that
marketing strategy lock, stock
and barrel and has taken it
one step further to obscure
the fact that there is anything
gay at all in the play, perpetuating the historical denial
of the roles of gay men and
lesbians in society.

1:::~~
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chea thrill
Mainers' guide to the

unlve~se

Learn your way around the summer night sky: See the rings of
Saturn, the moons of Jupiter, Jupiter and Venus, meteors and satellites.
Maine Audubon Society is offering "The Summer Night Sky" with
Bernie Reim, who writes a monthly astronomy column for the
Portland Press Herald. Reim - who comes equipped with a telescope
of stellar dimensions - will give a talk and answers questions Aug.
26 from 8-9:30 p.m., then guide starry-eyed visitors through the skies
above Scarborough March Nature Center.
"Everyone was so excited about [the last sky watch}," said Director
Linda Woodard, "that we actually ended up staying till 11 that
night."
The nature center is located off Route 1 on Route 9, on the way to
Pine Point. The watch costs $3 for members, $4 for others. Stargazers
with little meteorites are advised to leave them at home, as the
program is not geared especially towards young children. Call 8835100 for reservations.

allowed. Private one-on-one
sessions with the comedians
are available after the show.
For more info, call 879-0070.

• Live nude comedy:
Improvisational comedians
Tim "Kitten" Ferrell, Kevin
"Busty" Shone and Joanne
"Don't Even Think About
Touching Me" Chessie are
bearing it all for a limited
time only. Tonight and next
Thursday are your last
chances to take a peek at
their hardcore comedy here
in Portland. The titallating
comedy trio are moving to
France in September to live
with comic genius Jerry
Lewis. Tonight they can be
seen full frontal at 8 p.m. at
the Cave, 295 Forest Ave.
Three dollar cover for
discriminating adults, kids
get in free. Tipping is

• The Hals make music in
italics; hear some of the best
Jamaican reggae around
tonight at 9 at Zootz, 31
Forest Ave. Papa Loves
Mambo opens. Admission's
$9; call 773-8187 for emphatic details.

be booking lots of local
readers at the Biannual
Book Sale, today from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Rines
Room, 5 Monument Square.
Fifteen hundred to 2,000
titles from the adult collection will be on sale at 50
cents apiece. Go wild. Call
871-1728 for footnotes.

• Isn't that special: If you
didn't make it to Barcelona
this year, don't despair. You
can still hit the beach - Old
Orchard Beach, that is - for
the "Beach Olympics," the
ninth annual benefit for the
Maine Special Olympics,
which run from Aug. 20-23.
If you think water ballet's a
dubious candidate for
Olympic status, OOB easily
tops Barcelona for imaginative Olympic events, which
include Frog Bonk, Miami
Vice Water Boat Race and
Bubble Gum Blowing - not
to mention the Pig, Kangaroo, Camel and Bat races.
Getchyer Beach Olympic
buttons at Tobie's Drive-In
in Saco, Palace Playland or
the OOB Chamber of
Commerce; they're $3 in
advance, $4 on the day of
the events. Pin 'em on then
look for the green and white
tent on the beach next to the
pier. Call the chamber at
934-2500 for heroic details.

Sylvia Morales. "They are
critiquing sins they feel the
hierarchy is committing: the
exclusion from important
decision-making on issues
that affect women, AfricanAmericans, Latinos, people
of color, the disenfranchised." Tune in at 10
tonight to WCBB Channel 10.

William Delamar of Philadelphia, Pa., who will hold
a thr~session workshop
on "Mind-Webbing," a
technique for focusing
creative energies. The
conference takes place in
Porter Hall, Temple A venue, Ocean Park. Call 9345034 write away for details.

• A day without organ
music is like . .. well, a day
without organ music. Life is
short: Why endure more
organless days than you
have to? Face the music as

The secret life of Steve
Allen: Glimpse It
Wednesday, Aug. 26.
• Habit-forming entertainment: Five Hoboken nuns
throw' a musical revue to
raise money so they can
bury the final four of 52
sisters who died of botulism
from the vichyssoise
prepared by the convent
chef, Sister Julia. They keep
their sisters on ice in the
deep freeze while they're
singing and hoofing it up.
That's all the plot it took to
make ''Nunsense'' a Broadway hit in 1986. You can see
it tonight at 8:30 - starring
Pat Carroll, Nancy E.
Carroll, Carolyn Droscoski,
Donna M. Ryan and Lyn
Vaux - at Ogunquit
Playhouse. Tix are $19; call
646-5511 for reservations.

See these two
playacting Saturday,
Aug. 29.
Berj Zamochian, organist
for the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, gives a concert
including music by Bach,
Karg-Elert and Widor. It's
free and starts at 12:15 at the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, located at
Franklin Street and
Cumberland Avenue in
Portland. Call 773-7746 for
more info.

• Open and shut case:
Portland Public Library will

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to
Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

Entertainment

Get thee to a nunnery:
• Doin' the Vatican rag:
"Faith Even to the Fire" is a
PBN film about three sisters
fighting the racism, sexism
and authoritarianism they
perceive in the Catholic
Church while preserving
their faith and respective
consciences.
"The sisters who tell their
stories ... love their religion,
they love Catholicism, and
that's why they're fighting
for it," says filmmaker

• Writers' camp for writers'
cramp: The 52nd Annual
State of Maine Writers
Conference takes place
today through Aug. 28. Staff
members include Portland
humorist and state Rep.
Herb Adams, Ogunquit
historian and freelance
writer Jeffrey Aronson,
South Paris poetry teacher
and children' s author Mary

• Take the scenic route:
Tour eight privately owned
historic East Harpswell
houses as well as sites on
Dingley Island, Bethel Point
and Cundys Harbor Road
today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sponsored by the
Sebascodegan Garden Club,
proceeds from the tour will
benefit the restoration fund
for the East Harpswell
Baptist Church. Tickets are
$10; for more information
call 725-7725.

• See the premiere of two
new works commissioned
by Millicent S. Monks,
artistic director of Dance
Portland. They'll be showcased in a three-day festival
tonight through Aug. 30
called "Dance Portland: A
Festival of Maine Dance."
New works and revivals
from The Maine State Ballet,
Ram Island Dance, Portland
Ballet Co. and Casco Bay
Movers will also be featured.
"For a city this size,"
comments Monks, "it is
exhilarating to have so
many dance companies and
I'd like the Maine community to recognize what a
valuable resource we have
here." Monk established
Dance Portland "to provide
opportunities for Maine
choreographers and dancers," but says she'd also like
to bring new artists to
Portland.
The festival's produced
by Portland Performing
Arts under the inspired
guidance of Phyllis O'Neill,
managing director of Dance
Portland and the cultural
mastermind who, with her
partner Bau Graves, brings
Big Sounds From All Over
to Portland every year.
Tonight's show's at 8 p.m.
at the Portland Performing
Arts Center; see Stage
listings for further info. Tix
are $12; call 774-0465 to
reserve yours.

Drive up today and you've
got two options: a matinee
of "Playboy of the Western
World" at 2, or "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at 8.
Tix are $14 for the matinee,
$16 for the evening show.
Plays yourself: Call 9339999 for reservations.

**

• Two plays or not to plays:
That is the option. The
Theater at Monmouth
makes a great outing; the
theatre and the town are
beautiful and historic, and
and the theatre is top-notch,
no less than you'd expect
from Maine's official
Shakespearean Theater.

·great
• great music
• great beer & wine

Rigbt on the corner
of Lower Exchange Street

in the Old Port· 774-6010
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Wardrobe at...
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TUE CURlS NEVIlLE TRIO
• Augual21 & 22
T",o Third. o( "THE
Bob Gullolti and George
Garzone

• Auguat25

CaD for info
re.ervationl welcome

clooed oundoyo tilIl.bor doy
clotted monday.
20 danforth 01•• 772-8114
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of Maine

I

Maine's Famous ·
Natural Phenomenon

I
I

I
I
I,
I
I
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept CB 0 I
I
Freeport 04032
I
Open ~ay 8th
I
to October 12th
Tel. (207) 865-6962
I
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
I
ADULT ADMISSION
I
UMtT ONE COUPON PER PERSON
ALSO. CAMPING AVAILABLE I

Duncan
Slade

Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated
Coach Tours. Nature ·trails
• Sand Mist .1783 Bam
• World's largest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop. Store

~

-

-

-

~

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS
Only 15 min. hom Por1tand
YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
\Umoulh. ME (20n 846·,1711
Open 7 doy$a week, 1010 10

Opt_14 HOIIII. 0." 7D.,.. W,d:
548 Congress St.
Portland· (207) TRY-ABES
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o University of Southern Maine

Walk-in registration: August 25-28. Phone-in
registration: August 26-28

780-4408 or 1-800-371'::0016

"Art
is the
only way to
runaway
without
leaving
home."
-Twyla Tharp,
(American
Choreographer)
b. /94/
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EAT GOOD FOOD
.
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHfS.
Uffi'S S~MPLE THINGS.
484 STEVENS AVE.

-FULL

--

772-3961

COLOR-

Bring your color
photos & slides
to Generated
Image in the Old
Port and we will
make a
personalized
T-Shirt of your
vacation, pet,
child & FUN
TIMES!

WE MAIL
ANYWHERE!

Tank

16.95

Short
sleeve

21.95

Long
sleeve

25.115

GENERATED IMAGE
Monday· Friday 8-6 • Saturday 10- 4
Comer 01 Market & Middle Sb.• Portland· 774·4455

Entertainment

SILVER
SCREEN

Uttle N.mo
An animated fealure following the adventures of a 12-year.QId boy. based on the
comic strip 'unle Nemo in Slum berland' by
animation pioneer Zenic McCay. With the
voices of Mickey Rooney and Rene
Aubarjonois.
Mlndwalk
A failed presidential candidate. anAmetican
expalriale poet and adisillusioned physicist
meet at a medieval abbey in France. What
follows is a two-hour conversation about
the world and its problems. covering such
weighty topics as the vanishing rainforest,
Descartes' theories, quantam mechanics
and the ozone layer. Uv Ullmann, Sam
Waterston and John Heard star.
Mo'Money
Damon Wayans plays Johnny Stewart. a
con man who decides to put his shady life
behind him when he falls in love with
Arlnber Evans (Stacey Dash), a rising executive at Dynasty cnedit cards. He gets
an honesl job in the Dynasty mail room to
be near his new love, but then decides he
needs money to impress her. He starts
stealing dead people's credit cards out of
the mail, but is caught by his managerwho's doing the same scam on a larger
scale with mobsters and coerces him to
join their operation. Peter MacDonald direcls Wayans' screenplay.
My Cousin Vinny
Joe Pesci plays an inept Brooklyn lawyer
who comes to the rescue of hiS cousin and
a friend (Ralph Macchio and Mitchell
Whitfield), college students wrongly accused
of murder in a rurai Alabama town. With a
deliciously lawdty performance by Marisa
Tomei as Pesci's bodysuit-clad gWriend,
and a great cameo by Fred Gwynne.
Plnocchlo
Disney'sanirnatedclassicaboutawooden
puppet who must prove himself worthy of
being a reel boy.
Prelude to • Kiss
Meg Ryan and Alec Baldwin play newlyweds whose fivesare dramaticallyanened
by an uninvited guest at their wedding
reception. When the guest. a terminally ill
old man, kisses the bride, his soul switches
places With hers, challenging the
bridegroom's unconditional love for his
new WIfe. Also slars Kathy Bates, Patty
Duke and Ned Beatty.

,. League 01 Their Own
In 1943. alithebasebaU-playing men were
at war overseas and wonnen were given
their chance to play professional ball.
Penny Marshall directs this comedy about
the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League. starring Goena Davis, Lori
Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna.
Basic Instinct
Michael Douglas returns to the "Streets of
San Francisco"asa detective in this erotic
murderthrillerdirec1ed by Paul Verhoeven("Total Recall·). Slick, entertaining,
homophobic.
Boomerang
Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who
changes his ways when he falls in love
with another exec at his company (Robin
Givens)who's as hard-boiled and professlonaly driven as he - and as unaHainable romantically. Features Hane Berry
and Grace Jones, directed by Reginald '
Hudlin ("House Party1.
Buffy the Vampl.. Slayer
Butty, a California high school cheerleader
(played by Kristy Swanson), discovers
that she is the latest in a long line of
women destined to slay vampires. It's a
good thing too, for a team of vampires,
played byRutgerHauerand Paul Reubens
(a.k.a Pee-wee Herman), decideto pull up
stakes in Romania and move to the San
Femandlo Valley. Also starring Luke Perry
and Donald Sutherland.
Christopher Columbus: Th. Discovery
Five hundred later, the story of Columbus's
most famous voyage lives on, with Tom
Selleck in the title role. Also stars Rachel
Ward,MarionBrando, The Nina, The Pinta
and The Santa Maria. Screenplay by Mario
Puzo and John Briley.
D.ath Bacornes Her
Two narcissistic, age-obsessed women
-anactress{MeryIStreep)andanauthor
of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for
the love 01 a plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis).
Both are wiling to go to any lengths to
defy the aging process, Including swallowing a potion they befieve wil grant
lhenn eternal youth - with dire conse- Reising Celn
quences. Directed and produced by RoIbJohn Lithgow stars as a psycho psycholoart Zemeckis and Steve Starl<ey, the team
gist who becomes obsessed with raising his
responsible for "Who Framed RogerRabchild. As his obsession grows he takes a
bit" and the "Back 10 the Future· trilogy.
couple of years off to raise his daughter and
Diggatown
begins to monitor her every move. Finally.
seeking total control, he kidnaps his child
James Woods plays an ex-con man who
arrives In Diggstown, a Southern town
and frames his w~e's innocent ex-lover for
obsessed with boxing, to promote the
the crime. Also starring LoI~a Davidovich
and Steven Bauer. Directed by Brian De
boxing career 01 "Honey" Roy Palmer
(Lou Gossett Jr.). He and Roy find themPalma. responsible for 'Carrie,' "The Untouchallios' and most recently, the infaselves teaming up to rascue Diggstown
trom the corrupt clutches 01 powetful
mous 'Bonfire d the Vanities.'
promoters. Also stars Bruce Dem.
Rapid Fire
H.r My Song
Brandon Lee, Bruce's son, stretches himself as an actor by playing a martial arts
A comedy set in Ireland about an inept, but
charming, concert promoter and his search
expert who helps a veteran Chicago cop
for legendaty Irish tenor Josef Locke, who
break up a heroin cartel.
fled Ireland 25 years ago amid a tax evasion Slngl. Wh Ita Femal.
scandal. The promoter believes his busiAllison Jones' (Bridget Fonda) search for a
ness and personal I~e. both close to ruin,
rooovnate ends when the seemingly demure
can only be saved if he can find Locke and
Hedra Carlson !Jennifer Jason Leigh) arrives
convince him to come back to Ireland and
at her doorstep. But this perfect setup turns
give a concert performance.
into roommate hell when Hedra also moves
Honey, I BI_ Up the Kid
intothemost personal aspectsotAilison'slife,
Wayne Szalinksi (Rick Morenisj, the same
imitating the way she dresses, walks and
scanerbrained inventor who shrank his kids,
talks, winning 0Vf!I hartriends and attempting
now finds his problems magnified when he
to seduce her boyfriend. The two characters
accidenWy zaps his son Adam with an
ate well developed up to a pant then SWF
enllllging ray. Not surprisingly, thetoweting
deteriorates into the usual bloodbath.
toddler, who gows to 112 feet, wreaks SIster Act
havoc on his family's unsuspecting comA trashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg)
munity. Also starring Marcia Strassman.
goes into hiding in a convent after witHoneymoon In Veg.s
nessing a crime. She takes over the choir
Sarah Jessica Parker plays a New York
a~ transrrutes them into supeib ~zz
schoolleacherwhoheadstoVegasw~hthe
SIngers, thereby a1t~ting the anentlon
intention dgelting married. Thlngsgetdicey , 01 the thugs InvoMld 10 the murder.
when her fiance (Nicolas Cage) treats her Stay Tuned
Ukeacl1ippy and loses her In a high-slakes
A suburban couple want to put some
poker game. Also stars James Caan.
excitement back into their marriage, and
Howards End
lacking even a modicum ~f imagination,
In this adaplation 01 E.M. Forster's novel,
t~ ~ to do thIS by Installl1g , on a
the clash belweal different segments of
tnal baSIS, a mega-channet satellite dish.
early 2oth-<:entury British society is r&Once connected, they are pulled Vito an
ltec1ed in the relations between the bohealtern~te television dimension called
~IvislOn. Appropriately stamng John
mian Schlegel sisters and the conventtlDnal Wilcox family. StalTing Vanessa
Ritter and Pam Dawber.
.
Redgrave, Anthony Hopkins, Emma Th- Stranger ~ong Us
ompson and Helena Bonham-Carter.
Melanie Gnffith stars as Emily Eden, a
Ln. on • String
hard-nosed Irish cop who goes underA blind old master on the YeI'ge of death
"?_to find a kin.er in the insular corrmubequeaths a ciassical three-stringed innity 01 th~ Hasidlm, an.0rtt:'odo x sect of
strument to his blind yot.rlQ disc~ The
Jews. Ounng the mvestigat.,n she fa Is 10
master teb the disciple to play the in~trulove with the murd~ man's best friend
ment with ·dedication, lor when he has
(Eric T~I),. who 18 slated to b? the
broken a thousand stmgs, he will teem a
community s next rebbe. or splOtual
secret enabling him to restore his sight.
Ieeder. Direc1ed by SIdney LUrnel.

WHERE'S WHAT
DJe to scheduling Changes after
CBW goes to pness, movie goets
are advised to confirm times
with theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland
774-1022

Dates effective Aug 21-27
No Aug 22, 7 show of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer
Honeymoon in Vegas Aug 22 only
Whispers In the Dark (R)
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50
Boomerang (R)
9:15
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (PQ)
1 :30. 3:45, 6
stranger Among Us (PO-13)
7,9:20
Buffy the Vampire
81ayer (PO-13)
12:30,2:40,5,7, 9:30
Death Becomes Her (PQ-13)
1.3:15, 5:30,7:40,9:50
stay Tuned (PO)
1 :10,3:20,5:25,7:35,9:45
Plnocchlo (G)
12:30, 2:45, 4:45
Lmle Nemo (G)
12:15.2:30. 5, 7:10
Unlawful Entry (R)
7:55,10.05
Honeymoon In Vegas (R)
7

Three Ninja Kids
An FBI agent is ordaned to track down an
evi martial arts master. In retaiation, the
master plots to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that the boys,
ages 6-12, havebMll instructed in the art
01 ninjitsu by their grandfather and are
more than a match for any bad guy.
Un10rglven
Clint Eastwood plays an aging gunslinger
who leaves his secure, but perhaps sioppy,
life as a pig farmer to pursue the $1.000
bounty placed on theheadsoftwomen who
anacked and disfigured a young prostitute
In Big Whiskey Wyoming of 1880. He and his
ex -pardner (Morgan Freeman) are jol ned by
a young, would-be bad fIJ'I who wants to
shoot everything in sight but is practically
blind. W~h its unhurried pacing andthought·
f<J examination of violence, 'Unforgiven'
paints a down·to-earth picture of how the
West was 'won' by a bunch of inept losers.
Also stars Gene Hackman & Richard Harris.
Unlve...1 Soldier
A reporterdiscovers a secret government
experimentto create the ultimate fighting
machines, genetically engineered soldiers
made from dead Gis. But a naw in the
progralTVTling 01 the six prototypes enables them 10 breek free from their masters. In the ensuing battle, one (played by
Jean-Claude Van Danme) struggles to
regain his lost humanity, subdue his rampaging companions and protect the r&porter. Also starring Dolph Lundgren.

333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
81ster Act (PO)
1 :10, 4,7:30, 9:55
A League of Their Own (PO)
12:40,3:30,6:50,9:30
Mo' Mioney (R)
1:30
Unforglv&n (R)
12:30,3:20,6:30,9:20
Raising Cain (R)
4:20,6:40, 9
Three Ninja Kids (PO)
2,4 :30,7, 9:10
Dlggstown (R)
12
Single White Female (R)
1, 3:50, 7:20, 9 :50
Rapid Fire (R)
1 :20, 4:10. 7:40, 10
Christopher Columbus: The
Discovery (R)
12:50, 3:40, 7:10, 9;4O

The Movies
10 Exchange SI., Portland
772-9600

Matinees Sat & Sun
Hear My Song (R)
Aug 19-23

Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 7
Life on a String
Aug 22-25
Sal-Sun 3, 9
Mon-Tues 7, 9
Mlndwalk (PO)
Aug 26-30

Wed-Fri 7, 9
Sst-Sun 1, 7

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland

7n-g751
Dates effective Aug 27-27
Lethal Weapon III (R)
12:50,3:40,6:50, 9;3O
Baelc Instinct (R)
12:40, 3:30, 7, 9:45
Unlve ..... Soldier (R)
1;10.4, 7:tO, 9:40
Prelude to a Kiss (PO)
1:20. 4:t5, 7:20,9:50
Far and Away (PO-13)
1, 3:50, 6:40. 9:25
Howards End (PO)
12:30,3:15,6:30,9;20

Pride's Comer Drive-In
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook
797-3154

Dates effective Aug 21-27
Lethal Weapon III (R)
8:05
My Cousin VInny (R)

RESURGAM
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BREAKFAST
MON

-FRI

6 -11.,0
SAT cS- SUN
7 - 2.

LUNCH

DINNER
EVERY NIGHT

/",ON - FRI
11: )0- 2.:JO

'S -
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"Nunaen_"

Hoyts Clark's Pond
Dates effective Aug 21-27

"The Ghost N .. •
Maine State Music Theatre presents a
children's sihow addressing current marine environmental Issues with music and
humor Aug IS-Sat, 11 amand2 pmat the Maine State Music Theatre at
Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hal, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Tix: $8, $4. For reservations call 725-8769.
"Jacques Brei Is Alive and wen and
LIving In Paris·
Vintage Repertory Company presents a
musical review of the worl<s 01 Jacques
BreI, Belgian singer/songwriter, from June
26-Sept 4 - Fri, 8 pm - at Jordan Hall,
Temple Avenue, Ocean Pari<, Old Orchard Beach. Tix: $7, $9. For more info
cal 826-4654.
"Macbeth·
The Theater at Monmouth presents William
Shakespeare'stragedy-Aug6, 12, 15. 16
& 28 at 8 pm; Aug 22 at 2 pm - at Cumston
Hall, Main Street, Monmouth. Tix; $16, $14
seniors, $10 students. 933-9999.
"Melody Hour Murd.... •
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
Elaker's Table Elanquet Room, 434 Fore
SI. Portiand. Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063 or
1-800-834-3063.
",. Midsummer Night's Dream·
The Theater at Monmouth presents William
Shakespeare'scomedy-Aug7. 11, 20,26
& 29 at 8 pm; Aug 8 &30 at 2 pm - at
• Cumston Hall, Main St.• Monmouth. TIX:
$16. $14 seniols, $10 students. 933-9999.
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Wh..p .... In the Dartt
A New York shrink is haunted by recurring
sexual dreams atter hearing kinky stories
about a petient's lover. The doctor's own
existence feels empty and lonely. Hersplrits
pick up when she meets Doug McIlow<III
and begins. pasionatelovea1fairwith him.
Shortly aft... she learns that McDowell and
her patienfs lover are the same man, the
patient is found murdered. Starring
Annabella SciorTa,AnthonyLaPagIia, Jamey
Sheridan and Alan AIda.

STAGE

Ogunquit Playhouse presents Pat CalT'Oll
in Don Goggin's award-winning musical
comedy Aug 24-Sept 5-Mon-Tues, FriSat, 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm and
8:30 pm - on State Road, Ogunquit. Tix;
$19. 646-2402.
P_nnlal Effects
As part of "Dance Portland; A Festival of
Maine Dance· this infefgenerational dance
collective pertonns Aug 29 - Sat, 2 pm
- at Portland Partonning Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave, Ptld. Tix: $5. 774-0465.
"Playboy 01 the W....m World·
The Theater at Monmouth presents this
romantic comedy set In Ireland - Aug 8,
13,16,19,21 &25at8pm;Aug 1 &29at
2 pm - at Cumston Hal, Main Street,
Monmouth. Tix: $16, $14 seniors, $10
students. 933-9999.
.... lntJoan·
The Theater at Monmouth present.
George 8emard Shaw's play-Aug 9, 14
& 27 at 8 pm - at Cumston HaH, Main
Street, Monmouth. Tlx; $16, $14 8erIiors.
$10 students. 933-9999.
"tiki. By SIde By tIondhelm·
The 42nd Street Theater present. a musical reweoltheworkotstephen Sondheim
Aug 20-30 - ThUfS.-Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 &
8:30 pm; Sun, 7 pm - at The Theatre
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. Tix;
$12,$1 Oseniols and students. 833-5952.
Th. Whole K'Culln' World
Actress, comedienne, perfonnance activist Judith Sloan presents her onewoman show Aug 21 - Fri, 8 pm - at
lonta Institute's Center for Sensational
Living, Trefethen Landing and Island Ave,
Peaks Island. Tuc $8. 766-4454. Perlormances also Aug 22 - Sat, 8 pm - at
The Center for the Arts at the Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St, Elath. Tix:
$10, $8 seniors, students and kids 12 and
under. For more info call 442-8455.

"Baby·
Maine State Music Theaterstages MaHby
and Shira's contemporary musical comedy Aug 11-22 - Tues-Sat. 8 pm; Wed,
Fri&Sat(firstweekofeachnewprogram),
2 pm; Tues, Thurs, Sat (second week), 2
pm - at Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tix; $12$24. For reservations call 725-8769.
"B..aklng Legs·
Ogunquit Playhousepresents Gaty Sandy Community L1ttt. Th.at..
as a wimpy professor who tries to get his
will hold auditions lor its fall production of
play produced Aug 10-22 - Mon-Tues,
Stephen Sondheim's musical "AssasFri-Sat, 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm
sins,· Aug 23-24 at 7 pm at the Performand 8;30 pm- on Stale Road , Ogunquit.
ing Arts Center, Greet Falls School , AuTix: $19. 646-2402.
bum. Parts are available lor 11 men, four
Celebration Bam Theater
women, one boy and a small chorus. For
prasents a benefit perfonnance featuring
more info caN 783-9008.
such artists as Tony Montanaro, Fred
Garbo and Benny and Denise Roehl Aug
22 - Sat, 7:30 - at Oxford High School,
Main street (Routes 117 and 26), S. Paris.
Tix: $1 0, $5 kids 12 and under. 743-8452. '
Comedians 11m FetTell, Joanne Chesale
• K.vln Shone
ask the age-old question: Do you fear
mimes, sad clowns and puppetry? Then
you 'll love the improvisational comedy of
this demented trio , who take audience
idees and transfonn them into two hours
of comic mayhem. Admission is $3. Evety
Thursday at 8 pm at the Cave, 29 Forest
Ave. 879-0070.
Country Bunday
Maine Country Music Association prE>sents a variety show and dance, leaturing
Country Lads, Fingers Three and more
Aug3O-Sun, 12-5pm-atNicholodeon,
Route 121, Mechanics Falls. Tix; $4, $3
seniors, $1 kids. 966-2771Danc. portland: ,. Festival 01 Meln.
Denc.
Portland Ballet Company, Maine State
Ballet, Ram Island Dance and Casco Elay
Movers perform new worl<s and revivals
Aug 26-30 - Fri-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 pmat Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
ForestAve, Portland. Tix: $12. 774-0465.
Jack Denalon Tribute
Story-tellers Joe Perham, PhU Denison Bat. .' MldeuftllMl' LakHlde Concert
(popular and trad~ionat) 6 pm, 0In Arts
and Freeman WMney and balladeerTom
Center Amphitheater. Bates CoNege,
Dyrhberg pey tribute to humorist Jack
Lewiston. Free. 786-6330.
Denison Aug 2O-Thurs, 8 pm - at The
Deertrees Theater, Deertrees Road,
Cortli"utd em "..ge 22
Herrison. Tix: $10.

T WASN'T UNTIL AFTER
I STARTED GEnlNG DEEP
Come to the profeSSional

--.,;

THURSDAY 8.20

shin care clinic -

L'ESTHETIQUES THAT MY
recommended by

SKIN- REALLY CLEARED UP. n
dermatologists.

v. HUNT, I'OI!IlANO

III..

L' Esthetiques

Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road (just off Route 1)
Falmouth 781-5100

WATER "WEAR"

AUDITIONS
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CERTS

CLEANSING TREATMENTS AT
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•

Swimwear by Jag
Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm
Snorkel Equipment
ReifSandals

DIVING
• Private Scuba Lessons
• Rent to Buy Program
• Dive Club with
Weekly Activities

SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY
227 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-4200
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CON

"The" Downeast
Shore Dinner
• Whole Maine Loboter (1 1/8)
• Home Mad. Clam Chowder
• Deep Fried Main. Shrimp
(0' , _ , odd 12.00)
• Fr.nch Fried Potatoea
• Corn on the Cob (in .... on)
or C'.Alft1 Col. Sl4",
• Rollo and BUller

• Strawb.rry Shortcake

$10

Maine' .. Be... Shore
Dinner Value '10 95

"l'm
Back"

95
And Now •••

Live Music Fri & SOl Nighta
"Casco Bay Band"
RESTAURANT and
PORTLAND CONVENTION CENTER
155 Rivereide SI., Portland, ME 04103
Call 775-6536 • Rea.nation. Welcome

CEHTS
Bruce Flthl.n .nd OI.vChri. Henrlk. .n
(classical) 7:30 pm, SI. Alban's Church,
885 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth. Tix: $4.
767-7375.
J.ff Ric.
(contemporary) 12 pm, CongressSquare,
Portland. Free. 772-8828.

SATURDAY 8.22
Bonnl. Raitt .nd Lyl. Lovett
(blues & country) 8 pm, Cumberland
County Civic Center. t Civic Center
Square, Portland. Tix: $22.50, $24.50.
775-3458 or 775-3331 .
Bob Web .nd Ron & 00
(sea songs) 8 pm, Luther Bonney Audnorium, Portland. Advance ti.: $6, Ti. at
door: $8. Tix half price for seniors and
children. 773-9549.

SUNDAY 8.23
Main. Comp....,.· Forum
(wO/l(sof living Maine composers) 7:30 pm,
South Congregational Church, Temple St,
Kennebunkport. Tix: $9. 967-2793.

MONDAY 8.24
M.rtln SwInger
(folk) 12 pm, Canal Plaza, Portland. Free.
772-8828.

DANCE CLUB
COME EARLY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US!
427 FORE STREET 772-1983

TUESDAY 8.25

St_ Qerlach & Company (acoustic)
Geno's, 13BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891.
Actlv. Cultur. (reggae/ska) Granny
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Mar1<eI
St, Portland. 761-2787.
DeoP«Bt. Avlkadoz (R&B) The Living
Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.
TBA Moose I>Jgy , 46 Mar1<et St, Portland .
774-5246.
Zap (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 774-{)444.
DHley Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
767-4627.
'T,KO (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
DHI.y Oreg Powers (karaoke) Tipperary
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161 .
Open Mic with Lou Moore(b.y.o. acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
BiHiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 7751944.

FRIDAY 8.21

UPCOMING
SAVE
UP TO

$1200

K idS'S"*UH
THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP

Gently Worn Items for Children
AtNays Buying' All Seasons· Infant - Size 10
Drop Olf or Call for an Appointment
Mall Plaza' S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland) • Mon.-sat. 9:30am - 8 :30pm

772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333

====~

B-52·. and VIolent Femmeo
9/16192 (rock) 7:30 pm, Cumberland
County Civic Center, 1 Civic Center
Square, Portland. Tix: $22.50, $19.50.
775-3458.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.20
Th. Chrla Neville Trio (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.

MONDAY 8.24

8040.

SUNDAY 8.23
BlgChIer&theContinentslo(R.& B)Casco
Bay Unes Summer Music SerIes, Casco
Bay Lines Ferry Terminal, comer of Cornmercial & Frenklin streets. 774-7871.
D,J. Landry (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Open Mlc Night (b.y.o.) The Living Tree
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
874-0022.
WayCool(rock)OIdPortTavem, tl Mouhon
St, Portland. 774-0444.
ClIff Ebertlardt (folk) FIaoul's Roadside
Attraction, 885 ForestAve, Portland. 7736886.

83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

ROSES

$12 .9-~~·

TUESDAY 8.25
TBA ijazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Open Mlc with Nelf Collin. (b.y.o. electric) Granny Kilam's Industrial Drinkhouse,
55 Mar1<eI St, Portland. 761-2787.
Jenny Wood"",n (rock) Moose Allgy, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Ume Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444 .
Lester HI,.h .nd Tequila Sunrl. . (folk)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc Night with Peter 01.......
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
TBA (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland. 773-0093.

SATURDAY 8.22

.tralght Up (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. n56161 .
Raven (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

contemporary clothIng • jewelry • fine tblngs _
for your bome

Way Cool (rock) Old PortTavem.11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc with Randy Morabito (b.y.o.)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 885 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
TBA (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St ,
Portland. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 8.28

WEDNESDAY 8.28

berry Street
NEW mlNGS ARRIVING DAILY

Ac...... lc M.yh.m (acoustic) tlrarnhall
Pub, 769 Congress St, Portland. 7739873.
Bob Qullottl .nd Q_rg. Oarzon. of
Th. Frlng.Oazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St ,
PorUand. 772-8114.
Broken M.n (rock) Casco Bay Lines Summer Music Series, Casco Bay Lines Ferry
Tenninal,comerofCommercial & Franklin
streets. 774-7871.
Th. A-Bon... The Meisters and DoubleNaught Spies(rock)Geno's, 13 BrownSt,
Portland. 772-7891.
Outer ....c. Band (way-out dance music)
Granny KMlam's Industrial Drjnkhouse, 55
Mar1<et St, Portland. 761-2787.
ErroII . t...ngth & The Conoclou. Band
(mystery band) The Uving Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
TBA Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<eI St, Portland.
John Med. .kl Trio (jazz) cafe no, 20
774-5246.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114 .
Zap (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Blcycl.
Thl.ve. (rock) Casco Bay Lines
Portland. 774-0444.
Summer Music Series, Casco Bay Lines
The Zen Trlckat... (Dead cover band)
Ferry Terminal, comer of Corrmercial &
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Frank~n streets. 774-7871.
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Th. F.bulou. H.. vyw.lght. (R&B) Th. Oat•• to Ed.n and St.... Oerl.ch
(acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St,S. Port772-7891 .
land. 767-4827.
BIcyocleTh'-.nd UmeRocketa(rock) Th. Sextanto and Moxl. Men (ahemative rock/rockabily) Granny Killam's InT-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773dustrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Port8040.
land. 761 -2787.
Marc Brann (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775- Bach.I.....• Night (topless) Moose Alley,
46 Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
6161.
Lime Rocketo (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Raven (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Port mliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
BeBop J.zz En.ambl. (jazz) The Port775-1944.
hole Restaurant, 20Custom House Wharf.
Th. ltal. (zydeco) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave,
Portland. 772-5575.
Portland. 773-8187.
Bob Marley (comedy) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
TBA Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.
Acouotlc Mayh.m (acoustic) Bramhall Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whlpo
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub al
Pub, 769 Congress St., Portland. 773Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
9873.
775-1944.
Bob Qullottl .nd ~. Oarzon. of

Annl CI.rI!
Th. Frlng.(jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
(folk/rock) 12 pm, Tommy's Par1<, PortPortland. 772-8114.
land. Free. 772-6828.
Th. OrIginal Sin .. VooDoo Doll• • nd
Thoma. Murray
Th. Jlgnwman (rock)Geno's, 13 Brown
(classical organ) 7:30 pm, Portland City
St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Hall Aud~orium, 389 Congress St, Port- Acou.tlc Junction ('60s music with '90s
land. Donation. 874-8683.
slant) Granny Killam's Industrial
Muriel Haven.teln & cohort.
Drinkhouse, 55 Mar1<et St, Portland. 761(big band) 7 pm, Portland Museum of Art,
2787.
7 Congress Square, Portland. Free with O-p...ltlve (rock) The Living Tree Culture
admission 10 "The Elegant Auto· show.
Club,45DanforthSt, Portland. 874-0022.
775-6148.
TBA (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<et St,
Portland. 774-5246.
Zap (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton SI.
Portland. 774-{)444.
Blu. DeSoto (blues rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
Bar:! Zamkochlan
773-6886.
(classical organ) 12:15 pm, Cathedral of
the Irrmaculate Conception, Franklin Th. Fabulou. H •• vyw.lght. (R&B)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. PortStreet and Cumberiand Ave, Portland.
land. 767-4827.
Free. 773-7748.
Blcycl. Thieves and Ume Rockats(rock)
Sleeper
T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773(classic rock) 12 pm, Canal Plaza, Portland. Free. 772-6828.

Chrl. O_tt (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Headlln., Comedy Night (comedy) TBirds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 7738040.
TBA (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland. 773-0093.
St.ve Oerlach (acouslic) The Wrong Brotl>ers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland . 775-1944.

2:1
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John Etnier's dreams crawl from the basement

Composer takes another
Descending into John Etnier's suburban
basement, one's appreciation for innovative
design is bumped up a notch. Typical of such
environs there's a bit of "watch your step here
- sorry about the mess" detritus of contemporary living at the foot of the stairs, but with a
right turn one enters his studio whose modest
size contains some of the most advanced
technologies available in sound recording.
Etnier settles into a rolling swivel chair and
glances around the banks of samplers, delay
lines, computers and other staples of the
business. He points out the latest in digital
ad vances, a toaster oven-sized eight-track
recorder. Resting beside his new mixing board,
the recorder appears almost low tech by
comparison, but Etnier offhandedly points out
that the box has Significantly fast-forwarded the
recording business since its recent introduction.
It's one of the musician/engineer/producer's
latest weapons in the battle to get the best
possible sound.
Etnier has always been intrigued by better
design. Sitting surrounded by the oppressive
sameness of his machines' black facades - the
way virtually all equipment has looked for the
past decade - he smiles and recalls how he and
an old friend
hated the
silver metal of
'60s and '70s
technology so
much they spray painted all their equipment flat
black more than 20 years ago to get a more
industrial look. He's clearly amused by the shift
in the zeitgeist
As usual, Etnier is working on several
projects Simultaneously. He's doing some
"sound design" for a dance piece being performed at the Portland Performing Arts Center's
dance festival at the end of August. Another
collaborative project involves a writer, a visual
artist and a bookbinder (something to do with a
mythical island, four different periods from prehistoric into the future, etc. - the usual thing).
The Maine Composers' Forum has contracted
him to record their current season's worth of six
or seven concerts.
But for months the project closest to his heart
has been a new recording of his own work. He's
bouncing his ideas off longtime associates Mark
and Joe Wainer who have played with him and
assisted him through the right musical doors for
almost 20 years. He claims the latest project is
both just about finished or just beginning,
depending on how he views it Clearly he's
dead in the middle of the creative process.
Etnier's first kick at Maine's musical stasis
came in the early '70s. Fresh out of high school,
Etnier moved.to a commune in Brunswick and
organized the Granite Farm Band. With ideas a
bit outside the mainstream ('1istening to Ornette
Coleman and Stockhausen was the tree of life"),
the multi-instrumentalist guided that band's
evolution into The Same Band, a compelling
jazz-punk ensemble that accurately reflected the
disarray of the times.

music

DANCING
Ootta D.nce. Inc_. Thompson's Point,
Second Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smokeand chern-free clances with swing. Latin &
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
TheUvingT.... CUItu... Club.45 Danforth
St, Portland. African, wo<Id beat, reggae
and aHemative rock. Open T ues-Sat from
8 pm; Sun all day. Fri-sat breakfast served .
Tues: reggae and worfd beat; Wed: alternative rock; Thurs: women's night women get discounts on drinks; FrI: cornedy and singles nighl; Sat: live band; Sun:
chem-free. 874-0022.
Main. Ballroom. 614 Congress SI. Portland. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No
reservations required. n3-0002.
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland . Open
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Naked Thirsldays: no
cover, drinks $1.25 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat
until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chern free. Cover:
$3.772- 1983.
. . Iut... 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd· •• 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
Fri & sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
Wh.rehou. . Danc. Club. 29 ForesIAve,
Poriland. Progressive music. Fri: chem free,
all ages w~h deejay; Sat: women's night
from 9-1 w~h deejay Deb. 874-9nO.
Zootz.31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem free; Thll'S: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
national acts; Sat: deejay till 2:30 am, live at
The Cave; Sun: request night. n3-8187.
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PhoJo/De7l7lis Griggs

Etnler In studio with m.rlmbll_

sta~

ONE DOZEN
LONG STEM
RED ROSES

~e

at pop

"It was chaos but it was controlled," says
Etnier. Ultimately he produced a recording of
that seminal band, but with mixed results. "As
far as] know nobody in the group likes the
record," he says. 'They all hate it One guy took
the five or six records] mailed to him and
burned them in his backyard."
His next project was simply titled "The
Demo." With a "Here's what we can do - give
us a chance" attitude he took the finished
product around to radio stations and record
stores in New England trying to get a record
company to take notice. Beautiful packaging,
interesting and well-played music might just
add up to ... nobody noticed.
After 10 years of knocking around the
periphery of pop music, Etnier began working
on a string of commissions writing music fOT
Portland choreographers. Stanley Cook,
Stephanie Leighton, Dance Formation and Ram
Island an used his compositions during the '805.
"I was doing a lot of stuff developed by the
process," he says. "A lot of pieces were written
because the technology made some certain thing
possible. You could create loops of certain
sounds and the process of making it almost
became the process of composition. The technical process of finding the way to solve the
problem wrote the music." The dance mu'sical
was commercially released under the titles
"Performance" and "Aerial."
To finance all the opportunities to work on
these projects, as well as the lean periods
between, Etnier has worked in recording studios
making other musicians sound better. After
being partners in a couple of ventures (Planet of
the Tapes and Megaphone), Etnier finds it easier
to work at his home studios in Cape Elizabeth.
Speaking to why he is only now making another
rock recording, Etnier is as straightforward as
!'he flick of an on/ off switch.
"I was motivated by the fact that it had been
10 years since 'The Demo," he says. But asking
him about the artistic muse elicits answers as
elliptical and unintentionally elusive as much of
his dance composition. Etnier takes a long pause
and searches for an explanation.
"I seem to be compelled to do this," he says_
'The reason to do it is to do it. This is what 1 do."
He looked a bit vexed by the questions. "It's like
a boil that cannot be healed."
And what are the possibilities for the new
project? "I don't think there is any point (in
tailOring the music to commercial concerns)," he
says. "I don't have any illusions about my own
ability to work within a commercial framework
for very long without doing something stupid to
blow it all. For anybody ... to base their hopes fOT
getting signed with a major label. .. it's stupid.
You might as well hope to win the Megabucks.
'The last person who made a national splash
in the music business from Maine was Rudy
Vallee or maybe Dick Curless," Etnier concludes.
He holds that hard reality in check for a moment
then slips in, "I guess we're in for another one."

Jim Pinfold

130 ST. JOHN ST.! PORTLAND, ME
761-1580

Monumental
Deli IJe Pizza

formerly Frigate Pizza

because everyone else charges too much

cheese
slice

every day

lOam-lOpm

FAST. FRIENDLY DELIVERY
TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE

lOam t1l lOpm Mon-Sa.t
18 Monument Square

Hot Pizza Line: 874-0000
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Sa.eo Frame Cen.te,.

Colossal
/·; n ;mnw U i,\'C/I
SJ'J-:C/;\/~

t Sale
Eve...y
fn.-stock

$3 95

p",'n.t , .

•

on. sole
NOW

Traditional Pakistani Dinners
llam-lO:30 pm, Take-Out Welcome

629 Congress st., Ptld .874-2260

featuring
Authentic Tandoori Chicken Tikkn

th ...o ...gh
A ...g.30

OH SO COZY".
Perfect for bact to scfwo{ you '{[ UnIt OUT 100% cottVII tfzrows
for chif{y nigfzts in tfzt aarm or
for snuggfing unaer at tfzt footbaa
gamt .. .

Save
up to

75%
Sa.eo Prame Center
Route 1 • s..- • ~81U1318
_, w, P 8.8....80 T, n 8,80.7 Scat.

To receive information on how to become part of
Casco Bay Weekly's Art Scene, call 775-6601.

J~

Pu/L.,iud thr01l1 prited from $28.95.

'falt'h for Ihl' Seplt'mbcr oprning
of our Chrislmas Shop!

Country potpourri
' - - - - - coff.ecti6fes . hand crafts· fo{tart - - - 2 Wharf Street· In the Old Port
772-7400 Open 7 days, M-S 10-8, Sun 10-6

Somewhere between dreams and memories: "tend"ape 6," 011 on canv.., 22" x 22", 1992.

Recycled dreams resound at Hardware Gallery
Claudia Whitman reconstructs beautiful, enigmatic reality
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y\$S'Maine's.l\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

°uoUI'

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (},_'s___
5 Portland Pier
772-4828
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LIPE
RlJBBING
YOU THE

WRONG
WAY?
,

,

WE can help!
WE now offer

I

,

FULL BODY MASSAGE!
Carolann Present, certified massage
therapist and member of AMTA comes to us
with RAVE REVIEWS!
Make an appointment now

and let us rub you the RIGID' WAY.

773-4457
We're Maine's only AYEDA concept salon.

NOW OPEN ltIOl\l))A¥S:
ONnIE CORl\'ER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE STREETS
IN TilE OLD PORT

problem with size, with the result that her larger oils
The islands about which Claudia Whitman
dreams couldn't be more dissimilar. One is Peaks
are a bit static.
Island, a small North Atlantic island which is
Her small works on paper are not They are
essentially a quiet suburb of Portland. The other is
translucent and free..f1owing. The smaller the piece,
the looser and more confident her work. Studies of
Puerto Rico, a big. teeming, tropical, politically and
socially unrestive all-but-a-nation-unto-itself. Both
the relationship between colors, fonn and line, these
of these disparate islands are home to Oaudia
small works are beautiful There's one in particular
(most of her pieces are untitled) which superimposes
Whitman.
To her they are both emotionally and visually
hues of red upon one another. It's mesmerizing - a
meditative piece that's very satisfying.
powerful And to her these unconnected places
And it's not only that the smaller Whitman gets
relate to each other, the way everything ultimately
the better she gets. It's also that the more lightrelates to everything else. They relate to each other
hearted she gets the better. she gets. She proves
through her experience of them, and the dreams
there's a place in serious art for wit and a sense of
they evoke in her.
humor mixed in with a high degree of aesthetic
Whitman's island paintings were originally
intelligence. Such are
created for a joint
the components of the
show she had last
third part of
year in Managua
Whitman's
show, her
with Monhegan
collages.
Island painter Elena
These small (about
}ahn, who also lives
8" x 10"), mixed media
half the year in
pieces are the best
Puerto ~ico. These
works of the exhibipaintings seem to be
tion. They are
aerial views of
amalgams of leftover
loosely abstracted
wrapping paper,
images of land and
greeting cards, found
water masses in
objects and bits of
color-saturated hues.
cloth
that Whitman
In large swaths of
superimposes with
color Whitman
drawings here and
identifies landlocked
and open bodies of
NlIYlgatlng an Internal ..ascape: "Fish," mixed media on
there as needed.
water, island shapes, paper, 14" x 17",1992_
Asked about the
specific
meaning
of
any
given
one,
she says, "They're
mountains, isthrrruses and grid patterns in orange,
about creating images with materials that have
pink, lime green and purple that look like cultivated
already been used." (Whitman is an ardent recycler
fields. These island images appear in a series of four
- enthusiastic and detennined without being
large oil, pastel and watercolor paintings on paper.
preachy.)
Then, Whitman says, she decided to take her
"The idea," she says, "is based on the belief that
work a step further. She departed from the images
what exists at any time can fonn an aesthetic baseof landscapes and let them lead her into more
that we all have the ability to restructure, to take
abstract work.
what is already here and give it form and beauty."
These, she says,
So she creates fonn and beauty and leaves it up to
are the islandinspired images _ the viewer to figure out its deeper messages. Among
her enigmatic collages are a drawing/watercolor of a
See "Island Dreams," recent that emerge
Victorian woman in a brass bed with a lobster. She is
from her
works by Claudia Whitman
decked out in a piece of Whitman's wedding dress.
dreams.
at The Hardware Cafe ..
UMy
There are xeroxed images from a postcard of a
Gallery, 115 Island Ave.,
woman being kissed by a dog. and images from a
images," she
Peaks Island, through
mural in Managua of mythical women embracing a
says, "went
Aug. 26. 766-5631.
drawn-in figure of revolutionary leader Sandino. The
from external
most striking are one containing watch faces and
ones to internal ones." These internal images are
toys from a Hammacher-Schlemmer catalogue, and
presented in approximately a dozen small (1Q" x
another with two faces cut out of a Vassar alumnae
12") works in oil, pastel and watercolor, as well as at
magazine, which Whitman has placed in a hot air
least a half dozen larger oils on canvas.
balloon. These collages are nonsensical and intrigu·
The small, mixed-media pieces on paper work
ing; artistically, they work.
better than the oils on canvas. The struggle that
"1 don't know/ Whitman says, looking dubious,
Whitman has with the oils, she says, is separating
"I
was
having too much fun."
the canvas into areas of concentrated colors that
Happy is she whose vocation and avocation are
bounce off each other electrically, while still trying
the same.
to make the painting flow. She also seems to have a

Margot Brown McWilliams

KEN GREENLEAF
SCULPfURE AND DRAWINGS
AUGUST 22 through SEPTEMBER 19
ARTIST RECEPTION
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 5 to 7 pm

gleason
FINE

ART

15 Oak Street, Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
(207) 633-6849 (Gallery) or 633-2336
CaBery Hours: Mon - Sat, lOam - 5pm, Sun 1

YOU'RE INVITED
Every Wednesday night during
the month of August
We invite you to join us from
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. for wine & cheese
and to meet our talented
fine artists and craftspeople
5% discount on these
special Wednesday evenings.

VIALE PARIOLI
g.,ikrv
Located on Route 9 across from The Snappy
Tunle Shop one block from Dock Square.

Kennebunkport
Open 7 Days • 967-5900

Available
in Portland at:
photo by John FerrIs

.African Imports & New England Arts, 011& Union street.
• ZeitGeist, 576 Congress street. L:Uomo,43 Excha~e street.

2.
~

..

Entertainment

Comments we hear
"I love your shop!"
"We didn't know you were here!"
"Where's the nearest
restroom?"
Not necessarily In that order...

Photography Co-Op
547A Congress St, '33. Portland. "Bits
andPieces: TheChanging European cny,'
the color photographs 01 T.D. Nelson.
Through Aug 22. Gallery hours: Tues lo.
8. or by appointment. 799-0180.
Portlend M ....um of Art
Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours:
Tues, Wed. Thurs lo.9, Fri & Sat lo.8,
Sun 12·5. Admission: adu~s $6, senior
cnlzens and students with ID $5, youth I>Cimlimad from "..ge 22
18 $3.50. childroo 5 and under are free.
Museum admission is haH-price 1o.noon
Saturday. 773-2787.
"Endangered Lend.... pe.
lynn Butler photographs places threet·
ened by development. from New York's
Coney Island to the south 01 France.
Through November 1.
*Th. Holoceu.t
ContemporaryAmericansculplorGeorge
Segal has distined the meaning of this
atrocny ina ~fe.sizecomposilionol haunt·
Ing wMe plaster figures. Through Oct 18.
Ol. . .on Gall.ry
*Th. M.y Family Collection
15 Oak 51. Boolhbay. Opening receplion
Twenty·two works from the 19th & 20th
Aug 22 from 5-7 for paintings and sculpcenturies that un~e the cultural diversny
tures 01 Ken Greenleaf. Showing through
of America from East to West. Showing
Sept 19. Paintings 01 Mitch Billis through
through Sept 6.
Aug 22. "W~liam Muir in Perspective: an "Artl.te You L...... Mon.t, R.nolr and
exhibnolsculpture, waleroolonlanddraw·
Oth ... Ma.t....
ings continues through Aug 24 . Ganery
Works by European masters of the past two
hours: Tues-Sat 1o.5, orby appointment.
centuries from the Joen Whitney Payson
633-6849.
Collection and other private lenders.
*8UentWl-'s
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of Polish
ghettos and death camps of Treblinka.
Auschwitz and Birkenau. taken over the
past lour years. On view through Oct 18.
African Import. and N_ England Art.
*WIn.l_ Homer Watercolors
1 Union St. Portland . Original artwork &
Seventeen paintings from the Museum's
advice 10 collectors. Hours: lo.9 Monpermanent collection. On view thru Sept 6.
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772·9505.
Alberta'.
21 Pleesant St. Portland. "Intimete All ...
gories," recent photographic posters 01
Denise Frohlich, showing throuqh Sept 5.
Hours : 7 am-IO pm. 774-0016.
Chamber of Commerce of the o ..at ...
Portland Region
145 Middle St. Portland. A group show of
11 local artists. including Gerda Andersen,
David Dupree. Raymond lord. Stuart
Nudelman, Salazar, Steve Sechak. leif
Johnson. Glenn Murray, lyda Pola and
laurie Hasty. On view through August.
Gallery hours: Mon·Fri 8-5. 772-2811.
ext. 223.
Congrese aque.. Gallery
42 ExchangeS!, Portland. "Coastal Land·
scapes, " the oil paintings of Hearn Pardee
and Gina Werfel. Through Sept 1. Gallery
hours: Moo-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.
Danforth Gall.ry
34 Danlorth St. Portland. Members' exhiM, showing lrom Aug 14-28. Gallery
hours:Tues-Thurs 11-3, Fri4·8. Sat 11·3.
775-6245.
Elene'. Caf.
606 Congress St, Portland. Paintings and
drawings of Portland artist ZooCain through
Sept 1. Hours: Mon·Wed 11 am·12 am.
'fuJrs-Sat 11 am-3:3O am. 871-8933.
Free Street Studio
8 CnyCenter, Portland. Sculpture by lyn
Mir and paintings by Chris Mil'. Showing
through August. Galery ho"",: Mon-Sat
lo.7, Sun 12·5.774·1500.
Frvat Oully Gallery
411 Congress St, Portland. Work of gal- *Th.Eleg.ntAuto:F. .hlonandDeslgn
lery artists. Gallery hours: Mon·Fri 12·6,
of the 11/300
or by appointment. 773-2555.
Ooo-ol·a·kind automobiles, art-deco fur·
Oreenhut GaIl.rI. .
niture and jewelry. period paintings and ,
146 Middle St, Portland. New mixed meotherproductslromthiseraofrewlution·
dia wort<s on paper by Alison Goodwin.
ary industrial design. Through Nov 8.
Through Aug 31 . Gallery hours: Mon·Fri Portland Portrait Gallery
10-5~,Satl0-5. 772· 2693.
4 Milk street, Portland. portrans by Alex
Jewel.... Worir.
Gnidziejko and Bruce Kaminski. Showing
30 Exchange St, Portland. An exhibition
through Sept 26. ~Iery hours: Tues·Sat
of jewelry by eight designers. No set gal11-5, or by apPOintment. 773-7&65.
lery hours.
Robert J. Bam. . Interiors
Jewell Oallery
1 Monument Way. Portland. Paintings
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and
and handmade paper art by larry Plass
reelist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell,
and Padi Mayhew Bain, showing through
Paul Black. Cynthia McMullin and other
Aug. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 · 6, Sat·Sun 11·3.
local artists. Stained and painted glass by
773-3481 .
911 J9'MlI1 and BurtWeiss. On vlewthrough The St.ln Oallery
August. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat 1o.5, or
20 Mik St. Portland. New work from Rick
by appointment. 773-3334.
Eckard. John littleton and Kate Vogel ,
L_I. O.lIery
Rob levin. John Nygren, Rick and Valerie
Portland Public Library. 5 Monument
Beck and more, showing through Sept
Square, Portland. "Over Portland: an
15. Galery Hours: Mon-Sat 11· 6. Sun 11exhibit 01 black and white photographs
4. 772·9072.
by lloyd Ferriss. showing through Sept Thoa, M_r Cablnetmak.rs
30. Galery hours: Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6;
415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. "Guild of
Tues & Thurs 12·9; Sat 9-5. 871·1700.
Maine Woodworkers Juried Show 1992"
Main. emporium
and Heidi Daub's acrylic paintings on
85 York St. Portland. "Human Rights:
paper. Through Aug 22. Woodcut prints
Prisoners of Conscience," a USM senior
by Wiliam Evaul, showing from Aug 24·
exhibit 01 Installations by Marcella
Oct 10. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5. 774-3791 .
Manoogien. Through Aug 30. Hours: MooTh. Trov. Gall.ry
Sat 11·6, Sun 12-5. 871-0112.
112 High St. Portland. "From the Inside
Nancy Mergoll. Gall.ry
Out," a show 01 incised gouaches on
367 Fore St, Portland. Ceramics, jewelry,
paper by Suzanne Mcleod. Showing
glass, wood and metal wort< by 52 area
through Aug 31 . Galery hours: Thurs 5-8,
artists. Throughthesummer. Hours: MooF~Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4. 772-1961 .
Sat 1().6. Sun 11 :3().4. 775-3822.
M.ender Oallery
,
40 Pleesant st, Portland. "Mylhscapes:
Aboriginal Dreaming: showing through
Oct 31. Ganery hours: Tues·Sat 12·6, or
by appointment. 871 - 1078.
Bam Gallery
Pine Tree Shop • Bayvt_ Gallery
Shore Road & Bourne's Lane. Ogunquit.
75 Market St, Portland. "Three Voews of
Exhib~.: 'The Great Indoors." interior
Maine: thepamingsof David lil1le, Brian
spaces explored by New England artists
Ihrough Aug 30; "2Oth Century Master
Kliewer and Ron Goyette. Showing
through Aug 28. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
Prints: through Aug 30; "Men. Women
and Children," figurative bronzes of
9:30-5:30. 773-'JOO7.
Su...- Wlnebaum through Sept 27;
Hours: Mon-Set 1o.5, Sun 2·5. 646-5370.

JUST ME

111M( 11U

490 CONGRESS 51; PORTLAND 207-775-4860

ART

OPENING

SUMMER CLEARANCE GOING ON NOW!
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369

Philiphose
Chiropractic Clinic
Dr. Alexander Phlliphose, RN, DC

If you think chiropractors just treat backaches,
disc pains. sciatic problems or whiplash ... you
don't know modern chiropractic.

$25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $25

I
I

!

This Coupon Worth $25.00 When Presented By
I
New Patients For Services Rendered on Initial Visit. I
Offer Expires September 30,1992.
I
PhUiphose Chiropractic Clinic
•

$25, :7!r:~ :.tre..::t.:o!~~~an: !2!!:~9~ ,$25
Real Health Care For Real Problems

Today'. chiroproctor
doea much more thaD
Jaot lIet bacb to _rlr..

778 Main Street, South Portland

IMELDA STAUNTON

828-1490

SASKIA REEVES

A~ONIA

ANI

AROUND TOWN

f

OUT OF TOWN

Bowdoin CoII_ Mu.... m of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The mull9UlJl is open to the
public free 01 charge. Hours: Tues·Sat
1o.5, Sun 2·5. 725-3275.
"The Alta of the a.murol Sword
A historical survey 01 samurai swords and
sword guards from the 12th· 19th centuries. Through Oct 4.
"M.ln_p. .
An examination of Maine landscapes
through a selection 01 works from the
permanent collection. Through Aug 30.
"Recent Acqul.ltlon. II
Selections of recent additions to the permanent collection at the Twentieth Cen·
tury GaHery - paintings, photographs.
works on paper and sculpture. Through
Sept 26.
Caldbeck Gall.ry
I
12 Elm St, Rockland) Paintings by Michael
Reece and wood retiels by Bernard
Langlais, showing through Sept 12.Hours:
Mon·Sat 11-5. Sun 1·5. 594-5935.
Casco Bay Art Leagu.
Bailey Island library Hall. Route24, Bailey
Island. Summer show and sale. Through
Aug 24. Hours: daily lo.6. 865-1152.
Th. Cent... for Creatl ... Imaging
51 Mechanic St. Camden. "Allegory" the
photos 01 New York photographer
Ryszard Horowitz. Through Oct I 2. Ga~
Iery hours: daily 9-5. 23&-7400.
Th. Chocolat. Church Gall.ry
804 Washington St. Bath. Exhibns: The
mixed media instanation of Maine artist
John Baird through Aug 22; the "Minia·
ture Juried Invitational Show" through
Aug 29; "Domestic Space," stillHe paint·
ings 01 Janet Conlon Manyan from Aug
28·Sept 27. Gallery hours: Tues·Fri 9-4,
Sat 12-4. 442-8627.
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery
Route 302. S. Casco. 'Women's Per·
spective." the wort< 01 seven Maine art·
ists. Showing through Sept 13. Galery
hours: Tues·Sun 9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
Element. Gall.ry
19 Mason St. Brunswick . "Farewell
Drums." a group show 01 handmade
drums, rattles and other percussion in·
struments. ThroughAug 29. Gallery hours:
Tues-Thurs lo.4. Fri-Sat lo.5. 729-1108.
Fam._rth Museum
19 Elm St, Rockland. Relrospectiveexhi·
bitIon of Kart Schrag's paintings and prints.
Through September 13. Hours: Moo-Sat
lo.5, Sun 1·5.596-6457.
Freeport HI.torlcal Society
45 Main St, Freeport. "An Island Sampler:
Bustins Island People and ArcMecture,"
late 19th century and 20th century pholos, showing through Sept 30. Hours:
daily lo.5. 865-3170.
Gallery at Portland Playenl
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. Oils. wa·
tercolors and mixed media by Frieda
lundberg. AI Waterman. Michael Willis
and Robert Demers. Showing through
September. Galery hours: Mon·Fri lo.2
or by appointment. 799-7337.
Th. O.lIery at Widgeon Cov. Studios
Route 123, Harpswel. Metal. wood and
paper sculptures by Georgeann and
Condon Kuhl and fused glass by Laurie
Dehlerking . Through Aug. Ganery hours:
F~Sat 11·5, Sun 1·4.833-6081 .
Hardwe.. Caft • O.lIery
1151slandAve, Peaks Island. Paintings of
Claudia Whitman. Through Aug 26. Gal·
Iery hours: Mon·F Ii 11·7, Sat·Sun 1o.6.
766-5631 .
Icon COntemp ..... ry Art
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Paintings and
drawings of Peter McGlamery. Through
Sept 25. Hours: Mon-Sat 1·5. 725-8157.
M.ln. Coa.t Artl.te
Russell Avenue. Rockport. "On the Edge:
Forty Years of Maine Painting," a show of
over 100 paintings by artists associated
with Maine. Gallery hours: daily 1o.5.
238-2875.
M.ln. Maritime Mu••um
Maritime History Bklg, 243 Washington
St, Bath . Hours: daily 9:30-5. 443-1316.
*Th. Merltlme Folk Art of A. De CI.rck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that en.
tered the ports of Antwerp and liV«poOl
In the last days 01 sai. On view through
the year.
"N.w World.: North AtI.ntlc a.etarlng
In the Era of Discovery
Rare world maps and nautical charts,
early navigation instruments, Wlustrations
01 flll9 art and archaeological material
bringtogethertheOidandtheNewWo~ds
in the Age 01 Discovery and beyond. On
view through the year.
"80m from Coa.tlng
This exhibn includes watercolor paint·
ings.drawings,sketchesandoilsbyJohn
Faunce leavitt. locusing on his mad&from-memory renditions of lhe last gen·
eration 01 coasting schooners that plied
the coast of New England until the late
19305. On view through the year.
M.ln. Writ.... Cent...
12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. [)<awing's 01
Jane Robinson, showing through Sept I.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5, Sal 9-11 . 729-6333.
Museum of Art of Ogunquit
183 Shore Rd, Ogunqun. Hours: Mon-Sat
10:30-5, Sun 1 :30-5. 646-4909.

·Amerlcan M.st...
The paintings of American impressionist
Walt Kuhn. through Sept 15.
"Imeg. . and Words
Abstract expresSonist paintings and draw·
ings of Henry Meloy, through Sept 15.

AugusI20,1992
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Mu....m of Art, Olin Alta c-t.r
Bates College, lewiston. Painting', prints
and sculpture by lewiston-born artist
Cha~le Hewitt. From Aug 28-Oct 11.
Hours: Tues-Sat lo.5.Soo 1-5. 786-6158.
O'Ferreil Oall.ry
58 Main St, Brunswick. "Whatthe Natives
Saw, What the Tour Bus Missed," the
drawings, paintings and illustrations 01
Tim Sample; "The Navy Drawings" 01 Bil
Muir; and sculptures of Wally Warren.
Through Sept 4. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
lo.5. 729-8228.
a....scodeg.n Artiste Gall.ry
Route 24. Greatlsland. Works by21 Maine
artists. Hours: Tues·Sun lo.5. 833-5]17.
Thome. M.morlal Ubrary
6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. "Painl·
Ings and Records of the Hayloh Art Society." a group formed in 1922 and dis·
banded in 1991 . Showing through Sept
19. GaHery hours: Mon,Wed. Fri 9-5. Tues·
Thurs 9-9. 799·1720.
Wlsc •••• t Bay O.lIery
Water Street. Wiscasset. "Northern light:
Two Centuries 01 New England Art," including work by William Wallace Gilchrist,
Ca~ Weber and William Zorach. Showing
through Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
10:30-5. or by appointment. 882·7682 .
York In.tltut. Mus.um
371 Main St, Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine
Contemporary Artists," an invitational
show 01 painting and sculpture, showing
through Sept. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri ,.
4; Thurs 1·8; Sat 1·4. 283·3861.

Dance In Main.
A forum discussion on developing dance
in Maine occurs Aug 29 at noon at the
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.
Portland. Free. For inlo cal 774·0465.
Edn. St. Vincent Milley Day
A centennial celebration leaturing read·
ings and rellections Aug 26. beginning at
lOam at the Camden Public Library . Main
St. Camden. For more info call 588-6482.
,FIctIon Worl<shop
with Dianne Benedict every other Sunday
ahernoon from 3-6 in Portland. Cost: $95.
For more info call 721·0824.
"Beyond Shlrl.y T.mpl."
Eileen Egan, professor of history at Uni·
versity 01 Maine, speaks about youth in
the '308 Aug 26 at 7 pm in the Portland
Museum 01 Art, 7 Congress Square, Port·
land. Free with admission to the show.
For more inlo call 775-6148.

OTHER

Adult Be...nlng Clinic:
on the last Wed 01 every month. for blood
pressure and testing for sugar. anernia
and cholesterol, from 11 :30 am-I pm at
the Peoples Un~ed Methodist Church.
310 Broadway. S. Portland. Cal 767·
3326 for appointment and further info.
Aikido
is a martial art used to increase flexibiity.
stamina and a sense 01 well- being. Adult
classes: Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:15 pm and
6:3().7:30 pm; Fri. 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat .
2 :30·3:30 pm and 3 : 45· 4:45 pm .
Children's classes: Sat, 1 :15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland AIkido. 25A For·
est Ave. Portland. For further info call
772- 1524.
Buddhl.t-OrI.nted Meditation
Group meets every Sun from 1o.11 amat
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small donation. For more inlo caD 839-4897.
Cencer Support Oroup
A cancer support group wil meet the first
three Wednesdays 01 the month from 2·
3:30 pm at Williston West Church at 32
Thomas St. Portland. The fourth Wednesday the group joins United Methodist
Church group at 7:30 pm, 280 Ocean
House Road . Cape Elizabeth. Ca. 7730652 lor more info.
Chakra Energy Work.hop
Using tarot imagery and chakra energies.
explore the link between the body and the
unconscious. FormoreinlocaI799-8648.
Childbirth CI .....
Discovery Education oilers six·week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy& physiology of labor. relaxation
& breathirig techniques, pain management options during labor, role of coach
or support person, physical & emotional
changes aher birth, and much more.
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from
7·9 lor six weeks. Cost: $60, including
handbook, gilt packs and articles. To
register call 797·4096.
"Ca-d.pend.nc:y and Spirituality"
Stephen Andrews discusses how these
issues relate Aug 20 from 7-9 at Unny
Church 01 GreaterPortiand. 54 River Road.
Windham. Cost: SS.For more info cal
774·3535.
Dancing from the In.ld. Out
A fun exploration 01 the body's wisdom,
creatlvny and freedom. For schedule and
location. call 772·7549.
Dharma Study Oroup
Weekly non-denominational mednation
practice every Tues from 7:30-9 pm at 98
Maine St. Brunswick. Although the group'
is aHgned with Tibetan Buddhism, gen.
eral Buddhist mednation instruction is
available on request. For more inlo cal
88().3396.
Freedom. Energy In Mov..... nt
A non-profit dance group meets Mon
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United
Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Port·
land. Chidren are welcome. Donations .
For fl.rther inlo call 799-1902.
Friend. ofth. W..t.m Buddhist Ord ...
invite al interested individuals to a period
of meditation and study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings are on Mon
eves. from 7:15-9:1 5 pm. For info about
location cal 642·2128.
Golf for Peopl. with DI.abllltl. .
larry Fournier will teach anyone with a
disabilny to play goW beginning Aug 19 at
Westerty Winds. 771 Cumberland Ave,
Westbrook. For more info call 854·9463.
Heeling Support Oroup
A sale environment for those experiencing personal traumas. addiction, grief.
loss of good hea~h. and who seek support within a context of mutual sharing.
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Brighton
Medical Center, Surgical Conference
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Cal
767·3262 for further details.

Air Quality Art Show
Artists preparing work lor the AIr Quality
Art Show should contact the show's coordinator . Roy Rike. PO Box 489.
Brunswick. ME 04011. if they have not
already done so. The show will be held at
the Trove GaMery. 112 High St. Portland,
Sept 3-27.
Th. Art Oallery et SIx D. .rlng
is accepting submissions Aug 17·22Irom
1o.5 of paintings no more than 32 by 38
inches. including lrame. foritsjuriedexhi·
bition held Sept 11-26. For more inlo call
772·9605.
Artist. of Augu.t Show
AA exhibition and sale of work 01 artists
living In the Bailey Island area Aug 22Sept 1 from 11 ·7 atlibraryHal, Route 24,
Bailey Island. For inlo call 443-3785.
Harpswell Crsft Oulld
holds an open house and sale Aug 21 -23
lrom 1o.5. Watch for the sign of the blue
heron along Route 123, Harpswell. For
more inlo call 833-6081 .
Individual Artist F.llowshlps
This year's competition is open to artists
in the performing. media and traditional
arts disciplines. The application deadline
Is Sept I , 1992. For inlo cal 289-2724.
Main. Cont.mporary Drawing
Danlorth Gallery is accepting submissions for its drawing exhibn. judged by
Sigmund Abeles of UNH. Submit slides
by Sept 22. For more inlo send .10 SASE
to: "Maine Contemporary Drawing Ex·
hiM," Oanlorth Gallery, 34 Danforth St,
Portland, ME 04 101.
Portland Public Ubrary
inviles area artists to subnM applications
for a on... month exhibition within the
library's lewis Gallery. Call 871 · 1758 for
more info.
<fA.pley: Game., Sport• • Pa.tlme. of
Your Youth"
Danlorth Gallery is accepting submis·
sions from senior artists statewide lor it.
juried exhibition. last day to subnM is
Sept 4. For more info send .10 SASE to
Danlorth Gallery, 34 Danlorth St. Port·
land. ME 04101 .
36th Annual Summer exhibition
The Maine Art Gallery invites Maine art·
ists to submit paintings. drawings, handpressed prints. photographs and sculpture for Hs juried show. For info call 8627511 or write to Maine Art Gallery, P.O.
Box 315, Wiscasset. ME 04578.
U. Main. Public Art Competition
Approximately $40.000 in Percent lor Art
funds is available to purchase artwork lor
lhe public spaces 01 the new College of
BusinessAdministration.Artistsinterested
in applying should send a self-addressed.
stamped envelope by Aug 21 to David
Wilson, AlA, Universny of Maine System
Architect, 107 Maine Avenue, Bangor,
ME 04401.

SENSE
Stat. of Main. Writ....' COnf.rence
Workshops and lectures to assist novice
as well published writers Aug 25-28 in
Porter Hall, Tample Avenue, Ocean Park.
For more info call 934-5034.
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Sunday, August 23
10:30 a.m.

@ IW

Enjoy summer sermons
and a circle of sound at

Chestnut Street

NESS

~ ~ ~ ~

BAGEL HAPPY HOUR!

United Methodist

5-7 PM SATURDAYS & 3-5 PM SUNDAYS

Sl Church

WELL

27

S1 OFF doz. bagels

17 OIestnut St. (behind City Hall)
Portland, ME 04101:

.50 OFF 112 doz. bagels '

772-6123 t

amusical welcome a~its!

OPEN EVERYDAY AT 7 AM
15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

UNCLE ~ILLY'S

KIDS UNDER 6 EAT FOR FREE!
KIDS UNDER 12 EAT FOR CHEAP!
Complimentary red beans and rice
weekday afternoons!

tim fenell
ioanne chessie
kevin shone
every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IH1I!,I:flI)

X::~-:og~

Still Serving Special Summer luncheon menu
12-4 Tues-Sun • Pre-order Takeout
FAX # 7674379

IW44 n[l)

9-CHEESE SPECIAL--Q
I
I
10% OFF ~~~2.}J
I Rougette
Yol 'MPG Raps
Yaknowhati'm
sayin'?

Bring the Noise with

Me B Bop, Thursday 3-5pm .
Part of 'MPG's Rock 'n' Rap
Block.

.. . . .. . . . . . ..
: THE

MOVIES:

AUG 19-23

WEI).FRI 7, 9
SAT·SUN 1,7

"UG 22-25
cMlI ?\pf8f!J

LIFE
ON A
~~STRING
SAT-SUN 3,9
MON·TIJES 7, 9

AUG 26-30

MindWillk

from CfciflD

I
:
I
I
I
I

Canadian Cheddar
AU Bries
Jarlsberg Light
Calamata Olives
Greek Black Olives
French Herb Black v ..v"'~

ri:;::c.
: Wine

&; Cbe~e

I Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
I Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294

___F:da::.~:~'6_ .0

[J.6~M~~~.: ::~:'s~~P:rt

Mon.Sat. 9.30.5.30
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SInging Meditation
Scarborou9h Marsh Cent.,
Meet Tues !rom 8-9 in Falmouth to sing
Maine Audubon Society offers a selection
rounds, cha"nts and songs. Fordirections
of nature p(Ogramsat Maine's largest sa"
marsh: Canoe tours daily at lOam and
cal 78t-0944.
Tues and Thurs at 6 pm; walking iour.l
stNtchlng th. Splrtt
Tues and Thurs at 2 pm; marsh exploraA yoga class of genUa breathing and
tion lor children Wed and F ri at 9:30 am;
stretching ending in deep relaxation. All
observation of migrating birds Wed at 7
are weIcoma 10 this creative approach to
am. Upcoming special events: Aug 28
body, mnd and spiritual well-being . Bring
from 8-9:30 pm, "TheSummerNightSky,"
a mat. Weds from 5:30-6:30 pm, Sat.
members $3, non-mambers $4. For defrom 9-10 am at the Swedenborgian
Om/mwd
"..ge 27
tails cal 883-5100.
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland, Donation: $3. For more info cal 772-8277. SERVElMalne Volunt_ DI......OIy
lists volunt_ opportun~ies throughout
ral Chi Ch'uan
Maine with state and federal natural ...
. is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
source agencies. Opportunities include
mental and physical balance. II's good for
" adopting" hiking trails and streams, wort<spiritual growth, physical heatth and for
Ing on water quality Issues, coordinating
reducing the effect of stress and tension.
natural resource voIunteas, conducting
Beginners through - advanced classes
environmental compliance surveys and
ongoing. For more info call 772-9039.
wottl lng as conservation educators.
" ' - Tean/Young AduH Clinic
Projects require voIunt-.. with skills and
is a place to go W you have a heatth
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and inconcem or medical problem, need a
terest in nature to highly trained professportslschool physical done, or hava birth
sionals. Formore information, or to obtain
con1rollssues to deal with. Open to anya copy 01 the directory, calor write to
one 13-21 , evety Monday from 4-8 pm, at
H_Hh Services of South Poo1lanct
Libbey Seigar.l, SERVElMaine, Maine
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
holds an adult screening clinic- s«vices
Dep't of Conservation, Station 1122, Auseen
if they arrive by 7
Portland.
Walk-ins
include blood pressure, sugar and chogusta, ME 04333. For info, call 287-4945.
pm. 871-2763.
lesterol screMing - on the last Wed of
Bunday NatuN a.ne.
every month, !rom t 1:30 am-l pm at the V-oetartan Socle., of Maine
WoHe's Neck Woods State Patti offer.l
IMets the third Monday of evety month at
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310
daily nature programs through August.
6
pm
at
35
Saunders
st,
Portland,
for
a
Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767-3326 for
Upcoming: "Osprey Watch," Aug 20;
potluck get together, vegetarian support
turther deta~s.
" EdgeoftheSea," Aug 21 ; "ConS<lMltion
grouPlMeting and planning meeting. For
H_rtlln. Cardiac Rahabllitation
for Kids," Aug 22; "Hiking lor Exercise,"
more info cal 773-6132.
USM L~eine offers an exercise program
Aug 23; "Edge 01 the Sea, " Aug 24; "ConW1.hcraftlT_mworka
for people who have had a heart attack,
servation lor Kids ," Aug 25: "Ule BeSupport team of motivated people who
angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty or
tween tha Tides," Aug 26. Meet at 2 pm at
want to make things happen. Through
are at risk for heart disease. Classes are
the benches In the second pattling lot. For
giving
support,
ideas,
accurate
steps
and
ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and Frimore info call 865-4465.
the faith in one another's ability to sucdays at 7:30 am and 6 pm at Portland
ceed,
we
won't
let
you
quit.
Formoreinlo
Campus Gym, Falmouth St, Portland. For
cal 773-6226.
more info ca l 780-4649.
~_n'. M"'ltation ~orkahop
H.rbal~orkahop.
Leam to listen to your inner voice . For
Crystal Springs Fann & Center serves as
more infOfTTlltion cal 781 - 0944.
a leaming centerand provides a variety of
herbal and educational wottlshops : Aug Yap and the M.natrual Cycle
Leam which yoga postures to practice
23 from 1- 4 " CookinglDoing with Herbs,"
and which to a void during menstruation
$35; Sept 6 from 2- 4 " The Path of Herbs,"
Aug29from8:30-11 amatPortlandYoga
$20. Held at 70 HoQi. and Buda roads,
Studio, 6t8 Congress St, Portland. This
Dayton. To register call 499-7040.
relaxing and restorative practice is good
Kuncbollnl Maha Yap
for men too. For details cal 797-5684.
Participate in evening meditations and
discussions on "Tools to Stil the Mind"
with Asha Ma, master of KLndalinl Maha
Yoga Aug 20, 21,27 & 28 !rom 7- 9 pm and
Aug 23, 24, 29 & 30 from &-8 pm at The
Chartle Who?
Yoga Center, Thompson's Point, PortSee a juggling clown Aug 21 at noon at
land. For more info call 799-4449.
Tommy's Patti, Portland. Free, For more
M8k1ng ......1 Prepaml_
inlo call 772-6828.
Leam to make medicinal and cosmetic
Dr. fllghtD.ck'e Rock. Roll C8mpFIN
pn!p8I'8lions using IocaIy available plants
Ghost stories, crazy characters and !heAug 22 from 9-3 at Sabbathday Lake
ater tun Aug 21 at 8 pm at Camp Ketche ,
Shaker \lllage, Rural Route 1, Poland
Black Point Road, Scarborough. Cost:
Springs. Bring six small jars. Cost: $45.
$3. Proceeds to benefit Camp Fire Assolor more Info cal 926-4597,
ciation . For more info call 883-8977.
Ma.ka of Derten_ ~orkahop
The F,..h Air Fund
A WOfkshop for mental health professionis an non-profit organization that sends
als as well as those on a journey for
thousands ot underprivileged Children on
increased self-awareness Aug 22 from 9
free summer vacations to suburban and
am-noon at Expressive Thenipy Center,
country host families. It is now seeking
150 St. Johns St, Portland. Explore the
host families lor kids &-12 years of age. A
various aspects of errotional masks and BacII Country Blk. Excurslone
variety of programs and possibllnies exThesemini-weekends, which run June 13
how the psyche adapts through one's
ist. For more info write to The Fresh !ojr
through
Oct
1,
will
take
you
through
the
defenses. Be prepared to aeate your
FUnd, 1040 Avenue of the Americas, New
loothills of the WMe Mountains. They
own mask. Art experience not necessary.
York, NY 10018. Or call (BOO) 367-0003.
start at noon on Sat and end about 2 pm Freeh Paint
Cost: $30, includes materials For details
on Sun. Each weekend Includes overcal 879-1959.
Brunswick art studio offers classes lor
night tent accommodation, one pancake
MJ C~ ....._1Inourc:4t
kids ages 2- 12 in painting, WOfking with
bnlakfast, one sweat sauna and more.
offers counseling , rel&mlls and housing
clay and art appreciation at 1 Blue Heron
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enroll
for women and t~ experiencing an
Drive, Brunswick. For more info call 725cal625-8t89.
untimely prngnancy. Counseling locuses
4983.
on the options of parenting or adoption. A Bicycle Club 01 ea.co Bay
Hoetlng T_a from Abroad
Join the club lor a 00& to two-hour ride
birth mother support group is offered to
American Institute for Foreign Study
every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
any woman who surrendered a child lor
Scholarship Foundation is a non-profit
""""hes 01 Scarborough and Capa Elizaadoption or is considering doing so. For
organization which arranges l().month
beth.
Pizza
and
socializing
afterwards,
more inlo cal 772-7555.
high schooIIhome experiences for teens
swimming optional on wann evenings.
HlI1ural fooda SoIuU_
!rom Europe, Asia and Latin America. You
MellI at Pat' s Pizz., Route 1, near oak
Leam all about the purchase and pn!pIIselect the per.lon that most closely
HII, Scarborough. Cyclers 01 all abilities
ration 01 whole loods vegetarian meals In
matches your interests. Host fa milies are
welcome,
Forturtherinlo,
call
799-1085.
yourhoma. Fordetais call 774-8889.
awarded up to $800 in scholarship funds
ea.co Bay Rowing cantar
for family members to use on AlFS study
Outdoor Yoga C " _
seeks to provide the place, equipment
abroad. If you would like to become a
Earty moming classes in Cape Elizabeth,
and people necessary for a sale and enFalmouth F oreside and Gomam. Classes
host famly, call 871 - 0882.
joyable rowing experience. Services 01- Klda flrat: Parenting Through D I _
include stretching postures, medi1ation,
lered Include storage, a sheltered tidal
breathwottl, visualization and seIf-healAn educational program lor parents foriver, a gatheringspacelUld more. Classes
ingtectvliques. Cal Noonday SUn Center
cusing on the needs of children during ,
and clinics, suitable lor all levels, are
at 839-LIFE for more Into.
and after divorce Sept 5 from 8 :30 amongoing. For more info call 84&-5139.
12:30 pm. CaU 773-2296 for location.
Partn... In M .... ~
Leam how to give and receive Swedish Oel Your Padcll. ~.t
"Ktahkomlg, Main. 1492"
Bringyourkayak,paddleandcrazinessto
massage Aug 15, 22&29!rom 12-2 pm at
This Children's Museum of Maine exhibit
Portland's East End beach every Thurslonta Institute , Island Avenue and
focuses on kids and their int&r.ICtion with
day at 6 pm lor some water tun . Formore
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Cost:
the environment and explores how chilInfo call 772-5357.
$2Oisesslon, $45/couple for aN tIvee sesdren lived 500 years ago in an exhibit that
L_rn to Ball
sions. For more info cal 766-4454 .
runs through Oct 12, from 10am-5 pm at
Hands-on Instruction all summer long inSmiling Hill Farm, 781 County Rd ,
Pel Laa-Therapy
cludes everything !rom tying knots to
Westbrook. For more info call 797- S483.
A weekly support group will meet Thurs
rigging sails to navigation . Enrollment Urn- Mak. Your Mow_..
from 7:30-9 pm in Westbrook to help
,
ited 10 six people per course. Cost: $275/
people who have pets who havedied,are
Is a creative movement group for children
2O-hour
class,
To
register
call
767-9528.
dying or are lost. Cost: $15. For more info
7- 12 Y8llrs old. Classes feature song ,
Maine Mariti... Mu....m
cal 657- 2634.
dance, drawing and writing . Six-week
offers a visit to historic Seguin Island
summer session on Tuesdays !rom 1()'11
Plann'" PaNnthood
Lighthouse Aug 25 !rom HI pm. Cost:
01 Northem New England helps t8M8gam and t t :3G-noon, at Williston West
$24 non-rnemben , $22 rnemben. Call
Church, 32 ThomasS!. Portland . For more
ers at ItsWalk-ln Clinic Fri, 1- 4:30 pm and
443-1318 for more inlo.
Sat, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, PortInfo, cal 775-2625.
land. Confidential services include birth Main. Outdoor Ad"""tUN Club'
Marsh Todd ..rs
brings together people who enjoy the
control , pregnancy tests , pap smears,
Maine Audubon Society Introduces your 2outdoor.l. MOAC offers trips and events
SID screening and treatment .Fees based
4-year-<lld to the satt marsh through handsto people of all skill levels, beginner to
on ability to pay. Can 874- t 095,
on exploration and nature games Aug 20
expert. Upcoming: Aug 2t-23, B1ackAnfrom 10-11 am at the Scarbor"ougl Marsh
Pulmonary R.!IabillUtlon
gel trail malntenance(883-6788); Aug 28Nature Center, Parents must accompany
USM Ufeine offers a program designed
30, Lake Umbagog canoeing trip (84&child. Cost: $3 members, $4 non-members.
lor individuals with various lung diseases
3(36). Ongoing: Mackworth Island walk
For directions call 883-5100.
Tues and Thurs from 11 :15-noon at the
Thurs at 6 pm. For updated trip info, call Movi. Star Mobil. .
USM Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth
thaOutdoorHotlineat774-1118. Forclub
St. For more into caM 780-4170.
Is your bedroom getting boring? Children
and rnembenhip Info call 772-9831 .
ages &- t 0 bring some of your favorite
Baha.. Yap M ...ltatlon
rragazines 10 cut and make rnobItes and
Experience thoughtless awareness Outdoor Trtp Un.
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
superstar scrunchies Aug 25 from 2 :15Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Faculty
outside activities info, sponsored by
3:30 at the CreaUve Resource Center,
Lounge, USM at Portland. Free. For more
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine OutThompson's Point, Building lA, Portland.
info cal 799-5749.
doors Adventure Club, caM 774-1118.
Cost: $2. For reservations call 773-3045.

Nal9hborhood Map Making
After hearing a story about a neighborhood, children ages 3-5 get to draw the
streets and houses on a huge piece of
their very own canvas Aug 25 from l - t :45
at The Creative Resource Center,
Thompson's Point, Building 1A, Portland.
Cost: $2. For reservations call 773-3045.
Riverton Library
offers Toddler Time lor 1- to 2- year olds,
including games, stories and songs, Wed
at 9 :30 and 10:30 am & Fri al 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
at 10:30 am. The library's located at 1BOO
Forest Ave, Portland. call 797-2915.
SIlly Seturda,.
Portland YMCA presents a series of summer WOfkshops for preschool-aged kids
on Saturdays from 9-12 at 70 Forest Ave,
Portland. Cost: $15. Call 874-1111 .
story Hour
Jane Robinson, Brunswick author and
illustrator, wil read from her book ''The
Whale In Lowell's Cove" Aug 22 at 10 am
at the Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant
St, Brunswick. For info caN 729-6333.
Thut.r Cla_.
Mime/actor John Saccone teaches every
Tues !rom Sept t()'Dec 19 from 3 :304:30. For more info call 871 - 1013.
Youth Indoor Boccer Program
at Portland YMCA for children &-11 years
of age. Registration is ongoing. For more
info call 874- 1111.

Entertainment

"SUMMERTIME AND THE UVlN' IS EASY"'... at

from

Music, theater,

WELL

art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor acevities ... it's all
just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER Or if

right up the street or

you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and

NESS

enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose - out on the town - or the comforts of
home -

Back Bay Tower can
art security.

make your summertime living easy. We provide

state of the

Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun.

12-4, Tues & Thurs 10-6.

772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
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Any Large Pizza
with thiS coupon
expo 9/15/92

Best Pizza
in New England
688 Forest Ave. Portland
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Unique clothing, used and vintage
guitars & banjos.

I
I
I
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I
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For School & Beyond

Leather Bags!
Soft Leather Briefcases!
andJe,!,elry .

20% OFF
~~~~~. Wllm.
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I .. ,n bulk: hone nuts, dried fruits, whole rains,
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$2 OFF
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OF $10 OR MORE
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Your "eighborhood
"£" 0 t u r a / f 00 d s tor.
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TIIrougll Labor DIY

~
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f:

Lower ViI/age, Rout. '5

Ka""ebuN.port, M£ 0'f0'f6

rs:
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:HAIRCUT
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e;l:

Septem~~,7'"~ -
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20% OFF Paul Mitchell. Matrix & Mastey

Tan for" $4/each visit.
" $15/ ~ve visits,

~---------

I 'Tripp's
I FAMILY EYEWEAR
I STUDENT DISCOUNT
I 15%OFF
I COltlpiett pair 0/
I prtScriptiOll t y _
I 110 other discollttu apply
I With Coupon expires 9130192.
600 Congress St., Ptld • 772-8368
I
I__~~~v~u;__

$25/ten visits,

Trim Bangs
nape $5

Or
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Volunteer Coach. .
South Portland Recreation is looking lor
adu"s interested in coaching youth soccer, flag football ortackle football this fall.
Coaches win be able to participate in the
National Youth Sports Coaches Association training sessions. For more details
cal 767- 7650.
~omen'. Rugby
The Portland women 's rugby team welcomes new players of all abilities and
fitness levels. They practiceMons& Weds
from 7 :30-9 pm at Baxter Boulevard field ,
Portland. Call 828-1213 lor more.

ETC
ACT UP/Maine (AIDS Coalition To Unlea.h Powe.,
is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
Our goals include the estabishment of a
Maine AIDS Resource Center and the
seH-empowerment 01 People living with
AIDS COrTVTlJnity. Meetings open to the
public and held evety Mon from 7- 9pmat
72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square

Bu~ding). Newmembersweicome.lMleel-

FOR
KIDS

SPORT

OUT
SIDE

c.mer

\

BaMball for M ... 30+
Portland's Senior Baseball League Is now
forming lor the 1992 season. Cal 7730767 for more info.
Can_ In.trucUon
L.L. Bean offers lessons In solo canoe
handling Aug 3O!roml0:30am-12:3O pm
at Royall River, Yarmouth . Cost: St5. For
more detais call (BOO) 34 t -434 t .
Golf Fit
A new 3-monlh program by USM Lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening " golfing" muscles. For more
Info call 780-4 t 70.
Hunt., Se••., Cou,...
L.L. Bean offers a free five-week course
covering arms and archety, survival and
first aid, gama care, ethics and responsibility and wildlife identification beginning
Aug 26 from 7-9:30 pm at L.L. Bean
Casco Street Conference Center, off
Route 1, Freeport. For info call 86S-4761.
Paddllng8eaalona
Join Saco RiverOutfitters Wed at 5 :30pm
for paddling sessions at East End Beach,
weather permitting. Call 773-09t O.
Poo1land Rugby Club
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
and old players to join them in the physical and fast-paced game 01 rugby . Practice sessions at 6 pm on T ues and Thurs
at the Fox Street field, just off ex~ 7 011295 In Portland. We schedule matches
evety Sat for two teams. as well a. three
matches lor Old Boys (over 35). For more
info call 639-3861.
Roiling. 8eaka",k Reacua Clinic.
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run
Sat nights at a cost of $40. CaM Saco River
Outfrtters at 773-0910 for more info.
s.nlor Fltn. . . for M.n • ~o.-n 115+
USM Lileline offers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays !rom 10:3O- 11 :t 5
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Programconsists ofpr<>gressive exercises. Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more info.
........katlng
If you are eight-years-old or older and
wolAd like to ieam to speedskate, call
781 -3699 Immediately so thet weekly
practice sessions can be planned.
Thirty Bomelhln' Socc«
People 30+- meet to play soccer Sunday
evenings at 6 on Middle School field,
Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. Events
include pick- up games, challenge
matches and occasional toumaments. For
more info cal 799-8669.
USM Uf.1I1M
offers membership to the general public
in Its gym activities program. Squash,
weight training lacil~ies, racquetball and
basketbellcourts, etc., are available. Several rnen'lbonhip options. USM Campus
Gym, 98 Falmouth st. For more inlo call
780-4170.

chair accessible. For more info write ACT
UPlMaine , P .O . Box 5267, Portland
04101, tel . 774-5082 or 628-<l401 .
ACT UPlPortland
Are you angry that people are dying because individuals in the federal and local
government are ignoring the fact that we
are in a heatth crisis - and that because
ofthail' ignorance, prejudiceand fearnothIng seems to be getting done? Join us.
We are a grassroots organization 01 volunteers dedicated through non- violent
direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by
dispelling ignorance through education.
Open meetings are SUndays at 7 pm at
the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland.
Wheelchair accessible . For more info call
828-0566.
The AIDS ProjllCt
has an IIgent need for volunteers with
cars who can assist clients who need
transportation to doctors appointments,
support groups, gl'OCety shopping and
other Ufe &minds. Volunteas are also
needed to coverteiephone lines and perform ight office wottl at TAP. For more
Inlo call 774-6877.
AlDS~alk

MaineAIDSWaik '92, the third annual slatewide donation walk to benefil communitybased AIDS service organizations, will be
held Sun, Oct 4, at 1 pm. The Portland 10 K
walk starts at USM Campus Center, Portland. Local proceeds to benefrt TAP, the
People With AIDS Coalition of Maine and
the AIDS Lcxlging House. Sign up sponsors
this summer and walk in the fall. Forsponsor
sheets, call 774-8877.
ArchH.ctural Walkln9 Tours
Peiepscot Historical Society and
Brunswick AA.U.w. sponsor walking
tOUr.l of Brunswick every Friday at 10:30
am. Meet at the Pejepscot Historical S0ciety, 159 Patti Row, Brunswick. Cost:
$2, includes guide booklet. For more info
call 729-6606.
Auction for Th.at., at Monmouth
B id lor antiques and collectibles Aug 22
at 1 t am behind the Monmouth Grange
Hall, Main Street, Monmouth. Items wi.
be available lor inspection at 9:30 am. AI
proceeds benefit the theater. For more
info call 933-2952.
Be.ch Olympic.
to benefit Maine Special Olympics includes food , entertairvnenl and evetything from boat races to bubble-blowing
contests . The games run from Aug 2()'23
on the beach at Old Orchard and anyone
can enter. For more inlo call 934-5768.
Church Anniversary
Fir.lt Parish Church celebrates Its 275th
anniversary Aug 25at 8 pm with a processional beginning at the church on Maine
Street, Brunswick. Forinlocall 729-4582.
Compoat Demon.tratlon
Don't waste your Saturday. Watch a compost demonstration and leamgeneral Info
about recycling yard wastes Aug 22 from
9-11 at Yarmouth Recycling Center, East
Main Street, Yarmouth . For more Info cal
846-0568.
Crul•• Caaco Bay
The Matlovich Society offers a chem-lree
sunset cruise on The Bay Villw I..JJdy Aug
27 from 7- 9 pm , departing from
Fishennan 's Wharf, 184 Commercial St ,
Portland. Cost: $5 members, $tO non~rs . For details call 657- 2850.
Dancing with th. flNblrd
Join the dance party Aug 29 from 9 pm-l
am at Gotta Dance, Thompson 's Point,
Portland. Cost: $4 at door, $3 in advance.
For more inlo call 772-6351.
Equal Prot.cUonlPortland
Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee all Portland residents, workerund visnors equal
protaction !rom discrimination in employment, housing, cred~ and public accommodations regardless of sexual orientation . For more info call 879-S360 or write
Equal ProtectionlPortIand, P.O . Box 1894,
Portland, ME 04104.

Femlnlata Agaln.t Rapa (FAR!
meets Tues at 7 pm for discussion and
planning. "you are a feminist determined
to help make Portland a city free of sexual
violence, call 772-0935 or 772-5941 lor
location.
FI. . Merteet
Sell your stuff Aug 22 from 9 am-3 pm at
Bonny EagleJr High School Parking Lot,
routes 22 and 35, Buxton. Bring your own
table. Space costs $10. For detaHs call

727-3422.
funk at,...t Dane. CI .....
Jam! Stru~ Do the tunky thing . Classes for
beginners and intermediates at Gotta
Dance, Thompson's Point. For details
caN 772-6351 .
Oreater PorUand Landmarka
is looking for volmteer guides for the
Portland Observatory. Training provided .
Flexible hours. For more info call 7745561.
L.. m to Raad s.H.,
Project link oHers free information, relerrals and support to all Cumber1and County
residents. For more info call 874-1140 or
1-800-698-4959.
. M.lneShaN
needs volunteers to represent the group
in the wori<pIace. MaineShare' member
groups address AIDS, the environment,
heatth care, violence against women and
more. For more inlo call 622-0150.
H..... Project/AIDS Me~al Quilt
holds a panel-making wort<shop the first
and third Sun of each month. For more
info call 774-2198.
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Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.
erving SUNdays 9-2

.Tony'. Comedbeef Hash .Omleaes "EAA. Benedict
"Fruit Filled Crepes .Salmon & Eggs .clieese Blintzes
• lisa's Baked Beans "Creek Soul-Food. Alroond Crusted
oServing Bloodies & Ceasars

: The Good
Table Restaurant
!'<c:n
hn"akfa... lulU.. h
7
ill).t
t.
& lIil1lu'r d.l}s
RI.77 • ( ..lIlt' 11i/.llx·lh • 7t)1) (,onl)
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SALE
CLEARANCE SALE
Starts August 22nd
FREE
4 week repair class with each bike purchase
... Register to win a 1992 mountain bike

;,.~.......

ALL MODELS ON SALE
... Great Savings
... MaWltain & hybrid & road bikes
... Diamond Back, Univega, Bridgestone

Out for Good
Lesbian discussion/support group meets
each Thurs from 7 -9 in Saco to discuss
relevant topics. Meetings are non-smoking. Cost: $1. For directions call 247-3461
or write P.O. Box 153, E. Waterboro , ME

ICYCLE

04030.
Peopl. AlI8lnat CrI.provides classes in personal delensestrateg ies at 56S Congress St, Suite 207,
Portland. Cost: $10 or $15 for private
instruction. Forturther infocall 799-0607.
Poo1land High School Cia. . Reunion.
Portland High School class of '72 holds
its201h reunion Aug 22. For more info call
639-3678. The class of '62 holds its 30th
reunion Aug 29 at 6 at Verillo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Portland. Tour
Portland High School at 3 :30. For more
inlo call 774-7274.
Poo1l.nd ~.tar DI.trlct
provides intormation on Sebago Lake
water quality during July and August at
the Windham Mall, Route 302, N.
Windham. For more info call 774-5961 .
Qu_rNatlon
is a militant group dedicated to the subversion of heterosexismthrough non-violent actions that celebrate and flaunt
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
first and last Wed 01 every month at 7 pm
at 72 Pine St, Portland. For more inlo call
628-4024.
ReUNCI Senior VoIunt_ Program
is looking lor bus trip aides, guides lor
writing poetry and library assistant. TrainIng provided . For more info, call 775-

6503.
s.co ~alklng Tour
Explore Saco's historic district Aug 26
from 11"<lOon, then enjoy refreshments '
and a tourol an 1627 Federal-style house.
Free. Make reservations by Aug 21. For
more inlo cal 282-3031 .
SCORE
ServiceCorpsoi Retired Executives meets
Aug 25 !rom 1- 4atRoom210, 68Pea~St,
Portland, to discuss "How to Really start
Your Own Business." For more inlo call
772- 1147.
..... 1I~ond.rs
Maine Historical Society displays dols,
doIlhouses and miniatures through Sept
4 at the Maine Bank & Trust Company
Lobby, 487 Congress Streel, Portland.
For details call 774- t822.
Tate Hou.a
Home of Captain George Tate, buln in
1755, provides tea andgardentour.leach
Wed aftemoon and architectural tours
Sat aftemoons. Located at t 270
Westbrook st, Portland. Hours: Tues-Sat
10-4, SUn 1-4. Closes for season on Labor Day. Cost: $3, $1 children under 12.
For more info call 774-978t .
Volunteer cant...
needs switchboard operators, concert
ushers, and people to mediate consumar
complaints. Call 874-1000 forturtherinfo.
Yermouth Hlatorlc.1 Socl.ty
needs volunteas to help catalog the collection, sel up displays, stuff envelopes,
conduct research and more - al to pr<>mote interest in the history 01 Yarmouth.
For more info caH , 84&-6259. •

,\
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333 Forest Avenue, Portland (207) 773-6906

Delicious • Homemade

MEXICAN ,,,e
~-o."
~ Live

elliSJ

Entertainment on
the Patio all summer

AMr~os,
MEXICAN FOOD SINCE .972

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT,
PORRAND
712-0772

- LUNCH Tues-F~ 11 :30-2:00 - DINNER T-Th 5-9, F~-Sat 5-10 - LOUNGE Tues-Frt 11 :lOam-closlng, Sat-Mon 4pm-closlng -

\\'[here's no place like home,
there's no place like home.","
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it's comtng

September lOth!
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Screen Test
This week's puzzle is a security guard's view of a giant
maze. Can you color in the route from the start to the finish?

over 100,000 readers

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

body &soul
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY GROUP,
Thullidays 4·5:3Opnt For teenagers in
recovery from addictions- especially,
but not lirrited to. those who haw partidpated in inpatient treatment Farrily
partidpation once a month. For screen·
ing appt.: Lyn Gray. LSAC, 773-3000.
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. call Tyler 892·9540.

Tues-ThuTS: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm.
Fri-Sat: 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon.

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult ...
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DEEP WSClE MASSAGE- Karen Austen.
MAo LM.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches. head·
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness. sci·
atica. stress. imprO\le flexilility, muscle
tone. cirtulation. iIIhletic petformance. Et,t
appointment. 865-0672.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives
two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a fourweek span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's

HOCKEY (the goal crease
and goal line, face-off circles,
spots and blue line)
BASKETBALL (the
pitcher's mound and rubber,
home plate and first base)
SOCCER (the comer, goal
and penalty areas)

666 Congress 5t • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday l-lIpm

Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-lO • Fri.-Sat
lQ-11 • Sun. 12-9pm

There were no winners for
Real Puzzle #134, but you'll
find the solution below!

DREAM GROUP FORMING· If interested
in sharing and unraveling the various
Images that. on an almost nightly basis.
present themselves to us, call Mr. Nishit
Mahtafor more information. 772·4126.

THE CLASS YOU'VE BEEN WAITING
FOR! Core Energetics: Integrillion of
rrind. body. spiril emotions with Pam
Chubbuck. nationally known Therapist.
Teacher. Healer. Starts Sept 15th. 12
sessions. 6:30 to 8:30pm Tues. eves.
FAlLFEST '92. festival for women. Sept lirrited enrollment. register early! $25
17·20. Ferri nistthemeworkshops. music. deposit 829-4522.
planned activities. Oont rriss this oppor·
tunity. Call 207-743-2787 fOl details.
THERAP£UTIC MASSAGE and Bodywork
for body awareness, recrNery issues.
MEN'S THERAPYISUPPORT GROUPstress reduction. Get back in touch with
Available openings in onlloing group
led by Stephen Aronson. PhD. For more who you really are! Andrea E. Price.
l.M.T. 871-C121
informillion call 772-3176.

the
Classifieds
make news
, matter

FOOTBALL (the yardlines,
goal line, end zone and
inbound lines)
RACQUETBALL (the
service boxes, service and
short lines)
TENNIS (the service lines
and courts, center lines and

alleys)
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o hou..alrent
o offlc.alrent
o busln..s rentals
o studios/rent
o ...onellrent
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Hours by appointment.
POLARITY
YOGA ENERGETICS
Weekly, outdoor seaside

Ann Foster Tabbuu. AoaTA
799-9258

FOOD ADDlcnON
CONSULTANTS
• Individual & Group
Counseling

••
PREDICTIO~:
Tllis September, •
•
•
!lOll rd II meet
your ltl1!c:rG uidc: ••
• • • •• • • •• • ••• ••

[SA C, NCAClI, NCADC

DruMyers,

• Shiatsu Body Work
louise Sims
AOBTA

774-4564 775-2701

M 0 N EY I N 0 UR l I V ES
Meanings_ Myths. Memories.
New Concepts. New Tools. New Habits.
6-week money-Issues groups start In September

;j;lQ;AAQEjili~ iIRi";l~9~JY;[¢~j~!~r]:jil¥
i '7*~;1
Group Therapy far Therapists
A
to work an theiT own issues and
~ep their issues out of their work
Powerful
Judith Coughlin & Charles Flynn
Opportunity
Psychotherapists _ 772.7125

Grief COWlselini,
for Groups andlor dividuals .
Support group now forming for
those whooe pet is dying,
has died. or is IOSL
Connie;.Valliere, M .S.Ed
R.gul.rtd Cownstior 657-2634

WOMEN'S 5-DAY RETREAT in northern
New Mexico. ~ept. 26-30. Cost $375.
Facilitated by Rosalie (Et,trer) Heart and
Maryrae Means. call 563-5973.

the sure sell
o dining
o stuff for sal.
o $92 stuff for sale
o yard salel
o arts " crafts
o gardens

roommates
AVAILABLE· ROOM IN ROOMY bright
West·end apt to share with 2 ~sygoing, progressive-rri n'ded iconoclasts.
Parking, deck. garden. bay view. $2331
mo. includes heat. 761-0362.
BACK BAY· MATURE. NEAT.environmentatly conscious person needed. Partially
furnished. sunny 2 BR apl. w/garden.
hardwood floo~. WID. $2751mo. w/heal
+112 utils. 761-1576. Keep trying!

Classi.fieds:
775-1234

DURHAM· Housemate to share Quiet
home. Respectful. clean. holisticallyoriented male N/S preferred. 25 mns.
to Portland. S2251mo. +1/3 utils plus
security. 353-2392.
EAST END (MeibourneSt)· N/S healthy
fema le looking for same to share Ig. 2
BR. Avail. 9/1 . No pets. Hdwd floors.
great space. $225/mo plus utils. Call
772·8022. leave message.

OCEAN FRONT- LooIIing for laid·back
roommate for South Portland house
right on the water. Hardwood noors.
sunny. incredibleviews. friendly people.
$241/mo. +113 utils. 767-3350.
OOB SHARE HOME WITH MATURE
WOt.EN. enjoy privacy of furnished 2nd
noer. bedroom & bath. $6Swoekincludes
everythi ng. Mature, chem-free female
preferred. Refs required. ~742.
PINE POINT YEAR ROUND· Large
pleasant furnished room. Super area.
seeking responsible female. nonsmoker (preferred). parking , pool.
beach. shared kitchen, $350 month
utilities included. 883-6589.

PORTLAND· WF. N/S. genuine log
cabin on dead end street, nice yard.
EAST END· Mature. responsible, rea- comes with cat & dog, fireplace. WID.
sonably neill person wI healthy lifestyle
storage. S30OImo. +112 utils. 77!;-1379.
wanted to share mostly furnished 2 BR
apt Hdwd fi rs.WID, parking.S25O/mo. ROOMMATE·Large3 BR house. 5 min.
heat incl. + 112 utils. 772·2563.
fromUSM on bus route. Off·street park·
ing and storage. S2451mo.+ utils. 856·
EASTERN PROM. OVERLOOKING HAR· 7315.
BOR· Share spacious. sunny apt with
professional40s woman. Lots of plants. SCARBOROUGH·NlSMIFtosharehouse
cat. and roomforyourthings. Easy-going. wi garage with 40s0mething female and
environmentally aware NIS preferred . cat. Nice neighborllood. Near beaches.
Par1<ing. S32!>,mo. +utils. 775-4941.
$3OOImo includes utils. 883-6967.
FALMOUTH FORESIDE· house mate
needed to share 2 BR home with professional female. Water views. wood
stove, WID, and more. Avail. 9'1 . $4601
mo. + ltl utils. Call 781-5059.
GM. 30. seeks smok&'chem free roommate to share 2 BR security apartment
$275 plus ltl utilities. Ouiet. convenienl
poovtennis.(Must like cat).797·2680.
GORHAM- House Share. large house
intown. $25O/mo + 1/3 utils. call 8395705. leave message.
GREAT LOCATION IN The Heart of the
Old Port! M/F to shar6 2 BR condo.
Rent $245 +112 utilities. NIS preferred.
call anytime! 874-0691 .
IF YOU ARE IN YOUR 205. I havtt a 2 BR
apt to share, near USWback cove. very
roomy. Call 775-6935. leave message.
INTOWN- F NIS to share 2 BR apt.
Conv.location. 3rd floor in clean building. Must like cills. $237.501mo. Call
Lori. 773-3657.
INTOWN· Roommille to share a nice
house with 2 NIS men. Convenient location. Two skylit rooms included for
$350 + 1/3 utils. David. 773-9733.
NEED A FOURTH· MIF. 30ish. Great
house. nice neighborhood. Avail. 9'1 .
SI551mo. + sec. + 1/4 utils. Call Bill
871·7028 after SPM

SEEKING responsible NlS female to
share large3-story duplex. ProfersolTl&one who enjoys cats. but has none of
her own. isopen-minded tospiritualityl
metaphysics, and who does not have a
lot of furniture. Security deposil $265
rent. 112 heat/uti Is. 874·6997.
SOUTH PORTlAND-Lg. room. full wall
closet in spacious house. 2 bath. 2 car
gar.•frplc. all appls.• office space avail.
$295+ utils. 799·1073.
SPACIOUS2·STORYHOUSE nearUSM.
MIF housemate wanted. Grad student
or low·key. millure person preferred.
Hardwood Hoors. fireplace. washer.
$290/mo.+ 113 heat 871·7212.
STARTING SEPTfMBER· Share spa·
cious Peaks Island house w/2 others.
Large lawn. garden. near ferry. NIS, no
pets. $IBS/mo., lfJ utils. Call Beth or
Jeff 766-4425.
USM AREA· Two students wanted to
rent sunny furnished rooms. (Hardwood floors.) $301l/mo +sec. dep. incl.
utils. call Joyce. 773-8206.
WEST END- Beautiful3·story Victorian
townhouse wI fireplace, hdwd firs to
share. Thoughtful. progressive NlS
housemate wanted ..Avail. 9'1 . $3001
mo. + 112 uti Is. 879-1553.
WM SEEKS WF share Florida beach
apartment in Oct.forwinter. 761-a061.
7:30 to 9:30p.m.

O w.rted

u..

O euctlonl

i:!::

o child cere
o help wanted
o Jobl wanted
o bullne.. services
o bullne.. opportunltl..

o boats
o theater erts
O leamlng

o publIcations
o animals
o lost" found (free)
o legaf notices
o bulletin board
o rtde board

BY PHONE: 775-1234

your ad:

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words ... 50¢/wordlweek
Phone it in: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775·1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mail It in: Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St., Portland. ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.
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WITHOUT NEEDLES

Falmouth Foreside.
Certified Instructor
Call 839·LIFE

Pet Loss Therapy

DEERING OAJ(S- MIF NlS tosharelarge
apt on first floor of great old house In
beautiful, quiet neighborhood. Mustlike
cats. 774·1183.

ACUPUNCTURE

classes in Cape Elizabeth &

O land ..Ie

o dating slHVlces
IF..

879-1981

OJ
II>

O fln.nelal

..)1

~

O wh..11
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L.e.S.W.

o business property

C\I

I

Gm,lt, "I",,;ng. hurling.
An tXp,,;tnCt if "up bltlante
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774-4436
Glenn Morazzini

deadlines
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M.A., L.C.P.C .

O re....tat.

II>
::I

I

Cheryl Aronson

o computers
o music

c::

DEERING AREA· Responsible MIF NlS
to share 3BR apt on Stevens Ave. Off·
street parking and storage avail. $2t 21
mo + lfJ utils. 774-2093.

Jungian Orientation

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

O aptalrent

1"\

roommates

NORTH DEERINGAREA- PM'WS. energy
efficient home, sunny. WID. off·street
parking.yard.scrooned porth, Quiet neighborllood, storage. S26OImo. +lfJ utils.
No couch potatoes. 797-9424.

Check your attic, basement. your closets or garage ... take s10ck of what you see and ask yourseH, "Would I rather keep this, or have $92 in my pocket?" If~ chosen the cash,
send a 15-word descriptIOn of the item in question to Casco Bay Weekly, (use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks
UTELY FREE!

O roommat..

(/)

I'

WAHT TO CHANGE Relationship pat·
terns thill no longer work? Try group
therapy! New groups starting in September. call now to save you r place:
Jane Gair 774-a633. Also available for
Individuals and couples.

categories
L

t..-

TAl CHI CHUAH is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art. based on mental and physi·
cal balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement. Excellentforsplrttualgrowth.
radiant physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and ten·
sion in ones life. Beginners through advanced classes. including Push-Hands.
Visitors welcome. For information call
Gene Golden. 772-9039.

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks.
MSO·Predicting &analy2ing past happen·
ings. present problems and fulu re events.
112-hour/hoursessions. Psychic. Tarot &
Counseling. Portland. 77!;-2213.

o body & aouf

,

• VIDEO EXPO.

551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

The solution (and some of the clues):

I

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.

Real Puzzle #136

Casco Bay Weekly

(Field Test)

....;r

Also in KITTERY

puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, August 27. The
solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the September
2 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

Solution to Real Puzzle # 134

You're
SeltrC/tillll For ...
AmI Theil
Some!
. "

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

NEW MEN'S GROUP FORMING FOR
FAlL-lssuesaddressed will include male
roles at home & at work. fear of intimacy, making & sustaining
comrrinments. stuck feelings. & lack of
joy & play. Those who find thatthese or
sirrilar issues are a concern are welcome to call for an initial interview,
whetheror notyou'lle had previousgroup
experience. Two groups scheduled:
Wednesdays. 6-8pm, & Thullidays. 9l1ant Eight men limit each group. S25/
session. call Rick Lynch for more infor·
mation or an i n~ial interview. 874-0681 .

CONTRACEPTIVE BlUES? The tried &
true cervical cap is here! FDAapproved.
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Affordable. A barrier method renaissance. For
information call casco Bay Midwifery
RECOVERY FOR ADULT CHILDREN of
and Well Women care. 799-4467.
Dysfunctional Families. Tuesdays. &
DANCE CLASSES for children and iIlults Recovery for Women: Healing from
in iazz. tap. streetfunk and stretch. Abuse and Oppression. Wednesdays.
Dancemagic (4 y~. and up). Beautiful 12pm or 4pnt Reservationslinfo on
studios. Excellenl positive i nstr ucto~. Fall group meetings. 773·3000. Medicaid!
session begins 9'10. Casco Bay Move~, insurance accepted.
•
151 St. John St, Portland. 871-1013.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE through yoga Shiatsu isJapanese-style massage. Spitand meditation. massage oil and healing cia! i ntrod uctory offer of 20·... off reg ular
music. By 112 houror hour. loose. 25·... fee. Ke~ h Hintz MST 828·2023. Portland
discount. Keith, 774-7648.
license.

Appearing Aug. 25-29
Penthouse Covergirl
& Centerfold

775-1234

fine print
aas.Iled ads ...... st be paid lor n advance wlh caoh. p<nonaI
ched<. monev 0Ida. VI .. 0< Mastercard. Lost & FOIM ilem. Hoted
free. aastiRed ads ora non·mll.ndatM!. c aw stat not be liatje for
""oro. OITinions. or dl..,gos in the ad whid1 do
not eel tho vaIJe or rontenl or S\bsI:rltiaI~ dl;nge tho Ill<D1ing
of the ad , Qedlt 'NIl be issued ....tu::n VIable mor has baM
determined ..;tNn one week of l'>JbIication. T.... . _ . avaiIabie
lor $2Icql'/.

>n>f:sr.:!oP .....

Phone #.

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

o visa

0 mc#

expodate

First 25 words
$11 per week: $

+ add. words @ 50¢ ea.: $
Total: $

~2

Olsco &y Weekly

apts/rent

real estate

help wanted

business services

169 DANFORTH- Newly redecorated studio ($3751mo.) 1 112 BR ($45<Ymo.)
Heat & utils. incl. Superintendent on
premises. 879-2478.

2BR HOME-I12 acre, nicestarter, good
location on Scarborough. VA assumable or use own financing, by owner.
Call after 4pm weekdays or WeekendS.
5722,500. 883-2421 .

GORHAM- 3 or 4 BR Country Cape. 2
full baths, very private. t 3 miles from
downtown Por1tand. $119,000. Call 7730275 days, 781-5202 eves.
OCEAN AREA- YEAR-ROUND CAPE
COTIAGE. 2 B~, fireplace. completely
BY OWNER- FAlMOUTH FORESIDE. 4
BR,livingroomwlfirlljJlace, diningroom, furnished, town water & sewer, price
remodeled kitchen, 2 bathrooms, range $90's, willing to exchange for
sunporch, private beach, and mooring cottage or home in the Belgrade Lakes
rights, 2car garage. $160,000. Call 781- area 873-4171.
---------5639.
SCARBOROUGH TOWN HOUSECHINA, MAINE- NECK RD, prime residen- Higgins Beach. 7 rooms, 3 BR, 2 112
tia 1 and 2 acre lots, owner financing. baths, 2 car garage. Fireplace, cathedral
across the street from the lake 873-4171 . ceiling, customized features, 1,800 sq
ft, 5169,900. Sale by owner. NO BROCOTIAGE5- LAKESIDE HOMES- COT- KERS. Call for appt. 883-8367-fve/
TAGE LOTS. Good selection, call W.E. 797-4645 Days.
Cosgrove Realty 873-0181 or 873-4171 .
SO. PORTLANO, BONNEY BRIAR RD.DID YOU SELL YOUR REAl ESTATEand Newly updated 2 BR Ranch wlattached
hold a mortgage? We purchase mort- carport and screen house. $89,900. By
gages on which you receive payments. owner 767-7273.
Call American Capital 774-6577.
W. SCAR BOROUGH- 5MINUTES FROM

FREElANCE JOURNAlISTS, Photographers, Artists. Exciting opportunity.
Contributeto monthly, women~riented
newspaper. Guidelines available. Submitbackgroundinformation:MaineOstoopathic Educational Foundation,RR2, Box
.,.192::-::-'O'c"M=a""nc-:::hes=te:-,r'cM
cccE-::0--:35
4 -::-;-:I,--'
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE NOW in
SolllWCentrai ME. WorK at oome FT",T.
Over 100 companies need you. Up to
$339.84 per week- or MORE! GUARANTEED! Call amazing recorded Jobs Hotline.
(617) 446-7564. 24 HFIS. Dept 16.

ELECTRICIAN-CAlL 'FORRESratTown
& Country Electric for 1st class worKmanship & lowest prices in town. Lis. & insured- Fusesto breakerpaneisa speci~.
Contractors- CAlL US! m-5257.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE- Pain
in muscles relieved before it becomes
disabling. Valerie Blais, RN, Certified
Neu romuscular Therapist. 773-1215 fo r
appointment or information.

EXOTIC DANCERS The areas finest male
and female PROFESSIONAL DANCERS.
Birthday, bachelorlbachelorette parties,
etc. Call PARTY-UPTALENT a76t-5566

SHEET METAL- OUAlITY WORK,llUARANTE ED lowest rates, all types, ductwork,
gutters, rework, repairs, 10 yea~ experience. 883-3453 leave message.

FOCUSING ON LEAK5- Roofs, chimneys. gutters, etc. Repair or replace.
Painting & carpentry. No job too small.
Low prices! 27 y~. of references. Call
775-25t 1.

STONEWAlLS: DRY STACKED DR MORTAR. freestandingorretaining. Walkways,
Patios: flag stone or brick. Shrubery, tree
and lawn installation. All aspects of landscape maintenance and restorations. Lou
642-4128 or 839-4621 .

212 DANFORTH, Portland-efficiency apt
large kitchen, full bath and BR. Second
floor w/deck. 53SO/mo. Call 774-7604
for more info.
98 PlEASANT ST- Intown Portland, 1
BR apt, plus off-street parking. $3751
mo. Call 774-6881 or 829-4411.
CUMBmLAND CENTER-Sunny. spacious
2 BR apt w!backyard. lotsofstorageand
very reasonable heatcost. Nodogs, please.
S55<Ymo. Call 865-6473.
DEERING OAKS PARK. Newly renovated.
heated 1bedroom apartment. Hardwood
floo~. Sunny and cheerful. Clean and
secure building. Best Value in Town:
53751mo. 773-7002.
LIVE-IN ARTIST'S STUDlO- Eastern
Prom (Morning St.). 2 floors, 8 rooms,
+1- 3 people. Light, quiet water view,
garden, basement storage. S700/mo.+
utils. 766-5846.
MAINE MEOIUSM Area- Large3 BR apt.
Avail. !!It. Parking for 2 cars, laundry in
building, oil heat, hdwd fl~. storage
room, no pets. Lease & Sec. Dep. $5851
mo • utils. 1-363-5544, leave message.
NEAR MERCY/MMC- Cozy newly renovated, 1 BR, third floor apt. Skylights
throughout. Off-street parking. S3751
mo + utils. Call 766-2385.
NORTH ST.- Great 2 BR apt. with exceptional views of the city. WIW carpeting,
yard. parKing, lots of closets. Call for
details, 828-1321.
OBSERVATORY-Interesting 2BRwhich
offe~ lots of sunshine, maple floors,
fireplace, modern, efficient k~chen with
DIW, off-street par1<ing and a large,
fenced yard. Responsible owner, onsite laundry. 5525/mo. includes heat. HI
W, cooking gas and safe, convenient
storage. Keep it simple by dialing 7722570 for more information.
PINE POINT ACROSS FROM BEACH.
Furnished studio apartment. Utilities
included, avail Sept-June 15. $33<Ymo
+ security dep. 883-9248 or 871-0038.
PORTLAND Country NeighborhoodNew modern 2 BR townhouse. WIW
carpeting. WID, garbage disp., par1<i ng.
Kerosene monitor supplement $625 •
utils. Lease & security. 1011. 797-2938.
PORTlAND- 98 Pleasant St. Spacious 2
BR,2 baths. hdwdflrs, parking, laundry.
55751mo + utils. Call Chris at 774-6881
days, or 829-4411 , eves.
PORTlAND: TWO BEDROOM, FIRST
FLOOR apartment, comfortable colo nial
home on KENT STREET. Spacious yard,
dining & living room plus basement NO
PETS 773-5144 for appointment
ROSEMONT AREA- 2 BR, LR, DR, eat-in
kitchen. Gas hea~ off-street parking, 1st
floor owner occupied 2 family, redecorated, quiet 555<Ymo +utils. 773-5952.
TO RENTYOUR APARTMENT FAST, and
to the highest caiber tenants, call 7751234, THE SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS,
and reach over 100,000 peoplethroughout Greater Portland!
WEST END- Exceptionally clean & sunny
2BR, wi hardwood floors, parking, gas
heat and deck wi attractive yard. Offered at
$55<Ymo+ util. S'D & rots required. No
dogs. Non-smokers. Avail 8/1. 879-7120
WESTBROOK- Newly renovated sunny 2
BR on second floor, quiet neighborhood,
yard, on bus line, WID II!okUp, storage.
heated. $6O<Ymo. Call 871-9252.

tI :.

houses/rent
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3BR RANCH, NEAR LAKES. SHOPPING
CENTER & schools, great neighborhood
for children, no animais. $800 • utils.
Available Oct 1st 892-9161 or 892-8203.
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SCARBOROUGH, PINE POINT- Ocean
breezes. prime location, temporary
housing, 6or 9 months, COl11lletely and
nicely frunished, cape, 2 br, fireplace,
central heat al11lle parking. available
Sept 1st, $450/mo + lIIils. 873-4171 .
SEASONAL RENTAL- HIGGINS BEACH.
2BR, furnished, available SeptemberJune, 5550 + lIIils. Call 883-4546 between 5-7pm.
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studios/rent
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STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inclusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high
energy environment DarKrooms to surtes
with views. $95 to $25<Ymo. 799-4759.

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
Why not advertise it through THE SURE
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.

BEACH, 4 BR home, wooded lot. quiet
neighborhood, fireplace, wood stove,
5115,000, all reasonable offe~ con sidI"'""_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
er_ed_,_sav_e_b_r_ok_e~_fee_._c_al_'88_3-_2_46_6,
'

MOVING SAllE!!!
We're moving to Auburn,
And all homes have got to go,
Fleetwood: 70' #3257 $14,395,
80' #3615 $19,407, 80' #3282 $25,995,
Champion: 56' #2971 $17,137. Imperial: 70'
#3958 $23,995. Sterling: 72' #0282 $25,995.
Norris: 70' 16 wide #7150 $28,995, double
wides Fleetwood: 44' $22,465, 52' $25,760.
Champion: 64 x 28 $29,995.

LUV
HOMES
mobile homes
MUST SELL: CUSTOM BUILT
BURLINGTON OF ME HOME. Lived in
summers only, handy location, South
Portland/Scarborough line. 2 Bdrmsi2
baths. Asking $45k with furniture. Mobile Home Brokers Unlimited 1-800439-8474.

Rt 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Daily 11-7. Sun 11-5
Closed Tuesday

=-:-:-::-

OPPORTUNITY OFFERED: Warm. caring, rrotivated & experienced hai~tylist
to serve in Maine's fi~t Aveda Concept
Salon.lfworKingin arelaxed atmosphere
helping people look great interests you,
send resume: Picture You~lf. 57 ExchangeSt , Portland 04101 .
- - - - -- -- - -WANTEO: Advertising Manager. The USM
Free Press is looking for a highly motivated pe~n to sell advertising for the
1992-93 school year in exchange for a
generous stipend & commission. Interested persons should call Dayna at 78D4089. Please leave message.

VIDEO PRODUCTION

Imrned. opening for enthusiastic,
organized team member to
develop & produce TV
comma-cials and corporate
videos. Strong creative writing.
communication. & computer
skills essential. Working
koowk:<lge of video production
cqpmL incl. camera, VTR editing
systems, & computer graphics
a plus. Exp" wi sales and
marketing. Ability 10 handle light
deadlines a musL
Send resume & IeuCT 10:

Operations Manager
V1deoAds, 35 Beach St.
Kennebunk. ME 04043

ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PART TIME JOB- Earn $20530 per week for 4-5 hours deliveri ng
PennySavers and Magazi nes. Walking
and driving routes available. Call Advanced Oelivery 883-t 735.

Child care

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- up to S9OOIweekiy.
Free room'board, n(1,l/ hiring skilled/unskilled, menIHomen. No experience necessary. 8t8-96G-9144, ext COO9.

BIRCHWOOD NURSERY SHCOOL- Few
openings for fall, Birchwood Child Care
Center, openings in child care, full or
part-time, before aDd after school care
892-7949.

EXCITING CONCEPT In home party plans.
Seeking kilChe noonsu l!ants to demonstrate
unique high quality kilChen products. Eam
extJa $$S. Low start costs. No deliveries.
Call Ootfor In~Mew, 897·5698.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A5SISTANCE regarding the investigation
of financing, business opportunities
and workat home opportunities, Casco
Bay Weekly urges it's readers to conEF AuPair- European Live In Childeare. tact the Better Business Bureau, Inc.,
Screened. Legal Visas. Speak English. Mai ne Division, 812 St!WensAve., PortDedicated to your children. Average cost land, ME 04103-2648.
517<Ywk. For more information, please
call 767-7281 . Governmentdesignated.
Non-Profit

COMING LATE AUGUST- "Toddler' program- Birchwood Nu~ SchooVChIId
Care Center-16mosto3yrolds-Part-time,
full-time, or play group. Call 892-7949.

CATHERINE
MORRILL
DAY NURSURY

TEACHER'S
ASSISTANT
Early Childhood

Restorers, Heating & Cooling Experts,
Landscapers, Pairiters, Plumbers,
Security Systems, Window I Door
Installers, Wood Floor Refinishers,
Sheetrockers, Siding Specialists,
Tree Doctors .. .

Apply in writing to:
DIRECTOR

• Ceilin~

774-2568

More than half of all Casco Bay Weekly readers own
their own homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling in the past year!

Call Wendy 761-4580

HEALTH INS URANCE

Don't miss an opportunity to put
your business name in front of this
important audience,
Call Casco Bay Weekly now to be included
in our annual Home Services Directory,
a special feature our Home Issue.
'
Call 775-1234, ask for Sheila or Michael.
Issue date is September 10.
Deadline is September 2_

For the Self-Employed at Affordable Group Ratesl

•

846-6729

Professional Cleaning
and Maintenance Company

96 Danforth St..

TWIN BED, cherry(?) spindled frame,
nice mattress & box spring, comfortable! ColllJ/ete for $92. 998-4133.
TWIN MATTRESS & Box Sprlng- Frame
wi cherry spindled head & foot. Great
shape!$92.~4133

TWIN MATTRESS, Box Spring, Frameexcellent cond., hardly used. You carry
away. $92. 871-0151, eves.

1-800-540-1455
773-1455
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-{i3Q1

'f

General Services Center

Special Summer Rates
on Chimney Cleaning

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE (CLEANING

.. _and other life support services
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ...
or worse, cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

====================~_fin_a_nC_ia_I_____ stuff for sale
WHY INVEST IN A C.D. AT 3.7',4 when GIBSON CHEST FREEZER, 10 CUBIC
business services
you can get 8.5',4? Yearly return: C.D.- feet, 5125. Large oak secretary dest
CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Call Paul Keating 846-5802.

53,700; US- $8,520. Give yourself a $150. Kerosene heater550. Bureau $60.
raise, 230'.4! 772-0381.
Medium size desk $40. Call 799-9868.

stuff for sale

D.G. MASONRY 799-3827. SPECIAliZING
in residenta chimney repair and cleaning.
All aspects of masonry, free estimates. 1988 LARSON, 20 ft. , 175 HP, VO wi
Domermic Germano 799-3827.
loran c, VHF radio, sonar. $1 0.000. 1988
DRIVEWAY SEALCOATING- Experienced, Bluefin, 16ft.,50 HP OIB, foot control
dependable college student. Call Justin trolling motor $3,500 799-5837
for free estimate. 799-6041 .
CRAFTS AND GIFTS FOR SAlE in our
DYER'S REMODELlNG- Kitchens, baths, barn at 851 Saco Street Westbrook,
additions. vinyl siding, windows, roof- Maine. Tuesday & Wednesday lOam to
ing, repai~. Quality workmanship. 18 2pm, Thu~ay thru Sunday 9:30am to
5pm.839-4374.
years experience. Call 761-7967.

*

1962 CHEVROLET BELAIR- 4dr, 6cyl,
60,000 miles. Runs excellent, rides like
a dream, top exal11lle of the make and
model. Garaged winte~, Ziebart in 1982.
Own your own showcar 55,700. 9349127 or B.O.

WINDOW-SIZE AIR-CONDITIONER,
Kenmore. Great buy! First $92 takes it!
799-0090.

1968 CAMARO, BLUE WIWHITE ROOF.
New paint, new tires, small block 400CI.
PSlPB, auto trans. solid car, storedwinters, must seI!!! 55,000 883-2642 leave
message.

YAMAHA 80cc Trail Bike- Starts, blll
needs 1 gear in the clutch. Great parts
bike. 799-7044.

1973 CHEVY NOVA 2SO- $1000, has
rust. 883-9133.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

yard sales

1976 MGB- Excellent condoLots of new
parts. Full service records. S3900 or
B.O. Call 879-0499.

AY ARD SALE-170 HOLMES RD, SCARBOROUGH. August 22.23, 29, 30, September 5,6,7.Antques, yard goods, toys
& more.

1984 MUSTANG GT- Red wi black racing stripe, 34,000 orig. rriles, 1 owner,
74 year young man. Asking $3000. Call
Tim at 856-0257 or 774-2617.

GARAGE SAlE- 8 KENNETH RD, (right
off Broadway). Household items,
clothes, tools. Saturday & Sunday. August 22M & 23rd.
SAT.-SUN. ,I~,29()HRINGST., Port-

1984SUBARU STATION WAGON-146K
milles, dependable $700 or B_O. 1988
Jeep Cherokee Pioneer 4x4, 82k, highway miles, mint condition $9,400 or
B.0. 797-0942.

land. Collectibles, hardware, clothes,
hand made leather belts & pouches. Little
bit of everything. Come by for coffee at
Stefan's.

1988 YAMAHA VZ-125. IT'S IN BEAUTIFUL shape. Must see. 51000 or B.O.,
days 883-78,nights 766-5725.
1991 GEO TRACKER, 4 X4, red w/black
soft-top, 5-speed, AMIFMlcassette.
$9200. 934-0785.

YARD SAlE- 52 BARNSTABLE RD, SO.
PORTLAND (outer Highland Ave.) Au- f"'i~::!:::'\
gust 22nd. Great buy on country crafts,
baseball cards, clothing , household
items, roof-rack, etc.

CHEAP! FBUU.S. SE IZED: '89 Mercedes,
$200; '86 VW,$50; '87 Mercedes, $1 00;
'65 Mustang, 550. Choose from thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
reveals giveaway prices.801-379-2929,
copyright IMEII4JC.
FORD ESCORT PONY, 1991- 22,000
miles, standard 5-speed , $5 ,000.
Brunswick, call Diana, 725-6062 after 4,
725-3800 before 4.
GMC 112 TON, 1986-60K miles, V-6. 4
newtires, bed-liner, runs great! $3,300.
Portland, 828-0952.
NISSANSENTRA. 198&-5S1ld, 2dr, am'
fm casso, snow tires, 53,000 rriles, good
cond., full mechanical records. $2000 or
B.O. 773-6357. leave a message.
NISSAN TRUCK-I989 black, king cab, 5

SIld, 29,000 rrilss, chrome package. stereo_Exc. condo$6700. Call 773-2107.

5MB 1980- Two door, 100,000 miles,
very good condition, two owners, all
work receipts. Call Elizabeth 774-1539.
$IS00 or b.o. I need a truck.
SUBARU '89- Red. 4 dr,S SIld. 4WD,
59,000 miles. Excellent condoStereo. 5
yearltOO,OOO mile warrantee. $4795 or
b.o. 775-2166.
SUBARU 1981- 4 dr, 5 spd, 120,000
miles, very good condoSI500. Call Jorge,
846-0889.
TOYOTA CAMRY OX 1992- Excellentcondition, light blue,S spd, AC, CD player,
8300 miles 514,500, B.O. Moving, must
sell. 773-0806, leave message.
\fW BUG, 1977- Mint metallic green wi
sunroof. Excellent condition, but needs
some work. $2000 or B.O. Call Rob at
799-4879.

MATADOR Mahogany bongos, food processor, cassette player, an~ng maChine, RossEurotlurgifs bike, twinfuton,
enamel-top table, oak bookcase, wicker
chair.Prices:cheap, negotiable. 871-1526.
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES. New and used. Also washe~
and drye~ and appliances. We also buy
unwantednems. Crednavail;K)le m-5737.
MONITOR 40 KEROSENE HEATER- used
3 seasons, excellent condition. RecenUy
cleaned, $900 or B.O. Ventilator, wood'
coal heater, make and offer 883-0198.
MONITORDIRECTVENTHEATER-Used
only one heating season. Immaculate
condition. S700orB.O. 774-5231, eves.
& weekend.
TEN WINDOWS, including old wood type
storms and screens, $50. Keivonator r&frigerator SO's vintage, $20. Gas stove 38"
wide, $30. Whrteporcelain sink,$10. 40+
cement blocks, .SO each. 799-7709
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?The'56WGAN
Tag Sale- every Sunday, 9am-l1am.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
to the'56 WGAN Tag Sale-.

GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out for 'money back- offe~ from unknown companies.

AGOUSTICGUITAFIS(TW0)-$92.1OxI5
truck tires $50, 14' snow tires $50 or
592 for both. 773-7701.
AIRLINE TICKET- one-way, MIF, !!II,
Portland - N.Y.C. - Ashville, N.C. (Tenn.
border) $92. 737-8536

AOOPTlON- We have hugs and laughter
foryour newborn. Coastal Mainecouple
with adopted daughter want to adopt
again . Please call Lynn and Peter collect
at 244-5862. In compliance with Titie
22, chapter 1153.
DESPERATEL Y SEEKING WATERFRONT LAKE CAMP to rent from Sept
20-27. Must be within 15 miles of Portland. Please call 767-7777 anytime &
leave message.
JUNK CARS & TRUCKS wanted. Free

FOR SAlE- Oak cest of drawers wI 3
drawe~. S92. 892-6017.
GE REFRIGERATOR- 9.5 cU.ft. Works
like new. Moving and must sell. $92.
775-0119. Leave message.

WANTED: PINE LOGS- Will pay top dollar! Ask for Candie, 893-1043.

AOUARIUM-20gal. high, fully equipped.
Needs fish and gravel. 592. 799-2881.

KODAK Carousel or ROllei Carousel
35mm projector with lens, excellent
condition. Either for $92. 967-5607.

AUTOMATIC WASHER & gas dryer for
sale. $92 each. Call 774-2012.
BACKPACK- Gregory Polaris, medium
harness, excellent condition, 592. 7727579 after SPM or leave message.
BENTON SPRUANCE Lithograph- -The
Fencers, '1937, signed in stone, American Artists Groupseries. 592. 767-2984.
COMBINATION BUFFET and Dining
Table. Self-contained six leaves. Seats
12. Light oak. Perfect condo 797-5537.

TEACHER looking for House Sitting arrangement. I'm tidy, flexible. WS and
handy. Have peace of mind While your
house is safe and warm. 725-2068.
WANTED: INFORMATION ON 'Foreign
body response' to.artificia illlJ/ants. AccumlAatingdatafromanysourc&'patients.
Write: IMPLANTS, C/O BEAN, Box 286,
665 Saco St, Westbrook, ME 04092.

----------------

HIGH VOLUME Direct Drive Squirrel
Cage Blower moves 1180 CFM. with
capacitor motor. $92. 926-4608.

DENVER, CO- Roundtrip ticket from
Portland. August 12-19. Female. Only
$92. Must Sell! Cal 874-0803.

4DRAWERDESK&filingcabinet.Black.
$92 each. Call Karen 856-7062.

FENDER GEMINI II Acoustic Guitar. Uke
new condo Only $92. Great starter guitar!! 799-9040.

AIRLINE TICKET- One-way, MIF, 8/27.
Portland-Denver-EI Paso. $92. 8544822, leave message.

COMPUTER DESK- 49 x 24 with full
book shelf, good condo$92_ 772-2249.

IMMEDIATE SALE- II , 50LB BAGS
COAL, 530. 2years old tan recliner, $70.
2setswhite bi-fol d doo~(new) 30-"'77',
$40. 1' Better-n-Bens'CoallWood Stove
(with blowers) -best offer. 883-5422

I Please Recycle this Paper

ACOUSTIC GUITAR- Honda six string
with case. Sounds great! 92 smackers,
please. 839-8359.

MOVIE HOUSE MOVIE- Mystic Pizza,
$92. 839-5469.
NURSE'S SHOE5- size 5, Weig ht Benc h,
Typewriter, Stereo. $92 takes all. 9984133.
OAK DOUBLE BED- Platform style, ideal
for futon (notincl.)$92. Please call 8719341.
QUEEN SIZE Waterbed with bookcase
headboard. $92. 642-587t , !Wes.
RED SIX FOOT SOFA & Medium Futon
with mattress. $92 each. 775-4938.

WANTED: Sleeping quarters & kitchen
privileges for average of 2 nights/week.
I am a HIS. non-drinking male who
travels between Portland & Camden.
236-5608, leave message.

music
JAZZ PIANO LESSON5- Begin with the
Blues and advance to Contemporary
styles. College instructor giving lessons in Theory, Technique and Improvisation to students of alileveis. David
Libby, 773-6530.
PORTlAND LOUNGE- Currently accepting audition tapes. Interested in Jazz,
Blues, Acoustic, etc. Talented individuals please send tapes wi contact name
and phone number to ELC, 42 Market
St.. Portland, ME 04101 . Attn: Michael.
MASn:R O F MUSIC . BAOIELOR OF MUSIC

SOMMA QUEEN SIZE Water Bed mat-

MUSIC STUDIO

tress,cover,liner & tubes. Great shape.
great deal. $92. 926-4608.

VOICE!PIANO INSTRucrOR

ELECTRIC GUITAR-with hard shell case
plusOuantumampwith built-in chorus.
$92. 774-1418.

TRAILER Full of Yard Sale Stuff. $92
takes it all. 282-9202, days only.

EXCELLENT Running Maytag Washer.
592. Moving, must sell! Please call 7738525. Leave message.

TRUCK BED TOOL BOX- F~s small truck,
SearsX-cargo,excellent cond ition, $60;
Sears Excer-cycle. $32. 871-7232.

Describe your car. truck, or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 100,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notity us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'lI run your ad
again FOR FREE! There\; no limit!
S25 really does sell your car.

wanted

NON-PRom GROUP Needs meeting
space. Must be sale, handicapped accessible, and free. Call 284-1910 after 6pm.

• Brick Rep.if • Chimneys Copped
• Free Estimates

E .O.E.

Open 8 AM to 4 PM P.S.T.

$$ CASH CASH CASH
WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condiUon, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878

pickup.Call Dumbo Enterprises854-2068.

Applications accepted
until suitable
candidates arefound.

SITTER NEEDED-for scattered evenings
(some late). Good study atmosphere,
VCR avail., own transportation. Good
for older high school or collegestudent
Portland area. References. 774-9291 ,
leave message.

TRUNDLE BED with two mattresses, two
bolste~ and bed cover. $92 775-3665.

WICKED BIG GARAGE SALE! , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Oceanwood Condos Higgins Beach.
Mult~unrtsale. Treasuresgalore. Thisis
the BIG ONE!!! Sat 8122 rain date 8/23.

Portland. ME 0410 1

Call 714-573-9247

wheels

~~

11:"'!!OoO,.."

$25 Plus Materials

PHOTOGRAPHER

stuff for sale

TOOLS, GIRLS & BOYS TOYS &
CLOTHES. 10 Snow Road (road after
Bayleys Campground) in Pine Point
8am-5pm.

• Painting
No job too Big or Small

Beginnen to Advanced Welcome

CHARLES B. MELCHER

Earn up to 50% more
Many Extras & Benefits

$40,OOO!YR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill olll simple 'Iike/don' like' CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, furniture or cabinets to your needs.
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. Also remodeling work. Free estimates
24-hour recording reveals details. 801- and designs. Call Roy 773-0372.
379-2925, copyright IMEI14EB.

Designers, Electricians, Furniture

Kitchens &
Bathrooms Installed
• Tile Roo,..

Call KEVIN KING

SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS

OVERNIGHT TUESDAYS IN OUR HOME
with delightful 13yearoldgirl. Por1tand.
Car necessary. Wearelookingforsomeone who can be a reliable, lively companion. Call 773-1332.

help wanted

Makers, Carpenters, Decorators,

National Association for the Self-Employed
Underwritten by PFL Life Insurance Co.

training preferred,

ALL OCCUPATIONS

BAKER & HAlL- Professional wallpapering and painting. Celliflll specials
plus multi-room discounts. Experience
and references. Foryourfreeestimate,
call 767-5752 or 799-0231.

Architects, Builders, Cabinet

TOUCHDOWN REMODWNG

MASTER ELECTRICIAN looking for extra work on weekends. Quality for reasonable rate. Call John 883-0254 .

Techniques to Designing

Degree in early
Childhood Education
and experience required
Masters Degree preferred.

EXPERIENCED MATURE WOMANwants to care for you r child or loved one
in your home. Any time, any age, CNA
certified, own car, ref., cal 761-4659.

ATIENTlON! Are you looking for a responsible pe~n to cook, clean, provide home health care or doyour hair in
yo'ur home?ExceilentReferences. 8795412 879-5412

ATTENTION

Beginning September First

PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

AUSTRALIA
WANTS YOU

SO. PORTLANO CHILD CARE CENTER
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teache~
for their Toddler Program and Afterschool Program. Hou~ 2:30-5:30 M-F.
Call 761-3436.

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.
TREESCAPE- Natural landscape comI FIXcold-hot-steampressurewashers. ' pany. specializing in naturalistic landKarcher. Alkota, Power-Master, Landa, scaplng, trallwork, brushcuttlng, thlnetc. Factory trained serviceman. Also mng. pruning, chipping, bu~hhogglng,
new & used machines for sale or lease. fences, Wildlife plantlng~ birdhouses,
Call 846-1405.
lawns. and lotcleanng.Satisfaction guaranteed.761-0480.
LIGHT TRUCKING- Hauling rUbbish,
brush, wood, demolition, misc. 7 days! TUCKER'S TRUCKING- General trucking & professional moving of all types.
week. Call 772-7719.
Rubbish removal, basements. attics &
LOTS CLEARED- .101sq.ft .• stump re- garages cleaned. freight hauling, 8to 24
moval, wood harvesting. 37 years expe- footers available. 8estratesaround. Prorience. Will pay top dollar for standing fessional service. Fall/Spring cleanup,
timber or logs. Call for your free esti- call 761 -0193.
mate. 943-2088/893-1043.

business services

KNITTING LESSONS

announces staff vacancies

EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFE5SIONAL would like to babysit your children in my home. Close to park. Lunch
provided . Any time, any age. Mon-Fri &
weekends. 874-0536.

LITTLE PEOPlE DAY CARE- Deering
HighSchool area Beforeand afterschool
accepted. Call 773-U39.

SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning.
weekly or bi-weekly, by professiOnally
trained staff. 16 years experience. Affordable rates, excellent references, insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 799-5323.

MIKE'Z LANDSCAPE & TREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing, surgery,
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge
trimming, stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Maintenance
available. 883-8746.

Portland. Maine

help wanted .

FRESH, THOROUGH CLEANING- " you
enjoy returningfromworktoa sparkling
clean house, I can' help! Weekly, biweekly, monthly. Call 871-9385.
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boats

animals

14' SEA NYMPH. 1987 ALUMINUM
BOAT- Model 14k, 6hp Johnson, like
new condition. No dents or scratches,
fresh water use. $1095. 883-8101 or
854-8939.

TIRED OF TOMCA TTlNG and ready to
settle down. Red tabby male cat looking
for your home. Call Animal Refuge
League, 854-9771 .

30FT CABIN CRUISER- FULLY
EOUIPPED. NIew electroniCS, swim
platform, many extras, sleeps6,clean.
$11,000, call Jeff 603-436-5299.
BOAT SLIP FOR SALE- at Jordan Bay
River Condo, Sebago Lake, up to 26'.
Call Roger 892-2612.
BOATIMOTORITRAILER 18' FIBERGlASS.lnboard 12Ohp, merc.cruiser,
vinyl canvas cabin & rear cover. Fast,
excellent running. all-around boat.
$2,800 625-3021.

learning
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Fall
classes: Monday & Wednesday evenings beginning Sept 21 & 23. 10
weeks, $2SO. Saturday marathon class
also. For brochure, write K. Boldt, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME 041 07
or call 799-5728.

animals

WHAfSSODIFFERENT ABOUTTheliapJ)!
Jack 3-X Rea CollarnworKS!!! Contains
NO synthetic pyrethroids. Fordogs &cats l
OAK HILL AVE HDWE 883-5058.

lost • found
LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, 854-9771.
LDST- Gray male cockatiel in USM area
on 8/11 . Please call 773-6725.

bulletin board
'PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGICAl - Readings,
predictions, ESP, 'Crystal Clear- views
into your zodia sign and -news of economicsituatill", job change-move, family, marriage, your future! 883-3223.
ADVANCE NOTICE PUBLIC AUCTIONAugust 28th. 6pmat KnightsofColumbus
Hall, 89 Saco Street, Westbrook, Me. Preview 5pm to Spm, catered, Ranagen's
Auction Service. 767-2939, Maine Lic I
1002. ConsigrimentWeicome.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for only $169
2 DMF (DESCENTED MALE FERRETS) with AIRHIl'CH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
seek nicehomeinMaine. Wecan1stand
it anymore in Boston. Please take us WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
home! 775-2566.
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
GOLDIES PET SUPPLY CO. Specializing more information call us at 1-800-428in LeLeads, Collars, Cable Dog Trolleys. 0734 or 775-2367.
Tie-outs, Choo-Hooves, etc. -Cpare and
-FREE HAIRCOLOR.
d Save: For a free brochure call 879models needed for advanced
6063.
salon workshops.
IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & BreakFor more information, call
fast fo r cats. offeri ng NO-CAGE
Panache Salon
accomodations. New, large outdoor
Portland 's Haircolor Specialists
enclosed play area and TLC for your cat
772-5767
while you're away. Call 883-9611.
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adult services
CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, bou~ques, true experiences, advice, personals, events, much mo reo1-900-9904843, $19.90/20 mns. OR 1-900-4462336, SI .991min .• $2/connection fee.
18./or parental permission. ATS, Box
566065,AH, GA 31156, 404-333-6464.
DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-ll00-72ERICA, Sweet Agony! Adults, $2,991
rTin. VisalM,C. 00 it! No credit card? 1900-77-ERICA, A legend! $2/min ,
(E,P,S,708-ll82-7873)
HEAR TAlKING PERSONAlS- 1-900884-8500, $2lrTin. (18.) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
rTin. (18.). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
Laud., Fl. Info: 3OS-52S-5433 (x9122).

LWANT TO WET YOU UP! Catl me for
the hottest conversation: Live 1 on 1
and uncensored, lisa 1-800-726-5567,
S1.751rTin. VisalMClAnnEx.
LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE. ext. 428., S31rTin.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, Fl., ttl

GET THE REACH
YOU NEED
WITH·
THE SURE SELL.

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT
1-900-454-1444
. $1.79/m1n: 18. only
1-800-955-5580
Inlo/t.c,'S/menilerslllp
Whurlwlnd,lne.

women (... men
ATIRACTIVE WOMAN, 25 y.o. seeking
monogamous male 25-35 must befit &
good looking for meaningful long tBrm
relationship. Must like children. 1r5009
(9121)

BE PREPARED FOR vintage clothing store
escapades, obscure films and musicals, a

warped sense of humor, baleful glares
fromtwo possessive felines, and wet pai nt
on the furniture. SWF, 23, wann, quickwitted and bewitch ing,seeksequally qlirky,
charming,enthusiastic, open man. 1r5013
(~)

CASUAL, A WALK IN THE PARK, a kiss
in the dark! No mountain climbers, no
skiers, no suits & ties. 1r5936 (&'24)
CHUNKY, IMPERFECT, SlMOM seeks
husky(?) guy (with beard?) who knows
good things come in larger packages,
too. Maybe we could help each other
with weight-loss goals? "5951 (9114)
DECISIVE DWF, 31 , delightful, downt<>-earth,lookingforlovein all the wrong
pl..:es, hoping to meet some great new
faces. One call could do rt now. '11'5922
(917)

7 -12

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!

DWF, 40, VERY ATIRACTlVE, slim,
blond hair, green eyes, small shop owner
seeI<s educated, well-mannered, wellgroomed, thoughtful, professional
gentleman (50-59), who enjoys beaches,
travel, chess, reading and dancing. CBW
Box 118.

1. Write your 25-word classified ad.

FREE BY FAX
THURSDAY ONLY

775-1615
RESPONDTOA
PERSONALAD BY
CALLING

900·370·2041
CALlS COST $1.49 A
MINLJTE. MUST BE 18
OR OVER. TOUCH-TONE
PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEKLY
(207) 775-1234

DWF, PROFESSIONAl, 41 , 5'6". Interests include theater, walking, carT'lling,
movies, etc. Looking for SlDWM, 4150. You have sirTilar interests and are
honest sens~ive and emotionally available. "5930 (~OB)

2, Have your Visa or MasterCard
ready.
3. Call THE SURE SEll HOTIJNE
at 775-1234,
4. Get ready to answer your phone
as the results come ringing in!

GOOD PERSON WANTED between 40-55,
least 5'8". Not a bragger or beggar! Just
average like nnyseH. My interests are finding you for a start! 1r503O (M!)
HONEST, OPEN, ATIRACTIVE woman of
many interests wishes to mast non-trad~
tional male who is emotionally open and
in-tOUCh, evolving on aspiritual path, preferably vegetarian. 1r5964 (~14)
I'M LOOKING FOR ANDY- I think! The
music was loud at Raoul's 8/1 (Broken
Men) so I didn't catch your name. I'm
Christi ne; You're friendly, gorgeous, and
new to the area (from Boston). Hope to
hear from you! 1r5966 (~14)

From Bath
to Sebago Lake
to Kennebunk,
over 100,000 readers...
Now that's

INIlEPENOENTDWF-Tired ofbeing alone?
Me, too. Attractive 40 y.o. would like to
meet friend who appreciates I~&'nature. I
love the beach, swimming, racing, Let's
get together! 1r5946 (~14)

REACH!

LET'S TAlK! Early 408, DWF, attractive,
intelligent. fit, insightful seeks monogamous, honest, fun-loving man of substance, who doesn1 abuse substances.
Interested inoutdoors,cuttural pursuits,
farTily, travel, more. 1r5OO5 (Ml)

Recycle Me, Please!

FREE

FOUR-WEEK

How to respond to a personal ad:
Just call1-900-37(}'2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! Enterthe four-digit 1t number of the ad you wish to respond tO,listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on
thaI person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose 10 "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companions and otheno not available to "browse"). Calls cost
$! .49/min. You must be 18 or over.
'<>ek/y,55/A
To respond to a CSW Box', address mail to Casco
1ig~CBW
Congress St., Portland, ME 041 0 I , making sure to printll
Box , clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envek

r

PERSONAL

AD

WITH

PERSONAL

category:
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!
... men
0000000000000000000000000 Owomen
Omen ... women
o women'" women
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Calli!)

CALL®
Omen ... men

o others

o companions

COnfidential Information:
CNe cannot print your ad without it.)
phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

PERSONAL

LOVES TO TRAVEL attractive university
teacher in 4Os, lived overseas, speaks
foreign languages, has many varied interests and sparXs for life. Seeks openrTinded SOUl-mate. 1r5006 (~1)
NICE LOOKING, SLIM, personable, very
young looking 44 yr. old seeking nice
looking man "5008 (Ml)

OUTDOORSY GUY WANTED! DWF, 43
seeks SWM 36-45 ~S attractive, caring
energetic, happy to share campfires,
hiki ng,laughi ng, nature-I ivi ng me to the
fullest. 1rSOI2 (Ml)
RELOCATING SWF, 37, ~S, athletic,
loves animals, versatile, wide variety of
interests, hones~ caring, old-fashioned,
marriage-minded, seeks correspondence to relationship, men 27-37. For
more details call '11'5945 (~14)

HEAVY METAl WOMEN- Where are
you? SWM 25, 5'10", medium build,
short brown hair looking for women
rockers, Interested in nice looking
women 21-35. Big hair a plus! 1r5021
(Ml)

SWM, 36, HANDSOME, slender gentleman seeki ng apetitB, attractive and lively
Italian or French woman for a monogamous relationship. Professional with
high income preferred, CBW Box 123.

HELP WANTED- DWM, 33, 5'8", father,
runner, handyman looking for~SF, 2636, around 5'8",weightprop. Need someone to share lifes ups &downs. 1r5963
(&'31)

SWM- PROFESSIONAL but notastuffed
shirt. Early 305, 6', 160lbs., seeks attractive 18-38 yrs. For BiF for boating,
hiking. sunbathing &maybe more! Don1
be shy, call! Nothing ventured, nothing
gained. 1r5002 (~21)

LATE2OsSWM, handsome, fit, responsible professional. Seeking unique, fun
to bewith, attractive, independent, ~S,
SWF. Age unimportant. Enioy movies,
outdoors, exercise, BBOs, ocean.
TAlL, SlENDER, WWF SEEKS single 1r5007 (~1)
tall man, 5S-65, to share honest, healthy
friendsh ip. Is there magiC inthe "Golden
Years"? '11'5944 (~14)
SWF, 24- Hyou're looking for a fun gal
with afull-figure, then I'm for you. lIike
to dance, movies, long walk and BIG
men. "5927 (~08)

WANTED: TAlL, BlACK ADONIS, (24-35)
bystrawberry-blonde Venus (27). WE are:
educated, open-rTinded, independen~ aggressive, sensitive, clean-shaven, ath~c,
muscular, sensual, primal, disease and
drug free. 1r5965 (9114)

m~n

(... women

19708 SWM- Smokes alittle, but otherwise inexcellent running condition.Take
meonatestdrive! SeeksattractiveSWF
for friendship/relationship or B.O.
1r5959 (&'31)
3WMs SEEKS 3WFs, 21-29, must be
attr~veand physically fit, for weekday
afternoon boat excursions. Hinterested
in an afternoon offun and sun give us a
call. '11'5947 (&'31)
AlL-AMERICAN BOY, SWM, 35 fitness
buff, handsome, likes golf, current
events, romantic walks at dusk. Seeks
woman with wholesome values, good
conversation, sharp rTindand looksthat
kill. 1r5OO4 (Ml)
ATHLETIC MUSIC LOVER w/passionate
culinary interest seeks lady w/similar
intBrests to cook and bake for- your
choice of wine. Me? DWM, 40, dad,
BathlBrunswick area. 1r5950 (&'31)
ATIRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT single
young man loves long talks, candlelight
white mountains, cooking and animals.
Looking for pretty, slender, buxom
young lady 20-35. Children O.K. ComrTitments possible. 1rS031 (Ml)
DOUBLE DATE ANYONE- 29 year old
swahbuckler and 32 year old mountain
man looking for two dames to be one
with adventure and nature with. Interested?Call1r5027 (Ml)
DWM, 36,LOOKING FORA ffilEND and
possibly a lover. I'm honest, love pets,
kids, walks on the beach. I'mS'5", slinn.
~s. Seek same. 1r5955 (&'31)
DWM, 44, 5'10" I enjoy nature, animals,
canoes, walks, skiing, birds. I Cook, play
music and woodwork. You are communicative, warm, sensitive and desire an
honest, meaningful relationship. 1r5028
(9121)
DWM, 44, 5'10', 1601- Hiking, golf,
dining ou~ travel, kidsand critters, classical or rock music, Sunday morning
coffee. If you like these things too, and
are slim and attractive, ~S, let's get
together '!!'5956 (&'31)

ernie ook

THE GLOBAl GROOVE is sought by you
and I. Weboth:arew..:ko liberals, enjoy
alternative music and good java. I'm 20,
heavyset, stable and hopeless romantic. Call! "5954 (&'31)

ZYGOTES!?! Someone is lookng for
you! And they're searching in the Personals! Place your own Personal Ad
now and receive a 25-word ad and
FREE PERSONAL CAlL for 4 weeks!
Use the coupon provided to place your
ad & discoverthatlove isonly a phone
call away!

men ... men
AVERAGE GWM,25, straight acting and
looking healthcare professional seeks
similar with a positive outlook. Take a
chance, average can be exciting. !l'5960
(&'31)

person of the week

BE PREPARED FOR vintage clothing store escapades, obscure
films and musicals, a warped sense of humor, baleful glares from
two possessive felines, and wet paint on the furniture_ SWF, 23,

warm, quick-witted and bewitching, seeks equally quirky, charming, enthusiastic, open man. '8"5013 (9/21)
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as cSW's "Person of the Wool<." and is awarded
two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport All personal ads are entered in the drawing.
LONElY DWM, 408, 6', 1951bs., dark
har, blue eyes, shy, smoker, looking for
down-to-earth woman, 35-55, for camping, hiking, fishing, movies, VCR, walks,
quiettimes, drives, ~red of being lonely.
CBW Box 120.

TIRED OF BEING AlONE-I need someone romantique to share my interests
with.l'm2S, SBM, 1401bs., 5'5". 1enjoy
movies, dancing, kissing, etc... Call!
"5961 (&'31)

MOST WOMEN ARE PRETlY to me. I UNIOUE SWM EARLY 20s looking for
value their unique wisdoms and joys. 18-24 year old fannale to spend eveI'm seeking a woman, a partner, not a ningsandweekends together. Must have
asenseof humor andwant sonneonefor
~irl who ooes 'round with all so.rts of
boys. Hyou're ready to reach out and walks on beach, movies, conversation,
lakewhalyou like, I hopelhatyou'lIlike and much more. "SOI8 (~1)
who you see. I'm searching for someone, a friend and a lover who feels that VERY HANDSOME, WEll-BORN
she'll find that in me. "S020 (Ml)
SAILOR says "Help, my well-trained
stage voice was rui ned ina car crash five
OTHERS SAY I HAVE the most genUe
touch; that I am loving, caring, giving, years ago. I seek women fair of voice
easy to live with, great dancer, cuddly, (British? Irish?) and face to read "The
interesting, look IS-20 years younger Oxford Book of English Verse" or "The
lhan my rTiddle age, intelligent, spiri- House at Pooh Corner" aloud as we sail
tual, sensuous, and know how to please Casco Bay. I've the boat if you've tile
a woman. I need someone who is all of voice! "5962 (&'31)
the above, beautiful, well-endowed (for
cuddling), and wants to be needed and WOLF-LIKE EYES- RomantiC artist. 6'1",
loved. ~, NID. "S968 (&'31)
1851,frtEuropean features, good hands,
seeks
fawn~ike wood nymph, 20-30.
SWM 20ish ~ looking fOl a unique, but
not strange. talkative and fun to be with Hear music, leave message, I'll call.
young lady with great looks and a bran. 1rS967 (&'31)
Am I asking too much? 1r5019 (Ml)
WOULD YOU ENJOY: Gently canoeing,
SWM, 28, PROFESSIONAl, athletic, winter snow-shoeing , spontaneous
good-looking, ~S, newtothearea. Wish rides, walking the Mes, windy blown .
to meet fun, attractive, SWF, 22-42, sails, Jeep 4-wheeling trails, deep nainterested in fitness, beach, music, cre- ture walks, cosmic truth talks, relaxing
ative entertainment. 1rS970 (&'31)
by a camp fire, or any new desire? OW
SWM, 28, would like to meet fun, attrac- countryboy 25 seeks woman 21-28ish,
tive, educated, ~S SWF 20-40. I am 5'1 0", attractive, acwe and easy to please like
ho~ carino, professional, attr..:we.
me. 1rS017 (Ml)
Enjoy Il1Jsic, Jro/ies, frtness. calTlling,
beach, seafood. 1r5026 (Ml)
WOULDN'T IT BE AMAZING if you (intelligen~ WF, 35-45, pretty face, fit &
SWM,35,TAlL,ATIRACTIVE,who'sbeen trim. sense of humor, open-rTinded)
down I~e's road enough to find value in
compassion, honesty, cornrTitment, feel- answered this ad and met me (healthy,
ings and nature and understandsitdoesn1 attractive, WM, good took, likes kids,
happen overnignt, looI<ing for awoman 1> adventurous, playful) anditworXed out?
share sirTilar values, and become solid We'll always wonder if you donl call!
1r
f ' ds fi 1r5943 &'3

CARING AND CUTE GWM, 20, straight
acting seeks GWM 18-24 for outdoor
activities, fun, and more. Let's get
together! 1r5029 (~1)
GWM, 305, WHO LOVES LIFE, dancing, weekend getaways, romance, quiet
dinners and intimate conversation
seeks special man to share it all with.
You: 3O-4S, emolionallylfinanciafly
secure. not afraid to have or express
feelings, sense of humor, spontaneous and ·playful. '!!'5942 (&'31)
GWM, 33, 5'10", 1451bs, blondAllue, ~
S, good looking, straight acting, masculine. college educated professional. Enjoys hiking, biking, camping, tl3Y9l. Prefersi rTilaryo unger men that aretruly into
friendship. Tired of those interested in
sex only. 21 -36, no receding hair, drugs,
fats, fems, activists. 1r5016 (Ml)
GWM, 37, emotionally &physically fit,
healthcare professional, sensitive,
sense of humor, seeking friendship
with that special person .Ti red of bei ng
alone. Call me. 1rS022 (Ml)
HANDSOME MUSCULAR · BiWM
lokking for strong, cute worXout partner. I am 5'11-, 180 Ibs., masculine,
into lifting, mountain biking and beach.
Want straight acting, athletic hunk 1829 to lift with and friendship. Bench
200-500 range. High standards.
Straight lifestyle. Totally discreet.
"5014 (~1)
NORMAL GUY that happens to be gay.
Seeking attractive, straight acting, 2535 GM with positive aftitude to enjoy
outdoor activities but not into bar
scene. "S003 (Ml)
ROMANTIC, Prof., 46GWM, 5'8", 145,
attr., straight acting, heatthy, secure,
affectionate, seeks similar 3Osl40s
male for friendship might lead to honest monogamous relationship.1r5OO1
(912f)
.

name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To place a FREE ad with Penoon8lcall*>, fill out the c.
nd ma~or
FAX ~ (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, please photocopy thF
n first and
then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce weH.) The c:
rorplacing
per.;onal ads is Friday at noon, FREE p8rwonals ads are 25 words or less
Qncluding headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepled
over the phone. Personal Cal~ ads with more than 25 words cost 50e per
add~ional word. We'll send you a four-digit 1t number (to appear in your ad)
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses through an 80(}.
line at no cost to you. Ads without Penoonal C8I'1I> cost .50 per word plus
ma~-forwarding or P.O. Box cherges.
CBW Box h and P.O. Box .s cost $20 per two-, eel< ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash.

address: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

c~: ------------------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ zip: _ _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
!ala
with Personal Call®: _.-!..
n=JU;~_
add' i words @ .50 each: _ _ _ _ __

How to use your Personal call® mallb )1:
Culdellnes:

Without Personal Call®
all words @ .50 each: _________

P8l'1lOOai ads "'" available for single poopl. _king relationships. Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual
services will be retused. No full names, street addrasaes o r phone numbers will be published. Ad.
containing exp'iCit sexual or anatom+callanguage will not be pubUshed. We reserve the ri ght to ed it.
refuse or recategorize any ad . J\dvert iaers must be oyer 18 years of age.

CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): - - - - - - - - Total: ________

others
33 y.O. M seeks couples or MF only.
Discretion assured. Call to assure compatibility. Open, honest and open to
fantasies. 1rS941 (&'31)
ATIRACTIVE 2S Y.O. MALE seeking lesbian couple wishing to involve handsome man into their plays. Age not
important. 1rS957 (&'31)

Bi MAlE NEEDS YOU- Me: 29, slim,
macho, handsome, novice, shy but very
affectionate. You: BiM or BiC, t8-50,
slim, cute all around and discreet. Will
answer all calls. "5953 (&'31)
CURIOUS MWC 20s, attractive healthy,
seeks, si rTi lar couple or adventurous F
forsharedfun. Firsttimefor us. Extreme
discretion amust and guaranteed. Come
explore. '!!'S024 (917)
FEMAlE WANTED· I have a male master. I need a female master to fulfill my
fantasies. 1r5032 (917)
FINO YOURSELF- Bi-male(mostly men)
seeking Bi/GM for friends and more.
Me: 30s; you: HHO, any race. Let's
explore. 1r5000(9107)
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
MWC, 3Os, SEEKS SAME forintimatB relationship. Discr~ happy, professional
couple looking to meet same 10 explore
fantasies together. 1r5949 (&'31)
MWM SEEKS ONE MWF for avery safe,
discreet, satisfying and special relationship. Willing to stop at nothing to satiSfy. '!!'5023 (917)
NEEDED- MALE surrogate friendAover
to dine, dance, talk, share lonelines and
give each other support. My mate cannot come home. Only non-smokersand
the really sincere understanding type
need apply. 1r5010 (Mf)
STRAIGHT TALK- Tall, attractive, professional, straigh~ DBM, 38, educated,
world-traveled,ISOattractive, well-built
cuttured, SID anglo female (3045) or
MWC for clean, intimate fun. Friendship
of utmost importance. Discretion unquestionably assu red. Let's disc ussover
cocktailsldinner. 1r5948 (&'31)
SWM 26 looking for older, married female, 45-60 for daytime meetings.
Would like to experience the pleasures
that only a mature woman can give.
Discretion assured. "5011 (So'21)
SWM, 2S, ATIRACTlVE, 5't 0", 155lbs.,
very physically fit seeks one or more
curvacious bi-females to share erotic
fantasies, express uninhibited lust and
enjoy intimate fun wrth. Warm, friendly,
female companionship needed. Discretion, cleanliness assured. CBW Box 119.
1r5952 (&'31)
SWM, 30,LOOKING for local swingers
club to join. I want to ad some excitement to my life! I have BRlBL, S'IO",
200lbs, "5958 (&'31)
WICKED NICE GUY, amorous, active,
attractive, overweight, mid-3Os MWM.
Seeks exotic, erotiC, eccentric, demure
damsel for discreet day time diversion.

By Lynda Barry
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How to place your personal ad:

After you receive your" number and private security code, you may
record your personal introduction. Use your introduc1ion to tell more about
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
their names, phone numbers and the best times 10 call them. All introductions are reviewed by CBWand go on line within 24 hours.
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(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over, TOLCh-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

Placing your classified ad
before over 100,000 readers
in the Greater Portland area
is as easy as 1 - 2 - 3 - 4...

MILDORWILD! Portland'sll Dateline.
Meet exciting women and men. Alternative lifestyles also. 1-900-443-3004,
ext. 22, S2.4~rTin.
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Personal Call®

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY
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Gzsco Bay I'kekly

For one weekend in August,
four ofMaines dance companies
will come together as one. .
Portland Baller Co mpany . Maine Srare Baller
Ram Island Dance. Casco Bay Movers
All four companies presented in each performance.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUGUST 28 & 29 AT
SUNDAY, AUGUST 30 AT 2:00 PM

8:00 PM

Tickets: $12, Calt 774-0465
To charge tickets or for more information
Portland Performing Am Center
25A ForestAve, Portland
Related Activities on Saturday, August 29
12:00 Developing Dance Activities in Maine, Free
2:00 A performance by Perennial Effects, Tickers: $5
Sponsored by Cas",

Boy Weekly and M:LZ.
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ITS TIME FOR PORTLAND TO GET IN
ON PEAKS ISLAND'S SECRET

Me. Sunday Telegram
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Appetu.ers
- Pate - Mousse Truffee 6.95
- Shrimp cocktail 6.95
• Nachos 5.95
hand cut with house salsa
• Smoked Seafood Sampler 7.95
.Rumaki-Bacon Wrapped Scallops 7.95
• Please ask about our homemade
soups, stews and chowders

PEAKS ISLAND

I

From The Grill-Fresh Fish
Priced Daily
• Salmon Steak
• Sword Steak
- Yellowfin Tuna

- Chicken Burrito 8.95
Boneless Breast of Chickenserved with shredded lettuce, house salsa, sour cream and guacamole
• Please ask about our Daily Dinner Specials
Freah Ground corr... , Herbal Tea., Beer, Wine & SpiriIA A.ailable
ReaervatioD' for partiea of lix or more Sorry no Credit Card.

UOURS:
Monday - Friday
5:30am-lOam Continental Breakfa.t
10-2 Luncb
Saturday and Sunday
7am-10am Breaklut
lOam-2pm Brunch

78 Island Ave
Peaks Island
766-3322

DAILY:
2-5 Soupa, Burgen, Nacho.
5-9 Dinner (till 10 on Fri. & Sat)
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• Prime Rib (12oz) 14.95
Friday & Saturday Evenings
Great Burgers From The Grill
Served on an eggwashed bulkie with choice of
potato salad, tossed salad or cole slaw
• Basic Burger 4.75
• Cheese Burger 5.50
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TUESDAY
THURSDAY

AM

Entrees
-Scallops du jour 12.95
fresh sea scallops prepared to the chef's choice, always ,delicious
-Shrimp Scampi 11.95
.Chicken du jour 10.95
boneless breast of chicken (80%) prepared special everyday
• Sirlion Strip (lloz) 12.95
• Broccoli Mushroom Pasta 9.95

Passenger and Car Ser',lce
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